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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

Tuesday - June 21, 1977 

Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski The Oval Office. 

Mr. Frank Moore The Oval Office. 

Congressional Leadership Breakfast. 
(Mr. Frank Moore) The State Dining Room. 

•. 

. Meeting with Senator Robert C. Bryd and 
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. 

(Mr. Frank Moore) - The Oval O'ffice. 

Mr. Jody Powell The Oval Office. 

Budget Review Meeting. (Mr. Bert Lance). 
The Cabinet Room. 

Lunch with Secretary Michael Blumenthal, 
Dre Arthur F. Burns, Mr. Bert Lance, and 

Mr. Charles Schultze - The Roosevelt Room. 

Vice President Walter F. Mondale, 
Admiral Stansfield Turner, and 
Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski - The Oval Office. 

Secretary Harold Brown. (Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski). 
The Oval Office. 

Meeting with Administrator Max Cleland, 
Mr. BertLance, t-ts. Susan Woolsey, Mr. Jack 
Watson, and Mr. Stuart Eizenstat -Cabinet Room. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WA SHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

Hugh Carter -

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for apPropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Bob Lipshutz 
Tim Kraft 

Re: H elicopter Reduction 

·t. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MONDALE 
COSTANZA 
EIZENSTAT 
JORDAN 
LIPSHUTZ 
MOORE 
POWELL 
WATSON 

FOR STAFFING 
FOR INFORMATION 
FROM PRESIDENT'S OUTBOX 
LOG IN/TO PRESIDENT TODAY 
IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND 

ARAGON 
BOURNE 
BRZEZINSKI 

HOYT 
HUTCHESON 
JAGODA 
KING 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Costanza, Harden and Jordan 
concur. No comment from Kraft. 

Rick 



THE PRESIDENT HAS SEEN. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 13, 1977 

EleatroltatiO Copy Made 
for Pr81ervatfon Purposes 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: HUGH CARTE~ 
SUBJECT: Helicopter Reduction 

At the present time, 13 helicopters are assigned in support 
of the President. Eight are the large VH-3s (that you 
normally fly in) and five are the smaller six passenger 
VH-lNs. We have evaluated the need for this number of 
helicopters and have determined that the most significant 
reduction can be accomplished by eliminating the support 
provided by the five VH-lNs. This support at present 
includes 20 people and costs $4,324,000/year in operations, 
maintenance and salaries. Support of this magnitude is not 
needed because: 

1. The President seldom has need to use these small 
helicopters (you have not used a VH-lN at all) . 

2. The non-executive configured model (UH-1) is available 
from DOD inventory should one be needed periodically. 
These can carry 11 passengers versus six on the VH-lN. 
UH-ls are used now as back up and "Secret Service 
chase" on trips. 

A key point is that eliminating the support of one type of 
helicopter as opposed to cutting back on both types generates 
the largest savings. For example, cutting the VH-3s from 
eight to six and the VH-lNs from five to three would save 
only $604,000 and 10 people. We, therefore, recommend the 
elimination of VH-lNs from Presidential support. 

After approval of this recommendation, we will pursue further 
cutbacks in the number of VH-3s. 

Approve -------
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

W A SHIN GTON 

Date: June 15, 1977 

FOR ACTION: FOR INFORMATION: 
The Vice President 
Midge Costanza t#"' Jack Watson C.. 
Stu Eizenstat Richard Hard n t~ 
Hamil ton Jordan~ Tim Kraft NC. 
Bob Lipshutz "-L-1 
Frank Moore 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: Helicopter Reduction 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 10: 00 AM 

DAY: Friday 

DATE: June 17, 1977 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
~Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 
__ I concur. 

Please note other comments below: 
__ No comment. 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required 
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052) 

MEMORANDUM 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 13, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: HUGH CARTE~ 
SUBJECT: Helicopter Reduction 

At the present time, 13 helicopters are assigned in support 
of the President. Eight are the large VH-3s (that you 
normally fly in) and five are the smaller six passenger 
VH-lNs. We have evaluated the need for this number of 
helicopters and have determined that the most significant 
reduction can be accomplished by eliminating the support 
provided by the five VH-lNs. This support at present 
includes 20 people and costs $4,324,000/year in operations, 
maintenance and salaries. Support of this magnitude is not 
needed because: 

1. The President seldom has need to use these small 
• helicopters (you have not used a 'VH-lN at all). 

2. The non-executive configured model (UH-1) is available 
from DOD inventory should one be needed periodically. 
These can carry 11 passengers versus six on the VH-lN. 
UH-ls are used now as back up and 11 Secret Service 
chase .. on trips. 

A key point is that eliminating the support of one type of 
helicopter as opposed to cutting back on both types generates 
the largest savings. For example, cutting the VH-3s from 
eight to six and the VH-lNs from five to three would save 
only $604,000 and 10 people. We, therefore, recommend the 
elimination of VH-lNs from Presidential support. 

After approval of this recommendation, we will pursue further 
cutbacks in the number of VH-3s. 

Approve __________ __ Disapprove -----------
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MEMORANDUM 

~ o~j_Q 
0 YOU WERE CALLED BY- 0 YOU WERE VISITED BY-

OF J~ftt!- Lu.t ~ 'o ~ 
0 PLEASE CALl. _,_ PHONE NO. 

~ COD~~. --------------------
0 WILL CALL AGAIN 0 IS WAITING TO SEE YOU 

0 RETURNED YOUR CALL 

~-

ST NDARD FORM 63 
REVISED AUGUST 1967 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 

0 WISHES AN APPOINTMENT 

I DATE I TIME 

·&3-108 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

D~e: June 15, 1977 

FOR ACTION: FOR INFORMATION: 
The Vice President 
Midge Costanza Jack Watson 
Stu Eizenstat Richard Hard n 
Hamilton Jordan Tim Kraft 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 
~ 

SUBJECT: Helicopter Reduction 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 10:00 AM 

DAY: Friday 

DATE: June 17, 1977 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
~ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 
~I concur. 

Please note other comments below: 
__ No comment. 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

MEMORANDUM · 

\, 

. \ 
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WHITE HOUSE 

.WASHINGTON ' .. 
Date: June ·1S, 1977 ' 

·, 

FORACTION: FOR INFORMATION: 
The Vice President , 
Midge\ Costanza Jack Wats6ri 
Stu Eizenstat ~ Richard Hard n 
Hamilton. Jordan Tim Kraft 
Bob . Lipshutz 
Frank' Moore ' · 

.YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
.: To THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 
. /·:'.TIME: 10:00 AM 

Friday 
/ ,~ 

DATE: June 17, 1977 

ACTION REQUESTED: .. , · . 
:__!__ Your comme~ts .. 

Other: 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

. WASHINGTON 
- .:.. '_..::.- )'-- ·-

Ode~ June 15, 1977 

FOR ACTION: FOR INFORMATION: 
The Vice President 
Midge Costanza Jack Watson 
Stu Eizenstat Ri 
Hamilton Jordan ~T~l~m~K~r~a·f~t~~~ 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 
. ., 

SUBJECT: Helicopter · Reduction 
; 

:'--·. 

,, .. 
, ~- r ., 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: ·· 10:00 AM 
•.· 

DAY: Friday 

DATE: June 17, 1977 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
~ Your comments 

Other: · 

STAFF RES~SE: · 
~I concur. 

I" 

__ No comment. 
Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED; 
If "'"' h!Suo ~nu ,.,. toc+innc n_r if \11"\11 ~n+i,.in~+a ~ rlol~" in ll!tthrni++inn +ho rorn•i .. ~ 

MEMORANDUM 

"' . ~ .. . 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Da~: June 15, 1977 

FOR ACTION: 
The Vice President 
Midge Costanza Jack Watson 
Stu Eizenstat Richard Hard n 
Hamilton Jordan Tiro Kraft 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 
"l 

SUBJECT: Helicopter Reduction 

FOR INFORMATION: 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 10:00 AM 

DAY: Friday 

DATE: June 17, 1977 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
~ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 
__ I concur. 

Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If vou have anv auestions or if vou anticioate a delav in submittino the reauired 

MEMORANDUM 

.. 

.. 



The Director of Central Intelligence 

Washington. D. C. 20505 

v~c:: 
1----~ 

20 June 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

MEETING 

DATE 

TIME 

DURATION 

ADDITIONAL 
ATTENDEES 

INFORMATION 

~ 
Admiral Stansfield Turner ·- · 1 

Background for Presidential Activity 

Lyman Kirkpatrick 

Tuesday 21 June 1977 

2:00 p.m. 

15 minutes 

Dr. Brzezinski 
Admiral Turner 

Provided for the President and 
Dr. Brzezinski 

1. Biography - Lyman Kirkpatrick 

2. Applicable News Clips/Articles written by 
Lyman Kirkpatrick 

EleclrOIIatlo Copy Made 
for Prllll'dtlon Purposes 
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LYMAN BICKFORD KIRKPATRICK, JR. 

BIOGRAPHIC DATA 

Mr. Lyman Bickford Kirkpatrick, Jr., was born in Rochester, 
New York, on 15 July 1916. He is married and has four children. 
He graduated from Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, Massachusetts in 
1934; graduated from Princeton University, School of Public and 
International Affairs in 1938. 

Prior to World War II he worked for the U.S. Ne~s Publishing 
Corporation, and during the war he served in the Office of Strategic 
Services and on the staff of General Omar Bradley's 12th Army Group 
as Intelligence Briefing Officer. For his service in World War II 
he received the Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, European Theater 
Ribbon with five battle stars, and the French and Belgian Croix de 
Guerre. At the end of World War II he returned briefly to the 
U.S. News as an editor of 11 World Report .. and then came to CIA. 

During the period of the establishment of CIA, he worked 
untiringly to set up and organize various components and activities 
of the Agency. In 1952 he was tragically struck with poliomyelitis. 
Demonstrating his powers of courage and resolution, Mr. Kirkpatrick 
returned to duty in 1953 to assume one of the most critically important 
positions in the Agency--that of Inspector General. Rising above a 
lasting physical handicap, he repeatedly made the rounds of Agency 
establishments both here and overseas. 

In the fall of 1960, Mr. Kirkpatrick's services were made 
available at the national level when he was named Chairman of the 
Joint· ~tudy Group, a panel established by President Eisenhower to 
examine all aspects of the foreign intelligence efforts of the 
United States. 

With the approval of President Kennedy, Mr . Kirkpatrick was 
named in early 1962 to a three-man group established to study the 
role of the Oirector of Central Intelligence, the organization of 
the United States intelligence community, and the relationship of 
the Central Intelligence Agency to other ·departments and agencies. 

In 1962 he was appointed Executive Director, an office he held 
. until his retirement in 1965. 

' 
.\ 

·, 
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Professor Kirkpatrick received many awards during his 
intelligence career, including the President•s award for 
Distinguished Civilian Service, the highest award that can be 
given a civilian in the United States Government. 

Since 1965 he has been Professor of Political Science 
at Brown University. He has served as visiting lecturer in 
government and international affairs at the Naval War College 
in Newport, Rhode Island, as well as other U.S . war colleges . 
He has written a total of seven books, three in the field of 
intelligence. 

-. 
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Witness from 
the Inside 
The Refll CIA, hy Lyman B. Kirkpat- ' 
rick, ]r. (Macmillan . .312 pp. $6.95), is 
a defense of the Central Intelligence 
Agency by its former executive d-irector, 
tclw served in U.S. intelligence for more 
than ttcenty-two years. Harry Howe 
Ransom is wofessor of political science 
at Vanderbilt University. 

By HARRY HOWE RAi\SOM 

THE ~lOST A~IBIGUOUS ORGANIZATION of 
American govemment is the Central In
telligence Agency. Ever since its crea
tion by Congress in 1~47 thi~ supposedly 
secret agency has been in and out of the 
headlines, causing sus'picion, doubt, and 
confusion in the public mind. To some 
CIA activities resemble a Gilbert and 
Sullivan operetta incorporating Parkin
son's Law. Others view the CIA as a 
sinister "invisible govemment" l'ccklesH· 
ly pursuing its "own" foreign policy. And 
there are those who see an organization 
operating with cool James Bond invinci
bility, always defending the national in-

. terest and saving the day. · .. 
Befuddled observers have long 

wanted to· ask, "Will the real CIA please 
stand up?": Few are qualified to make a 
positive identification. Lyman B. Kirk
patrick, Jr:, is qualified; indeed, his 
knowledge should surpass that of any 
person yet to publish on the subject. 
Kirkpatrick served in CIA's predecessor, 
the~· Office of Strategic Services, during 
\Vorld \Var II and \vas on hand at CIA's 
birth. He was executive assistant to Gen
eral Walter Bedell Smith, CIA's director 
in its most important formative years. 

· ~ And Kirkpatrick rose through the agen
cy's hierarchy, undaunted by a crippling 

' polio attack in 1952, to become inspector 
· general for eight years. As . ex~utive 

• 

e.,.Pt. ,.o:s K~,.kpCIL"'-.,....:c...)C') 
TiE SATURDAY REVIEW 

16 Jrarch 1968 
- --I;~ .. "" ca . .:rr. . 
.So"".\.(.0\·~ ll\~ R~-JC.I./f. 

P-Qo.."' ~<>"rV") Het.,....r-'4 ~cw,_ 
f' \A. -t- \:. l Q 

director he was No. 3 man in the agen
cy's high command until he resigned in 

. · 1965 to teach political science at Brown 
University. 

In The Real CIA Kirkpatrick traces 
the evolution of the U.S. intelligence 
system, as well as the progress of his 
own . career. Only in America could 
some"6i1e with his privileged security 
knowledge publish such a book. Kirk
patrick's purpose is to set straight the 
factual record, or at least that part of it 

· proper to disclose. He is convinced that 
most public information about the CIA 
has been inaccurate or misleading. Al
though not uncritical of it, he defends 
the CIA from its many detractors and 
argues against those who would alter 
radically the central intelligence concept 
or change the assignment of disparate 
functions to the CIA. 

Mo~t of the lnformntlon Klrkpatt·lck 
provides here was already in the public 
record. The book's greatest value is its 
validation of certain facts about the 
CIA's rather obscure organizational lli~;
tory. From this insider's story much is 
to be learned about bureaucratic infight
ing and departmental jealousies. \Ve are 
told, for example, how the CIA director, 
considered by some to be one of the two 
or three most powerful men in govem
ment suffered for years becai.tse his "pro
tocol' rank" in Washingto.n, D.C., was 
thirty-fourth. This, writes Kirl-:patrick, 

1 • "could actually affect the willingness of 
; ', people to listen to him in important 
1 · meetings." Although the director's rank 
; : has reeently been elevated, the author 

· tells us, vaguely, that there are still 
, "those". who "try to reduce the role of 

the director of Central Intelli~en<·e ...... 
Kirkpatrick's opinions :mel observa

tions deserve serious consideration be
cause they derive from a thoughtful 
mind and unique experience. i\'everthe
less there are important ami perhaps 
crucial questions on which he offers little 
enlightenment. How did an agency set 
up by Congress in 1947 to perform in-

·. telligence ( infonnation) activities come 
to undertake secret political operations? 
Did Congress ever intend the CIA to 
overthrow foreign govemments or se-

. cretly subsidize American domestic in
stitutions? Here the hook falls short of 
the promise of its title. In his brief dis
cussion of covert political nction Kirk
patrick makes clear that he thinks it 
wise to combine "action'' and "intelli
gence" under the CIA roof. He believes. 
however, that C'OVtnt 11oliti<:nl nction 
should be used "onlv ln the most serious 
national emergency: and as a last resort 
before the use of military power." 

One can quickly agree with Kirk
patrick that "a strong intelligence or
ganization is an essential element of o~tr 
national security, provided that it · is 
effective, objective and properly ·con
trolled." Less quickly would this re- 1 

viewer agree that these provisos have 
been met, or that we have the informa
tion to so assume. It has been easier to 
create committees for control than to ef
fectuate real control of secret operations. 
The U.S.S. Pueblo incident may he an 
example of continuing deficiencies in 
this regard. And with respect to effec
tiveness. the Southeast A.~ian crisis may 
be a tragie :example of another colossal 
American il')telligence failure. 

. ' · 
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OCT 14 1973. 
Debunking the Scare A~yths 

.. The C~~L~~ ~ ... . _<OJ 
. '·. '•.;.:- _ _ .· .. - · , . ( 

., ___ ~ .. ~ · - -- -: ~ .. . - ~ ~ 

. -. .. .. . -~--- .... .. .,. . . • • ,.,... .. •;u. • · ···•· - · . -r. ·~..,...--.,_. .• ., - !",. · ·,·~- ........ --:--- -~. 

·-THE U.s: INTELLIGENCE 
CO~li\1UNITY. By Lyman B. 

· Kirkpatrick Jr. Hill and 
. ·_ W?-ng. 212 P!l· $7.95 

- By JOSEPH C. GOULDEN 

; T h e Allende government 
~.crashes, and the fin;;crs of 
· blame reflexively point to-
wards Langley. Va., the pleas

.·.:_ ant resid~ntial wburb five 
--~''miles north of my desk that is 

_the home of the CIA. 
Downtown, other "CIA'; 

hob~ohlins are viewed-with
ala:-m: the pensioned spymas
ter Hunt usinc in retirement, 
against the infidel Ellsberg, 
the techniques (and Cubans) 

. he once marshaled against 
heathens cbewhere; ITT 

. · ;;cheming to rand CIA a mil
lion bucks to bust a Chilean 

· elect ion: wrnngs of in-
quisitor): }ntcrcst even among 
Co;1;:ressmt:>n, ·:zuys normally 
as moribund as the stone dino-

·. saurs outside :he Smith~onian. 
The September issue of "Pro-

. ~ressive" - edited by men 
who should ami do, know b~t
ter - features a black-on
white scare cover: 

THE CIA'S DIRTY. TRICKS 
Ul"DER FIRE AT LAST. 

As the lynch mob forms, se
riQus citizens might pause to 

read a ·serious book on· the 
Cl.'\, one which well might 
send them ci}nsing elsewhere 
- that is, to the White House 
and the National Security 
Council. 

• 0 • 
LYMAN B . . KIRKPATRICK. 

JR. i9 not unb!ased. He joined 
the CIA at its formation in 
1947, and although stril;en ,'by 
parnlytic pol:o fiYc years 
later, served as inspector gen
eral and exccuti•:c dir~ctor
comptrollcr until retiring in 
l!JGj. But K1rk;1:>.tr ick has 
written an eminently ohjective 
bool\. and an eminently scn
s i b 1 e one. And he dis-

dorn;ancy is the fault of the iiiteliigence is to do just th~t). 
legislators ("the reluctance of then politely ~aid r.o thanks. 
the members . .: . to get into . Further, the public furor 
Se:Jsitive intelligence mat- over the ITT offer made it op-
1ers"), not CIA secrecy. crationaliy impossible for CIA 

• • .• . to toss out Allende even had 
. • • .. the White House told it to do 

· ··KIRKPATRICK _DOES as~ _.so: because of the ooJitical 
se;-t tl_Jat CIA's furtJ\'eness, al- . sensitivity of Chi!~ the San-· 
tho~Jgn oftet: n~cessary for tiago station was ct:t to ~kelc
logJca,l. secunty, ts ove_rdone; ton size months before . the 
that occaswna~ ·. offt_ctal re- c 0 u P . Romanticism and 
I:a~e of non~enstttve mforma- James Bond notwithstanding, 
t1.o .• · · · \\ ~u!d help to aJle- seven men can't overthrow a 
\'tate the (puoltc) fear of the government. 
secret ar.d powerful system." A wise book. Read j~ before 

lr.dee~ tt could,. and Hunt \'0\1 are ovemhelmed by the 
~nd ~T 1 ar.e promn~cnt cases scare headlines . . 
1:1 pom'.. w.1en Hunt waved a ~-----,,---:---

White House had;;e at CIA in . Joseph C. Goulden. n 1\'asll-
pas~ionately debunks some of the Eilsberg case. it· aided in;;lon writer, is now worhing 
the more pervasive myths him briefly- then booted him on boor-s on the federal judi
about "~h~._l!.S. Intelligence off the prdmises. CIA listened ciary and on America bct\\'ccn 
Commumty · to ITT (a primary function of Y J-Day and Korea. 
·- Despite such aberrations·....--· .. . 

as the .pecu;iar. E. HO\\·ard 
Hunt . .the· CIA 'is staffed and 
run by bureaucrats. men who 
follow orders anc! avoid. risks : 
on their own initii.1tive. 
· - ''The secret ::?v\·ernmcnt" · 
does nor' exi~: . CiA's orders 
come from tlie \1.'i~ae House. 
The men in Langley, and in 
the field, execute national pol- · 
icy, not make it. 

- Con6ress is blind to CIA 
by its own choice. The ma
chinery for . ovcrvi~'~. exwtY, 
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In the- c;oUlltry of the bhnq 
. . 

I:.Y:\i.:-\...'l B. KIRKPATRICK, Jr. unbroken run of success (cx..:ep.t for Dieppe comes in r:1ther stran.g-dy . . 
Czptuins Without E~es 

·Intelligence. Failures in World War ·n. . .. _, . 
the Battle of Britain, wruch was a British informatron was both cxten
Luftwaffe ·failure); they were not sive and accurate. The ni·ost that l\1r. 
going. to be deterr~ now from the Kirkpatrick can . say is that the · 
advance e,ast:wards which was the admirable air photograph> witb 

303pp. · Hart-Davis. £1 2s. culmination of Hitler's strategy~ The which the British commanders and · 
----...;....-----.- . ---- ·Russian failure to form a C{)rrect troops were supplied did not reveal 

. -The jacket is brightly colour~d . and appreciation was more ser!ous, but -it caves· in thclhnkin·~ headlands which 
_ sinister. w_ith a representation of a : was not an intelligence fa!lu_re: They · containect machine~gun positions. It 
__ snakes-and-ladders boJ.rd, the snakes' ~ad had the mo~t excelle,nt .m!orr:ta· is not dear that,~ even if they bad, 

heads labelled with the names of five tlon of the co~ung attacK, mdudt~g there would have been mu::h change 
... · bl' h, . even the date; but they were still in the operational . plans, let al-o:1e 

battle~ . . In toe ~_Iur? the pu IS ~~s taken by surprise. The failure was at that the raid would-have been calk_d 
. ; announce that . this controverstal the top. Stalin, like Hitler but \yitb off. The Germans certainly had no· 
· ·. and unprecedented book by the for- less justification, refused to bclie_ve advance .warning. Stories of breac?es 

mer Executive Director of the C.I.A. either \Yhat his own people told htm of secunty on the part of Canad:an 
reveals "the ·alarming (ruth behind the or the seriOUS, accurate, and detailed troops bc.forehand are Sb'Own tO be 
most critical intelligence failures of warning he received from ChurchilL, . : __ ba.sekss.: _In fact i~telligcnce J?laycd 

.. \"orld \"ac II .. -: and the mistakes. Th G . failed t conquer ::bardly any role, etther way, 10 UH: 
'' '' . e ermans . 0 

. o : de...-elopment of the opcratioo. Th;: 
on both sides that changed the course Russta, and the RuSSians fatkd to .· mo·t Yalu:1bl~ P trt of this cb.1p'er is 

l f b t th f'r t onslau<>ht bu• in both " " · ' of history~·. In actua act, owever, s.em e 1 s .. ;> • ' •
1
h the · the :tsscssn1<:ot· of the re5ults of the 

it is far .from being either revelatory cases the responstbihty lay WI . • Dieppe raid which \\-~re so favour
or startling, and it is aU the better sup_rel?e c'::nnmanders and not With able to the Allie5 a" almo,;t to justify 

·. for that. Mr. Kirkpatrick before thetr mteUigence. Pearl Ha~b~r> ~~ the tragi..:al!v high casualties. Not 
·- rising to his senior position in the the ?:~er ban~. appears ~i:~~irkg ~- only were the· Gamans deceived 

. d - · to. gt~ e bett~r support to ' · . P .. about Allied intentions but thev also postwar CJ.A.., serve as a tumor·- tnck. 5 the-ts His treatm.::nt of It 1> ' 
lnt.-lfigcnce Officer on the beadquar- " · · · · h made erroneou,; deductions about ~ - comprehcnstve and luctd. wtt many . _ , 

1
., _. _ , ~ 

ters of the U.S. Tv;clfth Army Group, verbatim extracts from the proceed- hkcl) Alt ... d ta~.:ttc~ ami th.._ rounkr 
so that he bas. personal experience ing~ of the congre>sional Committee . to _1~1em: t~e All:e.~ _ka:n,t ksso~:> 
_of intelligence in the field. His of Investioation. Although he re- \\htch p.m"d of, _\lt_al m.pvrtan~.:e. 
approach to the subjectis accordingly marks that"the United States govern- ~o On:rl<~~d. All_ tn•." t:> brou:;~ll '?ul 

·practical and down to earth; he un- mcnt "had not considered a modem tn ~1 r. K1rlqntnck s most et lccllve. 
dcrstands both thc·nature of n1ilitary intellig~n~e servicc · c;;s~ntiat in pca~e n1anncr. · · · · · 
information arid the way in which time", he rightly empha~izes one of No accoLmt of the airborne opera
it · -is put to usc. To illustrate his the great triumphs of that ser~·i.:e. tion at Arnhem can fail to bring out 
theme he has chosen five subjects- the breaking of the Japanese dtplo- ·that .it was the most daring element 
the German invasion of Russia, Pearl matic cipher. By the use of this, a,nd in an extraordinarily daring stroke 
Harbor, Dieppe, Arnhem, and th' other wireless intelligence. -it was of strategy: . the Jaun.:hing into 
Ardenn·es (or Battle of the Bulge)- possible to deduce the i_mm!nen~e of ·enemy territory of three divisions of 
with tl)c purpose of demonstrating a decisive blow, but not tts d!rectton. • parachutists to seize six successive 
that "in each · lnst:1nc.-: there was a · h bridges. Unless it is to be accepted 
Vl.tal ,··n.tellt'!!e· nee f·,lt'lure on our or. Mr. Kirkpatrick point~ out_ wtt . 

- · · • h · t 11 , that every such enterpns<! must · 
lD• some cases, on both <t'd··s ". The JUS!tce tnat w en an m e tgenc" . - . 

J ~ :l • bl 5ucceed save for some postttve n.·ord "y1"taJ ~· plat'n]y !!"""'" t{)O far·, service po~esses SO aumtra e a 
" -"'""' h b'Ji• • th reason, it _hardly seems necessary to Qut · ~.t least ~fr. Kt'rkp~trt'ck set~ out source ' as t e a I ,y to reao e 'I • L " •v ·• J , • b · J bring in an intell!gence fat ure. • a _. with great" cbrity the intelligence enemy s c1p er mcss3.gcs It ten · ; to · 

1
• . " .d 

·· · h' h b h ·d d reoard this as th'! only thing that gucrre est une chose a c::tt~me .• sat 
! appreciatton w tc ot st e.s. ma e, co~tnts. Churchill at times fell into Fo-~h. Neverthele?s· two mtelhgeoce 
: and the reader can form b1_s .own ., .. -- _ .~ . .. _, errors can be pomted out; the best 
.!\ opinion. . the same error: the ~:mger am~~ dropping-zone, ·near the Rhine 

·rr is . impossible to argue, and ~fr. from the fact that the ctrcle of tl,o,~ brid<>e was ruled out on grounds 
Kirkpatril:k ·makes little attempt to in the know is hea_Yily restrict-!d, and subs~quently found to be false, and 
do so. that Hitler woulrl have re- that the t'Op people,_ Roo;.::v_elt and the strength of the two S.S. Panzer 
frained •from attacking Russia if he. Churchill. are promJed \':tth the divisions in the area was underesti
had had better inteliigence. Admit- straight deciphers. and l~ft to. make mated. Mr. Kirkpatrick · ronsiders 
tedly· he told Ciano in August, 1941, their own conclu~t_?ns. Sttll, alrnough that. if the_- facts had been corredly 
that he might not have attacked if he . this supremely amportant source known the lst Airborne Division . 
had known how_ many tanks the . gave no hint of_ precise Japa~ese would 'not have been dropped ;lt, 
Russians had, ·but Mr. Kirkpatrick intentions, the Umted States servt:es Arnhem .. or at least not in the area · 
rightly regards this as · a lie; in any . gave, enough serious warnings to where'it did land". In the former 
case the ·German ·general staf.i' ha·d a · the commanders at Pearl Harbor as case the division would have been 
pretty good idea of their numbers ·. should ba\·e. t:nablcd the~ _to t:lke . spared very heavy casmlties. but the 
and.suspectcd that the latest models more precauttons than they dtd. _The object of the \Vhole. operation. to 
were superior to their own. The fa~t failure app-.:ars to have been netther se-..1.1re a ·crossing of the Rhine, 

-·-· · is that Hitler, and most of hts \\'ith intelligence, nor at the top, but would have .been frustrated. In the 
' · "\ generals, thought little of their in~el- at the lower operational le\·e_l. O~e. second case they might still not have 
-,._ j Jigencc service, a tendency not un- lucky aerial reconnaissance flight m- succeeded in their audacious attempt 

known in other armies, but carried a northwesterly direction would have even although their intellig-ence was 
to • extremes by ·the Germans. been enough to provide the necess; · pufect. -· · - .· 
~They had no_t bothe:ed ~bout it in ary . warning. , 
the past-it was anyway very bad- . _\ 

1 ~ • r • · • • • • 
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Field-~!arshal Rundstedt pro- doubt uni.lc·r the . influcn..:c of hi-s 
tested to the end-of his days against career in C.LA.. w pb;.:c undue 
calling the German . attack in the in1portanc.! on a':!enh' reports, but 
Ardennes in D~ccmbcr, 19-W, "tbe ' \\hen he comes J;·.•. n to tbl! det:1il of 
Rundo;tedt oEfensi\·c ". Hc .. was right. hb cho~~n battles he shows bow 
and his· protest is r_elevant t_o _Mr. - irrelc\'~\nt the\' usu:1lh :1re. Describing 
Kirkpatrick's analysts of this, the the Ardennes battle -he draws on hi-; 
fifth of his sckct.:·.d battles. For the own c.\pcricn;:c: in the field <lt 
whole conception ,-.-as I-~itler's alone. the time to sh1..'W the real me.H of 
a':d his. generals, i~cludi~g ~II th_ose intelligence: prisoners. c-.<~ptured 
w1th high con1m~n<;s IO tt, \\~~e tdo;;uments. ar.c -the int.!rccp~ion of 
strongly oppo:>;:d to I_t. ~he p~ec~:>e ]·\\ire less traffic. He was plai i-:.ly an 
point of attack was Hitler s. chOice_, a ~dmirable intell:>ence officer and as 
choice made, as Mr. Ktrkpatnck ·" 3. writer he sh~'.VS much charm of 

·. points out, on September 16 and not fimanner and skill in narration. · 
dictated, therefore, by the fact that 
three mo[lths later this sector hap· 
pened to be rather lightly held. The 
e.-entual ·att..l.ck came as a complete 

·. surprise to the Allies _and here }.1r. 
Kirkpatrick m_ost emme~tly ~as a · 
case for speak.mg of an mt~lllgenc_e 
failure. He cle:u·ly regards lt as hts 
ph~Cc? de re!ii.l'f<lliC<', since ~dn.nce 
information was not merl'ly mJ.dcqu-

: ate, as with the other battles, but 
totally lacking. Neverthele>s. two 
points are worth serious consid~_ra-

. tion ·: were there any extenuating 1 
circumstances and, m0st import:mt. 

· . \Vas the failure. in his words. vital? 
The reason~\'h}·-· :he Al!ied intdli

gcnce authorities did not believe in 
t.'le likelihood of a German large-s.:ak 
offensi\·e wa;; that they thought the 
effect of the attrition of Gcm1ao 
manpower had been too severe. s,) it 
had, anq their jud:;ment was corrob
orated, though th.::y naturally did not 
know this, by all the senior German 
commanders (as Mr. Kirkp:1tri.::k 
says, "the close parallel in Ll-te view~ 
of American intelligence and tho'i.:l 
of the German commands are note
worthy"). They were preYented 
from obtaining any · positive infor
m..'1.tion about the offensive by the 
severest negative measures of secur
ity ever aqcpteJ by the Gem1ans. 
Intelligence officers are not sup-.!rhu
mah : the only way in which they 
could hare b:!d advance warning 
wo:.Ud have been by reading Hitler's 
mind. · As for the second point. 
obviously the failure was so far from 
being vital that the main result of 
the offensive was · to hasten the 
German collapse. This is the vindica
tion of Allied intelligence. As Sir 

_ Kenneth Strong, then Eiscnhower·s j 
chief intel!i,ge.n·;:.e officer, put it in b!3 
book,. lntel(igence at the Top, our 
appreciation w:1s that if the Germam 
did attempt a counter-offensive they 
·migbt gain a temporo.ry suc.;ess Lut · 

. would not be strong enough to 
_defeat us. In this_ view ·he was ri~ht, 
and so was Rund.>tcdt; it was Hitler 
who suffered a ~-ira! failure. 

Whatever -the final view on ~rr. 
Kirkpatrick•s general thesis: there is 
much value in his book. H. is nor
mally very accurate 'about f:-tct~. 
except [Qr a few slips over date.-; :1nd 
German ortho~raphy. and it gi\·c>. a 
semil>lc picture of how i.ntdli~::::tcc . 
works. He is rather in.:li::~,!. no 
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Is the Cii\ .st2r~ing to spy on Arncriccms cr( Iiome~~turning i:c::_lcnts and rnonay'i- c -- ... ~'o ~~f.~ ... 
~gainst .students, blacl\s, oUwrs? . That is Oi1e ·of severe1I key questions raised in -~ 1 \l. l1.01 A.i-~~"'~;·~. 
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· The fo!lowing was \l'riften by Ed1·tard g_ DeLong of 

Unii'ed Press./nfernational, bos0_d on an inten'iew with 

o Central lnfelligen~c Ag:::ncy official wf1o has re
_signed. The qispclfch wos dis,'ributed by UP/ for pub
lical'ion all October 3. 

\'ic:lor l\larchctti embarked 16 years ago on a career that 
was all any aspiring young spy could ask. But l\\'o years ago, 
after rcat:hing the highc>st len:ls of the Central Jntell igencc 
Agency, lJC became. disenchanted with what he pcrceh:ccl to . 
be amorality, overwhelming military influence, waste and 
duplicity in· the sp)· b.usincss. He quit. 

Fearing today that the CIA may already haYc begun "~o~ 
ing against tlw C\~~m)' within" ·the United States as they 
Jll?.Y. conceive it-that is, dissiden t student groups and civil
rights organizations-~larchetli has bunched a campaign for 
Ii1ore·~ presidential and congressional control over the entire 
~U.S. intelligence community. 

·"I think we need to do this because we're getting into 
an awfully dangerous era when \\'C have · all this talent 
(for clandestine operations) in the CIA-and more being de
veloped in the military, which ·is getting into clandestine 
"ops" (operations) ...:and there just aren't that many· places 
any more to display that talen t," ~Im'chelli says. · · 

"The cold war 'is fadiug. So is the war in Southeast' Asia, 
. except for Laos. At the sa:ric tiriJC, we're gelling a lot of 

J domestic problems. And thC're arc people in the CIA who
if they _aren't right now actually already running domestic 
operations against stud~nt groups, blat:k movements and the 
lil~c-are ccrtainlr coasidering it. 

"This is going to get to be very .. tempting," 1\!archetti 
said in a recent. interview at his comfortable home in Oak

. - ton, ·[Va.], a 'Vasllinglon suburb where m:~ny CIA men )i\·c. · 
"There'll be a great temptation for these peoplC" to sug

gest operations. and for a Presidci1t to approve them qr to 
kind of look th~ other way. You have tlic dr.nger ·of intelli
gence turning against the, nation i_tsdf, going against the 'the 
enemy within.'" · 

1larc!,etli' spc;aks of the CIA from im ·insrtlcr's point of 
·view. At Pennsylvania Stntc Uni,•ersity }w deliberately pre- . 
pared him<>elf for ·an intelligence career, gradu:1ting in 1955 -\ 

4 •• , _ 1 • .., • 1• 1 1 • . • 
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Tl;r~uglt a professor secretly on th~ CIA payro11 as a. talent j . · · 
·scout, l\[archctti netted the prize ?.ll would-be spies dre<:~m o..-:'1-""''l 
of-'-an immediate joh ofl'er from the CIA. The offer en me 1"( ... """ d-r. 
during a secret meeting ill a hotel room, set up by a stranger · 
who telephoned and identified himself o11ly as "a friend of 
your brother." 
· !\Jarchetti spent one year as a CJA agent iu tTlC field and 
10 more as an anaTrst of intclligcnte relatin~ ·to the Soviet 
Union, risit.g through the ranks until he \\'as l1elping pre
p::~re the n:~tionaJ.intelligcncc estimates for the \\'ltitc House: 
Dming this period, ~Jar- , . 
che!ti says, "I \'.'as a k!\vk. 
I · belicwd h! . what we 
were doing." 

Then lw was pror.1oted 
to the executive staff of 
the CIA, modng to an of~ 
£ce on the top fi oor of the 
. Agency's headqunrtc' rs 
across the Potomac }~iver J 
from \\'ashington. 

For three years he 
worked ns special assistant 
to the CIA chief of plans, 
programs ai1cl budgctin~, 
as special assistant to the 
CIA's executive director, . 
and as executive assistant 
to the Agency's deputy 
director, V. Adm. Hufus 
L. Taylor. 

"This put me in a very 

·Mr. Marchetti 

rare position within tl1e Agency and within the intelligence 
community in general, in that I was in a place where it was· 
b<.>ing all pulled together," ~Iarchetti said. · 

"I could see how intelligence analysis was done anc1 how it · 
£tted into the scheme of clandestine opqrations . .It also gave 
me an opportunity to- get a good view of the. intelligence 
communitv, too: the National Security Agency, the DIA · 
(Defense ·Intelligence Agency), the national reconnaissance· 
organization-the whole bit. And I started to sec lhc politic3 
within tile co.mmunity and· the politics between . the cbm
munity and the outside. This change of p8rspcctive during . 
those t!1rcc year~ J1ad a profound effect on me, because ·r ' 
bcga1i to sec t!Ji11gs 1 didn't liJ~c." . 

./ 

With mnny of his lifdon;; views about tl1c world shattered,! 
}.[arcll~lli decide~] to ahantlon hi~ chosen c-arc~r. One _of tlJC ; · 
~t:t. tlu!1~;! .he d:d ~~ the ,CIA_ \\'as ~o expl~m to D1rcctor. _ 
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Just hovJ valid are .the charges against the Central .lnte!!igence Agency? Wllatc 1 r:-. <6.o I.J . 

guflrantees do Americans have that it is under tigh(control? A paint-by-point dc·c- 1 
_A :· 0 t u. 5 ' & 
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fense of the.'~rgamzatwn comes trom a man who .served m top posts for 18 years. 0 ,,\ !:(· v<-"'-A.<v 
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Following is an analysis of intelligence operations 
. by Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Jr., former executive direc
tor-comptro!ler of the Central Intelligence Agency: 

The Central Intelligence Agency was created by the Na
tional Security Act of 19-.17 as an independent agency in the 
exccuti1·e branch of the United States Got:crnment, report
ing to the President. Ever since that date it h~s been sulJ
jected to cdlicism both at home and abroad: for what it has 
allegedly done as well as for what it ·has fai1ecl to do. 

Our most -cherished heedoms are those of speech and the 
press and the right to protest. It is not only a right, hut an 

. oblig<ltion of citizenship to be critical of our .institutions, and 
no organization can be immune fro:n scrutiny. It is nccessarr 
that criticism be responsible, objectil·e and constructh·e. 

It should be recognized that a.s Auwricans we have an 
inherent mistrust of anything-secret: The unknown is always 
a worry. \\'e distrust the powerful. A secret organization de
sc.ribed as powerful must appear as most dangerous of all. 

It was my respm1sibility for my last 12 years with the CIA 
-fhst as inspector general, then as executive director
comptroller-to insure that all responsible criticisms of the 
CIA were properly and thoroughly examined and, when 
·required, remedial action taken. I am confident this pracl ice 
has been followed by my successors, not because of any 
direct knowledge, but hecquse the present Director of Cen
tral Intelligence was my respected friend and colleague for 
more than two decades, and this is how he operates. 

It is with this as background that I comment on the cur
rent allegations, none _of which are original with this critic but 

· any of which should be of concern to any American citizen.' 

CIA and the Intelligence System Is Teo Big 

This . raises the qt;eslions of how much we are willing to. 
pay for national security, and how much is ei)Ough. 

First, . what arc the responsibilities of the CIA and the 
· other intelligence organizations of our Govemment? 

Very briefly, the intelligence system is charged with in
suring that the United States learns as far in advance as pos
sible of any potential threats to our national interests. A 
moment's COntemplation wiiJ put in pcrspectiYe what this ac
tually means. It can range a~l the -'~·ay from Russian missiles 

' 
.\ 

pointed at North .America to tln-cals to U.S. ships or bases, 
to expropriation of American propmties, to dangers to any 
one of our allies whom \Ve are pledged by treaty to protect.· · · 
It i~ the interface of world competition between superior 
powers. Few are those who l1avc served in the intelligence 
system who haYe not wished that there could be some limita
tion of responsibilitie;,;'or some Jcsst;ning of encyclopedic re
quiremeiltS about the world. It is also safe to suggest that our 
senior policy makers undoubtedly wish that their span of 
required information could be .less and ri1at not e\·ef)' dis
turbance in every part of the world came into their purview. • 

·(Note: This should ilot be interpreted as· meaning that the 
U. S. means to intervene. It does mean that when there is a 

i 
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Mr. Kirkpatrick 
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lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Jr., 
now professor .. of political 
science at Brown University, 
joined the Centr<il Intelli
gence Agency in 194 7 and 
advanced to assistant direc· 
tor, inspec'tor general and ex· 
ecutive director-comptroller 
before leaving in 1965. He 
has written extensively on 

·intelligence and espionage. 
Among other honors, he holds 
the President's Award for 
Distinguished Federal Civil· 
ian Service and the Distin· 
guished Intelligence Medal. 

boundary dispute or major disagreement between other na
tions, the U. S. is expected to exert -its leadership to help 
solve the dispute. It does mean th::.t we will resist subversion 
against small, new nations. Thus the demand by U. S. policy 
makers that the-1 be kept informed.) 

\Vhat this u·.eans for - our intelligence syc;tem is world-
wide C:JVerage. 1 

'To my-personal knowledge, there has not been an Admin- _ 
istration in \\'asl1ington that has not been actively concerned 
with the size and cost of the intelligence system. All Admin
istrations have kept the intelligence agencies under tig)1t _eon-

• 
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trol, attempted to reduce personnel and expenditures, and 
done everything possible to eliminate wnste and duplication. 

Those that have been active and concerned in this process 
have in.dudcd . the Presidents, the committees of the Con
gress, the Office of 1\fanagcment and Budget, the President's 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Tioard, as well as the individ
ual departments and agencies. 

To single out one source of. intelligence collection or 
say that competing agencies build similar systems begs the 
question. In this instance, competition- if it exists-may pro
duce something that does the job for which we can ·an be 
thankful. · · 

Contemplate the possibility . of success of the strategic
arms-limitation talks if our negotiators did not have ade

. quate knowledge about Russian weapons systems- informa
tion which the Soviets • go to great lengths to conceal. One 

·must envy the· Russian's in this regard, as there is little we 
can conceal about our weapons ystems-pbnncd or in beinJ. .· 
"Ovenvhe_fming A1ilit~ry Influence" . 

"The allegation is made that an overwhelming military in
,_. ·.;t :;:-c has developed ·in the U.S. intelligence system. To 
sCJLs tanLiate this; a budget figure is .cited and the claim is 
made that because of this the militmy influence estimates 
to support their objcctiYes, and the other intelligence agen- I 
cics acquiesce. I heard this identical allcgaUon .made while 11 

. sitting in the office of Gen. Walter ncdell Smith, then 
tl1e Director of Central Intelligence,.in HJ.5,0. · 

The statement is also made that intelligence should be the 
tool of neither the milita-ry nor the \\'hite House. Amen! \\'e 

. agree. Intelligence-that is, the agencies and personnel in the 
systems-shou.Jd be and is the sen·ant of the· nation. · 

·The situatiOii. as I sec it· is this: The intelligence system 
is headed by the. Director· of Central Intelligence, Ric· hard/ 
l !elms-a career civilian since the end of World War II. He 
is specifically designated as the personrtl rcprcsentath·e of 
the President and as such is the chairman of the U. S. Intel
ligence noard, which both gt)ides the intelligence system and 
is the final body ·for the considei·ation and co-ordination of 
national intelligence estimates. It should be. especially noted 
that national intelligence estimates are specifically those of 
the Director of Intelligence, a civiliaJl, and those who do 
not agree with him· must take a footnote iclei{tifying them-

. selves and their position. . · · . . · 
The otlJCr agencies whici1 participdtc in the USII~ are the 

State Department, Dcfens~ Intelligence Agency, National 
Security Agency, Federal Tiurea\1 of Investigation, Atomic 
Energy Commission and the three military intelligence serv-
ices-Army, Navy and Air. · .: · -. 

It is true that five of the agencies are military and four· 
civilian. Dut it is also a fact that the Defense Intelligence 
Agency. reports through the Joint Chiefs o~ St~. £F to the Sec
retary of Defense, a -civilian, and that, according to ·reports, 

. Mr. Laird plans · to pbcc an Assistant Secretary of Defense 
_ ; over all tl1e military intelligence agencies. · 

: Having _s ludied the system since its creation, I would sug
; gest tliat the system is Yery firmly under the guidance of the 
; Director of Central -Intelligence, in whom President Nixon 
has iiidicated complete confidence; that there is about the 
proper balance het\\'ccn military and civilian; that the mili

: tary do not ·dispute civilian " control, and that if ther~ are 
; argur11cnts over how many Russian missiles 6r Viet Cong 
· arc in a giv.cn. place, it is becmise that most elusive of all 
~ i~t~lligcnc_c . ing!·cd_ient1;-:-predse Jacts-.nre J1ard to _ come bv. 

The Pentago;1 :fapers witi~h have been published e1o
quently support my point t.hat the CIA mtional intelligence.../ 
~stiinates ,are · quite indcpcntlent of "overwhelming military 
mfl.ucnce. 

D~mestic Activities 

One of the current American traumas has a federal invcs-· 
tigator behind ever)' bush. The sqcial revolution through 
which we a::e pressing adds to the myth, as every activist 
group believes itself to be the subject of intense surveillance. 
The fact is that, unless the group has ·as its objecti\'e th(;! 
destruction of our National Government, it is the recipient of 
be.nign ncgkct by the intellig~nce and security agendes. Their } 
attention is elsewhere. ·. , 

Thus, the charge that CIA and the intelligence . ·system , 
"ri1ight" be turning their attention tc "the enemy :within'> 
strikes a responsive note, and when this is defined as dissi
dent student groups, a most sensitive chord has been struck. 

Add to this a clandestine recruitment on a university cam-
pus, and you have the stage set. . 

Who does have the responsibility for internal security 'in ·· 
the United States? ·' ·'' • · ·-' 

In the first instance, this res ts with local and State govern
ments. On!)' if federal laws · arc violated, federal pt'operty 
or personnel affected CJo \Vashington agencies become con
cerned, and the principal one is the Federal Bureau . .Of In
vestigation." The FBI investigates cases of alleged subVersion 
and espionage-and also violations of civil rights. Its author
ity and jurisdiction is. unassailcd and· unassailable by other' 
fe(lcral agencies. . 

The. military intelligence-and-security services are respon
sible for the protection of their . installations ahd personnel. 
both in the United States and o\·erseas. Senator Sam J. Ervin~ 
Jr.,· of :\orth Carol.iha,, has addressed the issue ':ts to whether 
the military sen ·ices have 0\·erstcpped those bounds. · 

The Central Intelligence Agency has no internal-security. 
police or subpoena powers. It investigates its own applicants 
and persons with whom it must dcaJ, but i~s attention is di
rec ted outside the United States. There are no professors j 
secretly on the CIA's payroll, ·although some have assisted • 
the Agency in spotting individuals \vho ·might qualify for . 
intelligence work abroad. · 

As far as depots of "untraceable arms," airlines and other 
installations nre conccn1ed, one wonders how the CIA could 
accomplish the tasks required of it in Southeast Ash without 
such facilities. Or perhaps it is • being •suggested that the 
Communists should be allowed to ignore the 1962 Geneva y 
Accord and take ove~· La0s wit)wut a struggle. · 

• ' J: t; · . 

. , ... 
A "Clandestine Ati'itude': qnd 

"Cold-War lvtentalily" 

One of the n1ost frequently repeatccl allegations by 1fos
cow is that the United States Government through the CIA · 
perpetuates the · ·cold war. This must be placed in tl1e con
text of 105 Russians being-expelled from Great Britain for · 
subversive activities including planned sabotage. Here we 
have the critic.ism that the CIA l1as a penchant for para
military activities, a "talent" for clandestine opcratiot:s
and, by implication, appears to spend much time trying to 
decide \\'T1cre next to engage in these dark acts. He claims 
that he is co:winccd that the CIA \\•as involved in th~ over
throw of Diem in South Vietnam and of Sihanouk in Cam" 
hodia. 

Let's start with the last al!egation first: 
The _9\~ents surroundin-g the overthrow of President· Ngo 

trcmt"fnuecr 
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[continued from page 82] 

Dinh Diem of South Vietnam now are quite well known. At} 
the time, the CIA kept the United States Government well 
infonned of the plotting by the South Vietnamese military 
against Diem. 

The CIA did not participate in, nor encourage the plotting 
and was operating under the direct and detailed control of 
the State Department and \Vhite House. \Vhen the plotters 
became aware of the cooling of American support for Diem, 
they moved. 

As far as Prince Norodom Sihanouk is concerned, to the 
best of my knowledge the United Stales had no role in hi:s 
overthrow. 

The ciitical comments ·about a "clandestine attitude" and 
"cold-win· mentality" impi·ess me as being in the same vein 
as the comments o~ those who oppose military forces because 
if they exist they will be used. The modern history of Sweden 
and Switzerland refutes the latter contention. 

I note he uses the word "talent" in describing the capa
bility for clat.destine operations. This talent is a necessity 
as long as inforn1ation es5enti:ll for our security cannot be 
obtained openly. · ; · 

It was with great satisfaction that I read of Secretary of 
State Rogers's concern that the massive subversive activities 
of the Russians could affect discussions on European secuiity. 
Perhaps then, and only then, can there he an agrceme;1t 'to 
reduce. arn1s and .limit clandestine activity. I, for one, am 
com·inced that any lessening of our vigilance before reaching 
a meaningful and enforceable agre-ement with the Russians 
could lead to national catastrophe. Until tl1en, like it or not, 
there is a cold war! 

· "Amorality" 

· The attack by vague generality and innuendo is as old as 
the war of words. This assault follO\\·s that technique. "If you 
murder-" and "one ·of 'tl1e things the CIA clandestine 
people can do is start up wars" are two quotes. Another 
statement that is closer to. the truth is: "I don't have ve1y 
inuch to go on." · 

Any person who has ever had the privilege of sen·ing. 
with the Central Intelligence Agency will be deeply of
fended by the charge of amorality. 

In the first place, a student of intelligence organizations 
would be quick to point out tliat if you cannot trust the 
people in it, you are doomed to · failure . . The Russians are 
now e:-;periencing that in London. The damage that one can 
do who betrays his tmst is incalculable. 

The point is that the most important principle that must 
. be used in building an intelligence · organization is that its 
personnel must be of uniinpeachable integrity. They· are not 
recruited because they are. amoral adventurers, as is implied. 
They are hired only if they have high intellectual achieve-
ments apd are of good character. . 

These are the standards the CIA has followed for nearly 
a quarter of a centmy. Happily, it ha~ been correct in its 
selection of personnel iu most instances. 

The CIA has not and' docs not engage in murder. It is not 
only practically impossihle to conceal but it is unnecessary. 
The Green Beret case most emphatically demonstrates this. 

The CIA does not "start wars." Its mission is to stop wars
·not start them. That is not to say that it will not assist those 
wha want to defeat Communist insurgency. That is its mis
sion-and, incidentally, is also one of the reasons \vhy the 
CIA is on~ of the Russians~· favorite targets. It is one of the 
most effective opponents of Communism. , . . 

.. \ 

If one wishes further -assurance on these points, examine 
the controls ever the · CIA and the intelligence s,rstem. 

The Controls on CIA 

One of tlw very frequent criticisms of the CIA is that there 
are not controls over it. This · man wants more congressional 
control and more presidential control. Let's examine the 

· facts . 
In the Congress tJ1ere are four subcommittees that have 

full authority to leview all of the activities of the CIA and 
the other intelligence agencies. In both the Senate and the 
House, there are subcommittees of both Appropriatio:1s and j 
Armed Services. In the Senate, members of the Foreign ;Re
lations Committee are invited to joint briefings of the other 
subcommittees. 

As the executive dire9tor-comptrol!er of the Agency, it 
was one of my responsibilities to assist the Director in the 
presentation of the CIA budget to the Appropriations sub
committees. Over the years, I worked closely with the legis
lative-liaison staff of the CIA. ~Iy first appearance before the 
congressional committee for the CIA was in 1951. ~ ... Iy last . 
was· in I9G.5. It is with this background that I speak. 

Not only does the CIA fully reveal its budget to the Ap
propriations subcommittees, it goes into whatever detail the 
members desire. The CIA has never refused to answer a 
question forthrigl1tly and frankly from a member of these 
committees. In fact, the CIA l1as taken the initiative in in
suring that the subcommitlees were kept fully informod of 
its activities. 

The President of tl1e United States has four major means· 
for controlling the CIA in the intelligence system: ( l) His 
Special Assistant for National Security Affairs-Dr. Henry A. 
Kissinger today-has a large staff which works contiiwally \vith 
the CIA and the other intelligence agencies; (2) the Office of 
~Ianagemet.t and Budget critically examines e\·cry detail 
of the CIA and the other budgets; ( 3) the l'rfsident's Jcor
eign Intelligence Advisory· Board, composed of distinguished 
pril'ate citizens, many with extensive Go,·emment experi
ence, is charged with a ·continual review of all intelligence 
activities of the Government; (4) the Departments of State, 
Defense and Justice have exten~ive rcl~1tions with the CIA at 
e,·ery level and would be quick to report any ill-advised 
ac-tivity or operation .. I am te,npted to adt} to this: (5) an 
all-pervash·e press in a society tl1at has few if any secrets. 

I will add that within the CIA there is ~~ system of checks 
and revi~ws that gives the Director a very tight control over 
the Agency. These include an inspector general and audit 
staff and a continual review of all activitie·s. 

Beyond all this, howeu)r, there is one additional top-level. j 
committee before wl1ich (wer)' covert-action program must 
go to be judged, before it begins and periodically while it 
is enduring. This committee sits at the White House and 
is clwil'ed by Dr. Kissinger. 

I submit that there is no federal agency of our Govern
ment whose activities receive closer scrutiny and "control" 
than the CIA. 

What Should Be Done? 

Obviously I clo ·not believe in this critic-either in the 
method of attack .or in the substance of the comments. He 
should know that if his views have merit he ·nas several av
enues ·of appeal: to the congressional committees, to the 
President's board, to tl1e Bureau of the Budget. He has 
chosen to fight it out in public, yet he should realize that 
there are fe"{ .responsible newsmen who believe that such 
issues can be examined . in detail in public \vithout being 
more destructive than constructive. [EttDJ 
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Soviet Espionage 

Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Jr. 

Introduction 

Since the days of Peter the Great (1682-1725), espionage has 
··been -a .m.a}or-if not the predominant--element in the conduct of 
Russian foreign relations. Whether directed by Tsar or Commissar, 
Russian_ missions to other nations have been c<;mcerned primarily 
with intelligence operations. Such missions have always had two 

. main purposes: first, to keep track of all Russian citizens in the area 
in order to insure that there was no plotting against the regime (for 
the Russians have never trusted their own); and second, to watch 
what other nations were doing. Today, Russia has the largest intel
ligence apparatus in the history of mankind, with the greatest 
number of agents, actual ·and potential, ever recruited for espionage. 

When the Bolsheviks overthrew the Provisional Government in 
1917, they already possessed the highest professional qualifications 'in 
one area: clandestine operations. Seldom before had leaders attempt
ing to gain control over a nation had so much practical experience 
in the craft of intelligence. All had been members of secret organiza-

. tions. Many had been terrorists. Some had published· underground 
newspapers. Several had developed espionage networks within the 
Tsarist government, even penetrating the Okhrana, the political police 
charged with the suppression of revolutionary. activities. A few of the 
Bolsheviks had been double agents, working for ~oth the Okhrana 
and the Communist revolution, and informing each of the oth~r's 

activities. Ther.e were also those skilled in agitation and propaganda, 
in mob control, and in gu~rrilla warfare. ' 

But since they did not have an -adequate number of their own 
. "trusted" cadres for the new Communist intelligence s.ervice, the 
Bo~sheviks initially retained many from the Tsar's service, an orga_ni
zatton· that had a long history in both internal security and espionage. 

Tsarist Intelligence. The origins of Russian intcJiioence and secu-. . ~ 

nty operatiOns predates the era of Peter the Great. Tsar Alexis 
(1645-76) established the Tain-fi Prikaz-his socailed "private 
ad~i~istr.ation~'-in 1656. It became one of the most powerful 
?rgamzattons. m Moscow, with espionage as an . important aspect of 
Its work, and with agents repor~ing directly on the activities of 
Russians abroad. This unit was abolished after the death of Alexis; 
but Pet~r recreated a private chancery in 1704, which in 1718 
became the Secret Chancery (Kantseliariia Tainykh Rozysknykh 
Del) charged with external espionage and internal security. In 1726, 
the Secret . Chanc~:ry was merged with the . Preobrazhensky · Prikaz 
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(the security police), and thus became in many respects a precise· 
predecessor to the Komitet Gosudarsfvennoi Bezopasnosti, the State 
Secl!rity Committee of the 1970s. · 

. The interests anci whims of successive Tsars led to the repeated 
abolition and recreation of this kind of organization over the· next 
two centuries. Catherine the Great (1762-1796), who felt threatened 
by the French and American revolutions, set up the socalled Secret 
Expedition (or secret office of the Senate). 

Her successor, Paul (1796-1801), supplemcbtcd the Secret Expedi
tion with a Yellow Box into which anyone ',.;_)llld drop a complaint 
about anyone or anything-the anonymous denunciation system of 
repressive societies. Ip. 1801, Alexander I abolished the Secret Expedi
tion. But four years later, he appointeq a Special Committee· of 
Higher. Police to watch the activities of foreigners in Russia;· and in 
1807, he named a Special Comittee for the. Dispatch of Crimes 
Threatening the State. Diplomatic espionage, political investigatiqn, 
arid surveillance of "correspondence with the enemy" Were among 
the responsibilities of these organizations. Nicholas I (1825: 1855) . 
created the Third Section of His Majesty's Private Imperial Chancery 
jn 1826, an organization which in essence remained in existence until 
the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. It was said that there was rio 
aspect of Russian life that could escape its controL · . 

In 1881, the Okhrannoye Otdyelyeniye or Department of Safety 
c·ame into being. Known at home ·and abroad as the Qkhrana, it was 
one of the first modern security intelligence services, dedicated to· 
waging ·war on all revolutionaries, and to collecting information on all 
potential c;:nemies of the Russian state, foreign and domestic. Its 
headquarters abroad were in the Russian Consulate on Rue Grenclle 
in Paris, · which directed operations in Europe, the Near East, and 

· Norfh America. The trademark of the Okhrana was "provocation.'~ 
. . . 

No incitement was beyond limits in its effort to discover and trap 
the enemies of the Tsar. Its successes were considerable. It penetrated 
most revolutionary organizations: three Bolshevik delegates to the 

• Sixth Conference of the Russian Sociat Democratic Workers Party 
in Prague in 1912 were Okhrana agents. It also established effective 
espionage networks outside Russia. Then came the revolution. 

Communist Takeover. On December 20, · 1917, the Bolsheviks 
created the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission for Combating 
Counterrevolution and Sabotage, known as the Cheka. (The word 
Cheka is an ·abbreviation of the Russian words for "Extraordinary 
Commission.") In· an incredibly short time, the Cheka built up an 
·organization of thirty thousand agents to discover and destroy the 
enemies of the revolution. Men like A. T. Vassilyev, the last chief of 
police under Tsar Nicholas II, were offered considerable money to 
work for the Bolsheviks. Members of the Okhrana's Foreign Depart
ment in Paris were urged to become Chekists. By February 6, 1922, 
when the name of the organization was changed to .. GPO 

. (Gossoudarstvennoye Polititcheskoye Upravlente), the mere mention 
·of, its name struck terror into the hearts of the Russians. In the 

. short space of just over four years, it haq developed such a reputation 
"that today-a half century and three name . changes later-the word 
Chekist is often still used to · describe · an employee. of the security 
and i~teltigence services. · . • 

The task facing the Cheka in the first ·days after the Bolshevik 
n.evol~tion was formidable. Lenin was aware . that the power he had 
seized was in danger of slipping out of his hands. Both he and 
Tro_tsky w~r.e. acutely conscious. of the fact that it had been ·the 
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collapse of the Tsarist Army and Police that had made the seizure 
::>f power possible. While Lenin devoted himself to building a gov
ernment and Trotsky concentrated on the organization. of the Red 

Army, another man of extraordinary ability, Felix Dzerzhinsky, was 
named to head the Extraordinary . Co.mmission for Combating 
Counterrevolution and Sabotage. The first Chekist did his job so 
well that his name is enshrined on the location of the pres~nt head
quarters of the Soviet security-intelligence organi~ation, at T\9o 
Dzerzhinsky Square in Moscow. 

The first order of business was to · end the· war with ·Germany 
before Russia disintegrated completely. The Germans, having driven 
the Tsar's armies out of .:.'oland, had declared it an independent state 
_on November 5, 1917. Two days later, the new Russian government 
appealed to· all belligerents · for immediate peace negotiations. But 
even before the Germans could ·be persuaded to talk, the Ukrainians 
proclaimed a People's .Republic on November 20; and on November 
28, a local diet proclaimed the independence of Estonia. On the 
same day, the Germans agreed to talk with the Bolsheviks. Discus-

: . sions began at Brest-Litovsk ·on December 3, and an armistice went 
into effect on December 5. The next day, Finland declared its inde
pendence. The Russian empire had now lost Poland, the Ukraine~ 
Estonia, and Finland. 

Negotiations between Germany and Russia 'broke down on Decem
ber 28, when the Germans demanded that the Russians permanently 
give up Poland and its other western t~rritories. A Moldavian Repub
lic· (Bessarabia) had been proclaimed five days before. When discus
sions were resumed on January 4, 1918, the German ·terms were 
much tougher. Trotsky, the chief Russian delegate, tried to win elec
tions in areas seeking to secede from Russia, but was unsuccessfuL 
Latvia declared its independence on January 12. The Central Powers 
recognized the independence of the Ukraine on February 1, and co~
cluded a separate peace with that republic a week later .. 

On February 10, Trotsky unilaterally declared that the war· had 
ended. The Germans resumed their offensive on February 18, cap
turing Dvinsk that day and sweeping forward on a broad front. At 
Lenin's insistence, Trotsky returned to the talks with the Germans. 
On March 3, he signed the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, by which _R~ssia 
.gave up Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estoni<t, the Ukraine, Finland, 
and the Transcaucasus. · ' 

Tbe Treaty of Brest-Litovsk did not slow the German advance 
'into the Ukraine, where · a revolt of the Don Cossacks against the 
Bolsheviks had started on December 1917. Odessa was captured 

·.· ! March 13, Kharkov on April 8, and Sevastopol on May 1. The 
Ukraine was t<? be a battleground for nearly three years:- conquered 

. by the Germans who wanted its grain; fiercely contested during the 
Russian Civil War by the Whites and the Reds; and invaded by the 
P.oles. It was not until December 1920 that Moscow finally made a 
treaty with the Ukraine Soviet government, and another two years 
before the Ukraine joined the Russian Republic; _White Russia, and 
the Tra~scaucasus in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

... . . . . 
Evt:n before the Armistice of November 11, 1918, brought an end 

to· World War I, the Bolsheviks· found themselves engaged in combat 
with Russia's former allies, with the Germans, and also wjt4 the 
Turks, who had advanced into Armenia. 1be British· and French, 
later joined by the Americans, l<;~nded forces in the north primarily 
.,. l.,;,t,t r.o,..,.....," fn,.,. .... in tJ,·,. .,,d-\nrl tn nri>vf'nt c;nnnlil'c; from fallin!! 
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ir.to enemy hands. Japanese forces landed on Russian territory in 
the Far ~ast and supported a revolt of some hundred thousand Czech 
soldiers who had been captured by the Russians and were en route 
back to Western Europe via the Trans-Siberian railway. 

The Cheka. It was d.uring this period of violence that a security 
and intelligence service was first developed by the Communists. 
Within a matter of weeks, it became an autonomous arid all-powerful 
organ for the maintenance of Bolshevik power. Any pretense of nor
mal procedure was quickly abandoned. By February 1918, summary 
executions were standard practice. In August of that year, Lenin 
ordered merciless mass terror: A year later, in October 1919, Cheka 
executions· were cloaked with a measure of administrative authority 

.. .. . .. -· ···-·-·· when a three-man .Special Revolutionary Tribunal was established. 
However, this Tribunal was part of the Cheka and not an external 
review agency; and its deCisions could not be. appealed. 

..: . 

The Cheka soon caine to· dominate every aspect of Russian life
at home, where the uniform of green blouse and peaked cap, black .. 
boots and grey overcoat, created panic when seen; and abroad, where 
emigres and Soviet citizens-and belatedly the rest of the world
learned o{ its persistent presence. In January 1921, a Frontier Guards 
·Department of the Clzeka wa.s established. Special sections were 

organiz~d in the Red Army. A Foreign Administration wa_s created. 
to expand the espionage network abroad. Already Commissar of 

·Internal Affairs, Dzerzhinsky was given a second major department 
with his appointment as Commissar of Ways of .Communication in 
April 1921; and the Clzeka soon controlled all movement in Ru~sia. 

Unimpeachable party credentials were required for all top officials 
·· Of the Cheka. (There was less scrupulous concern about the lower 
levels, where criminals, sadists, and degenerates were used in the 
initial rush to build an organization.) The first head of the Com-

. munist intelligence and security service, Felix Dzcrzhinsky, · had 
twenty years of prior revolutionary experience as training for . his job. 
Born near Vilna in 1877, he became a revolutionary at the age of 
nineteen, and for the next two decades lived an underground exist
ence: arrested, imprisoned, exiled, and escaped, and the same again 
and again. After the February Revolution in 1917, he was rele.ased 
from Butyrski Prison in Moscow, and two months later was appointed 
to the Revolutionary Council by Lenin. After the October Revolu~ 
tion, he became Headquarters Commandant at the Smolqy Institute, 
the office of the Communist Party. Two months· later, he be~ame 
head of the Clzeka. • · 

Dzerzhins_ky may have been as important a factor in the success 
of the Bolshevik Revolution as Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin; or any of the 
othe·r Bolshevik leaders. Certainly- he was one of the strongest per
sonalities of the original Bolsheviks: incorruptible, merciless, and 

,. :dedicated to but one objective-the success of the revolution. He was 
an organizer of great ability; thus he was cho:.~n in 1921 ·to restore 
the Russian transportation system, and in 1924 to develop Soviet 
trade and commerce. He considered his organization, the Cheka, as 
the vanguard of the vanguard; and he in .. turn was regarded as the 
sainfof the revolution: obviously an avenging saint. · 

·. On February 6, 1922, the Cheka was abolished· and its functions 
and pers~nnel absorbed by the GPU; the State Political Administra
tion, which was part of the NKVD, the People's Commissariat for 

- ·---: lnternai Affairs. Its activities outside Russia were greatly expanded, 
both in ·fighting counterrevolutionary groups, and in collecting intelli
gence on the other nations of the world, all of which were regarded 

. ... '· . 
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The Clzeka and its successor, the GPU, were but one of several 
organizations engaged in intelligence and security operations. The 
develqpment of a military intelligence organization in the Red Army 
alSo proceeded rapidly, and in 1926 became the Fourth Department 
of the General Staff. Its destiny was to play a secondary role to th.e 
state security organizations-the GPU, and later the KGB-w}}ich 
viewed their military competitors with suspicion and concern. Almost 
from the beginning, special sections of state security personnel were 
assigned to the Red Army to watch for any evidence of djsloyalty or 
deviation from the Communist Party line. Political commissars were 
also present to insure proper ideological indoctrination. The security 
·and intelligence service was competitive with the military in other 
ways as well. It organized its own armed forces: to protect the .rail
ways. against counterrevolutionaries, to &'lard the . frontiers, and to 
cope with civil unrest. Special units were also trained for. guerrilla 
warfare both inside and outside of Russia. 

, The Comintem 

'. 

·.· I 

· Nearly simultaneous with the organization of the Cheka and the 
.Fourth Department of the Red Army General Staff, Lenin was build
ing an organization for world revolution. For a quarter of a century, 
it was to be an all-encompassing political intelligence serVice. This 
was the Third International; better known as the Comintem, .an 

. abbreviation for Communist International. Lenin was convinced that 
the world was ripe for revolution, and that an international general 
staff was needed to direct the Communist takeovers. In March 1919, 
he convened the First Congress of the Third International; ·and imme
diate steps were thereafter taken to build the apparatus for· world 
revolution. 

No brief history can do justice to the Comintern, ·which quickly 
became a massive espionage organization combining legal and illegal 
activities,. propaganda and agitation, parliamentary procedures and 
armed rebellion, collaboration with conservatives and the penetra
tion of potential front groups in a bewildering mixture of tactics. It is 

· small wonder that most of the world, even · including ·some of the 
participants in Comintem activities, never fully appreciated the true 
scope of this body. . 

Those who joined with the Russians in organizi~1g the Comintern 
-the Germans, French, British, Scandinavians, and others-con
ceived of its as a body in which all national groups would particip.ate 
as equals. To be sure, they were willing to give the· Russians the lead, 
if for no other reason· than that Russia had already had a· succes!!ful 
Socialist revolution, and the Soviet Union was thus the logical base 
for operations that would lead to new soviets in Hungary, Germany, 
Bulgaria, and China. It was the function of the Communist Inter
national to be the gravcdigger of bourgeois society. 

One of the reasons why Lenin proceeded with such ·haste after 
. the Russian Revolution to create a Third International was the 
intense · disagreement among ~ocialists in various countries as to 
the proper tactics to ,be followed. The moderate Socialists who dom
inated the Second .International were stilt' determined to· achieve 
change through peaceful parliamentary reform~ Lenin rejected this 
approach; and demanded at the Second Congress of the Comintem 
that all member parties accept 21 conditions in order to remain 
within the organization. His intention was to split the world Socialist 
movement. in order to build a spearhead of revolutionary parties 
direct!!d from a single center. Lenin envisaged the Comintem as 
doing "' the world what the Bolsh~¥iks had done in Russia .. 
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Lenin·s 21 points not only became the gospel of the Comintern; 
they also formed the basis for Russian direction of the movement 
f~r world revolution over the next half century. To sit with the 
board of directors in Moscow, foreign Communist parties had to 
agree to these conditions, among others: to capture the trade unions 
from within, to propagandize the anned forces, fo win over the 
peasants, to emancipate the colonial peoples, and to build a parallel 
illegal party. Their parliamentary delegations-those members of the 
party legally elected to the national legislatures-were· also bound to 

.... ----accept decisions of the party's Central Committee, which in tum was 
required to abide by rulings from Comintern headquarters in Mos
cow. Finally. parties belonging to the Comintern were pledge~ to 
support all Soviet republics, which in practice meant the Soviet 

..: . 
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- The non--¥-~.USSian revolutionaries ac~epted these conditions With -
the conviction that they constituted the required discipline for revolu-

.. tion. The Russians would provide the leadership, but the ~ecom-

mendations of the other national : parties would receive · consideration 
(or so they thought), and each party could follow its own national 
destiny. But this was an idealistic illusion. In fact, the Comintern was 
to ·become simply another· arm of Russian foreign policy, and its 
~ember parties were to be used or misused as best suited the· 
requirements· of the Kremlin. 

The Comintern apparat became a vast intelligence collection and 
political control mechanism. A West European Bureau was estab
lished in Berlin (later moved to Holland when operating conditions 
in qermany became difficult), and n Far .Eastern Bureau at Shanghai. 

. These bureaus directed the activities of agents who seFed as liaison 
officers to individual Communist parties. The bure:)us also con
trolled other agents who clandestinely penetrated the national parties 
to insure obedience to the Comintem's Presidium in Moscow. · The 
bureaus, the agents, and the national parties were required to report 
in detail on every activity, every conversation, every item of interest. 
In the early years of the Soviet Union, the Comintern obtained 
information through the various national Co~munist parties, both 
legal ~nd illegal, ~vhich the Russians could obtain from . n? other 
source. (It should be remembered that at this time, the Soviet. Union 
was isolated internationally, and· maintained tenuous diplomatic 
relations with only a limited number of countries.) 

Couriers, frequently clandestine and using false passports, were 
constantly on the move between Moscow and the headquarters of 
each national party. Representatives of the Comintern's International 
Control Commission were all-too-frequent visitors, particularly to the 
Jess effective pa1ties, to insp~ct, discipline, and issue orders. Jf the 
minutes of meetings of a · party's Politburo, or Central Committee, 
or Congress did not reach Moscow promptly, there was trouble. If 
a party publication did ·not follow the proper line, or an official said 
the wrong thing, or a resolution was . not properly phrased, Moscow 
was heard from. Party ·officials who assumed that they had some 
secrets from· the Russians were soon disabused. The GPU, too, had 
agents throughout the system-both in the Comintern and the local 

·-- -party-:-;reporting independently to Moscow. · 

In ·November 1918, Bela ·K~n was sent by Lenin to Hungary to 
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only four months. In 1921, Bela Kun was nga,in sent · abroad by the 
Comintern, this time to Mansfeld to organize revolt in the German 
coal fields. That effort also failed, as did the later attempt of the Third 
International (in 1923) to organize a Communist revolution in 
Germany. 

But failure in revolutionary activities did not in any way lessen the 
Comintern's control over the non-Russian parties .in the organization. 
The history of the Third International is replete with evidence of its 
authority. In July 1921, for exampre, the First Congress· of the Chinese 
Communist Party was directed by the Comintern representative to 
ally with the Kucimintang. In 1929, the Executive Committee of 
the Comintern sent British Communist Harry Pollitt and German 
party member Philip Dengel to America to tell the Communist Party 
of the United States t~ oppose "right deviationists." In 1936, the 
entire Central Committee of the underground Yugoslav Communist 
Party was dismissed and a new one appointed. In 1938, .the Polish 
Commuoist Party was ordered to disband on the ground that it had 
been penetrated by government agents. 

The day after the German attack on Russia in June 1941, the 
Comintern ordered its faithful followers throughout the world to 
drop revolution as its principal objective and to substitute the cause 
of liberation from Fascist oppression: During the course of the war, 
the partisans in Yugoslavia were cautioned against .Communist 
revolutionary activity and urged to concentrate on defeating the 
Nazis. Tito late~ commented, ·"In fact, the Com intern wanted a 
resistance movement in Yugoslavia that wo1,1ld · s~rve Russia's great · 
power policy." 

· Foreign Communists who deviated from· the Comintern line were 
disciplined or removed. National parties reluctant to control their 
members faced the loss of financial support from Moscow or, in the 
extreme~ expulsion from the Comintern. Extensive training and 
indoctrination in Russia were important t0,. foreign Communists, and 
work in Corriintern headquarters was a stepping stone io greater 
power, although no guarantee for survival. Operatives of the 
Comintern included such names as Josef Broz-Tito of Yugoslavia, 

· Palmiro Togliatti of Italy, Georgi Dimitrov of Bulgaria, and Otto 
Kuusinen of Finland. · 

The·Comintern did not succeed in world revolution, and it was 
frequently an embrassment to Russian foreign policy. But these 
facts should not over~adow the importance of what it did acCOJ!l
plish for the Communists. It provided a vehicle for participation in 
the creatiof). and development of local Communist parties that were 
to becQme important weapons in poiltical warf;:tre, used openly as 

. legitimate parliamentary organs where practical, or covertly as bases 
"for recruitment and subversion where necessary. It helped to create 

• .. ,the base for worldwide information-gathering. Agents were recruited 
or placed in key locations in government and industry·. Safe houses 
were set up in most major cities of the world for clandestine meetings. 
Established methods were developed for. couriers to transit inter-
nati~nal boundaries with vital documents, money, or arms. . 

The . Comintern also produced a cadre of dedicated · operatives 
skilled in every aspect of the acquisition and maintenance of power 
by legal or illegal means. Alumni of the Comintern were not always 
. an unmixed blessing to the Russian leaders. Tito led his partisans to 
victory with only belated help from the Red Army, and th~n defied· 
Moscow's · efforts to force Yugoslavia-· into the Russian mold. 
Togliatti ·of Italy, leader of the largest Communist Party in a non
Communist ·country, was a frequent critic of Russian p~licy. 
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The decline of the Comintern began with the death of Lenin. As 
Stalin acquired greater and greater power, the Third International 
became less important· as a factor in interparty relations as the 
Russian dictator developed the Foreign Department of the Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union as the principal mechanism for 
controlling the activities of foreign parties. The constantly expanding 
role of the GPU-KGB provided a parallel worldwide network to 
check on the activity . of local . parties, collect intelligence, and 
to implement whatever political operations Moscow ordered. 

When Stalin ordered the disbandment of the Comintem in 1943. 
the actiori was widely hailed by non'-Communist nations as a 
friendly gesture and interpreted as the renunciation o{ world revolu
tion by the Russians. It was neither. Rather it was a cheap ·tactic on 
the part of Stalin who was anxious to obtain all possible military and 
economic aid from the Western allies. It cost him nothing to demobil
ize an organization he had never trusted. Better ways to accomplish 
the same purpose already existed in the vast appara~ of the Com
munist Party of the Soviet Union and the Russian intelligence-security. 
organizations. 

No account of the development of the Russian intelligen~e system 
~ould be complete without brief mention of the Foreign Ministry,·a 
minor factor in Moscow's overseas operations. Overshadowed and 
apparently uninformed on o~casion by the Comintern, it declined 
into an organization of technicians to man the consular service and 
handle the social aspects of representati-on in other nations-its 
existence a concession to the diplomatic · niceties of international 
relations. Its embassies and consulates still provide cover facilities for 
the intelligence operators and security officers who constitute a 
sizable proportion of t_he Russian officials allowed to serve abroad . . 

Espionage Activiti~s · 

Extent of Operations. It would be a mistake to assume that then~ 
is a Russian agent in every file cabinet and under every bush all over 
the world. It would be correct to recognize that Russian "intelligence ... 
operations will saturate any area considered vital by the leadership 
in Moscow. In addition, any country where the slightest possibility 
exists for the development of communism will receive its shar~ of 
attention. 

With the Russians, intelligence begins at home. Traditionally 
·suspicious of all foreigners, the Russians maint~in the most' careful 
watch over member~ of the diplomatic. community and ail . other 
represent~tives, government o~ commercial, of other nations assigned 
to duties within its territories. Mail is ~ntercepled arid read. Key perc· 
sonnet of foreign missions are under surveillance. Wherever possible, 
Russians are placed in foreign embassies and consulates in Moscow 

,. ! in such relatively innocuous positions as chauffeurs an~ switchboard 
operators to report in detail to ·state security on all that they see or 
hear. 

With the. advent of highly sophisticated methods of electronic 
: espionage in recent years·, the physical premises of foreign missions 
in the. Russian capital have been penetrated by the KGB with 
relative ease. Telephone conversations are recorded. Microphones 
embedded in the walls keep the Russians informed of all that is said 
or done. It could be claimed that there at'e no. secrets in Moscow 
ex~pt _those of the Russians. 
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The surveillance of foreigners in Russia is not an innovation of the 
Bolsheviks. Catherine the Great expelled more than one diplomat 
whose private mail revealed uncomplimentary allusions to her per
son. The diplomatic establishments of all nations were subject to 
coverage by :Russian security and intelligence. All foreigners were 
watc~cd with suspicion. 

Operations abroad concentrated on the areas of greatest concern 
to Russia's leaders at the time. During the nineteenth century, agents 
of the Tsars were most active in the capitals of Western· Europe: 
concerned with France during the Napoleonic era; with the Austro
Hungarian Empire; and with the unified and aggressive Germany of 
the Kaisers. But Russia was not solely preoccupied with Europe. It 
had expansionist designs against formidable opponents in other. direc- . 
tions; the Ottoman Empire to the south; the. British throughout .the 
Middle East from Persia to Afghanistan to India; and China. Intel
ligence activities in these areas were also emphasized. 

The Okhrana of the Tsars concentrated its efforts primarily in" 
Western Europe, in the Middle East, and along the Asian borders of 
Russia. Intelligence and security operations under. the Communists· 
have been extended to all continents. · 

Method of Operation. Every permanent mission of the Soviet 
Union overseas has a sizable proportion of its staff engaged in 
clandestine intelligence collection acti_vities or security work-fre_. 
quently as high as seventy percent. Those assigned to security work
perhaps as many as a third-are charged with watching the activities 
of all other Russians. Those assigned to intelligence operations are 
responsible for recruiting agents and developing networks designed 
to co11cct the secrets of the host government. Other Russians may 
engage in liaison with the local Communist Party, subsi9ize and direct 
front organizations, other political parties, or element,s of the public 
media. . · · . · • 

Not satisfied with operations from the socalled "legal" base in 
official Soviet missions (the term "legal" meaning that the Russian · 
personnel ·engaged in such work have been accepted by the host 
country as official representatives of their government)~ ·there are 
also extensive "illegal" networks in key areas of the world. The 

· "illega!s'~ are senior officers of the KGB operating with false identi
ties. usually well-documented as citizens of the country to which 
they are assigned. Such a man was Emil Robert Goldfus, who was 
arrested in New York City's Hotel Latham on June 21, 1957, and 
whose true name w·as Co1onel Rudolf Abel. • : 

Every department of the Russian government sending representa
tives abroad is required to provide cover for the KGB. All that the 
KGB m·ust do to obtain such cover is to secure the approval of the 
Secretariat of the Communist Party. Technically, the Central Com-

.. ~ittee and the Politburo give approval to assignments for duty out
. side the Soviet Union; but in practice, the Secretariat handles the 

details. Of course, all security and intelligence work is highly secret 
and very sensitive, and this provides the justification needed· by the 
Secretariat not to inform the .other toprimking officials of the party. 

No ·Russian group travelling abroad is without its KGB repre
sentatives. In some cases, delegation members will be recruited by the 

· KGB to act as sec.urity officers. A second violinist in the Leningrad . 
Symphony, . a dancer in the Bolshoi, or ail engineer on a purchasing 
mission inay be summoned to a KGB office and informed that he will 
be responsible for watching the activities of a specific· number of 
travelling companions. Refusal· is impossible. Furthermore, nobody 
outside of .State .Security is advised as to how many in the deleg:ttion 
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are regular KGB perso~nel. A sad fate awaits the. traveller recruited 
by the KGB if :my of his companions publicly makes uncompli
mentary remarks about the Soviet· Union or, worse, defects. 

I~ many instances, the State Security repr~sentatives on Russian 
delegations overseas are charged solely wi:h watching the other 
delegates to insure complete loyalty. Above aii: these KGB men must 
make certain that their compatriots return to Russia when the mission 
is complete. ·or course, all members are expected to keep· their eyes 
and ears open, and to report any matters of interest, including any 
suspicious behavior or inappropriate statements on the part of their 
comrades. But even the KGB. does not expect the average Russian 

· abroad to produce top secrets. That is a job fpr the · profe~ionals. · 
~ . . 

Covers. The professional State Security · personnel assigned to 
permanent duty outside Russia may appear in a great variety of 
guises. The Foreign Ministry is most frequently called upon to pro- . 
vide . cover for intelligence and security operations. Any official in a. 
Soviet embassy from the Ambassador to a chauffeur may in fact be a · 
senior KGB officer. The visibility and responsibility of an ambassador • 

c!oes -not make . this position a good one fo~ clandestine intelligence. 
work. However, Russian ambassadors not only can be KGB men, 
but are ·always responsive to that org~nization's demands .and needs. 
Most frequently, the KGB Resident-:-the senior KGB officer in any 
'given. country-will occupy the r~latively low-level "official .. position. 
of an attache or first secretary. His known title is no indication of 
his unknown power. He can issue orders to any Russian official in the 

·embassy, including the Ambassador, and he reports only to KGB 
Headquarters in Moscow. · 

The other security and intelligence officers in the "legal .. organiza
tion will be covered in whatever "official" position offers the be~t -. 
facility for operatio~s. If the Ambassador should happen to be an 
·official of the Foreign Ministry, that is, a professional diplomat-a'nd 
some of them are, there is a strong possibility that his chauffeur may 
.direct a net of agents when · he. is not driving the Ambassador to 
diplomatic receptions. The Cultural ·Attache, the Miiitary Attache, 
and many others could well be KGB agents. While TASS (Tele
grafnoye Agentstvo Sovetskoyo Soyuza), the Soviet \vire service, 
does have a newsgathering function with representatives all over the 
world as . well as throughout Russia, it can be . and is used by the 
KGB to cover its operatives when necessity arises. In short, security 
and intelligence is se~ed first in the Russian system. · ·- . 

. . 

Alexander Kaznacheev's book Inside A Soviet Embassy describes 
a typical Russian intelligence setup : this one in R<t.ngoon, Durma. 
· "More than two-thirds of the Embassy's personnel, which consisted 
of sixteen diplomats and twenty technicians, were at the same time 
also , members of Soviet intelligence, responsible directly to intel

.Jigen.ce headquarters in Moscow." Kaznacheev, whose originai assign-
ment .was as a representative of the Foreign Ministry in Rangoon, 
later was recalled to Moscow and asked to work for State Security. 
H~ said he accepted because he felt that. he had no other choice. 
Kaznachee'{ identifies various Russian intelligence u~its operating · 
.in Burma and staffed by individuais who ·were ostensibly representa
tives of such organizations as . TASS, Soviet Film Export, the State 
Committee for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries,. the Infor
mation Mission·; the Military Attache's Office, plus attaches. second 
. secreiari~s, consuls and vice consuls ·purportedly from the F.:orei~ 
Minictrv 
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An "illegal" (one who does not have the convenience of an offiical 
cover) will develop his own fictitious identity based upon his apti
tudes, interests, and· abilities. He must have some occupation or 
avocation and an explainable source of money. The "illegal" must 
know somethin~ about what he is claiming as his chosen occupation. 
It is not unusual to find Russian intelligence officers operating photo
graphic shops or electronic businesses. Both are necessary capabilities 
for clandestine operators and provide a built-in facility for developing 
a cover. · 

Obviously the co.ver job, whether for a "legal" or an "illegal," 
must not . be so timeconsuming that there is no time left for the 
real assignment-intelligence operations. Inasmuch as only Russians 
are employed in Soviet embassies and are in a position "to know what 
is going on inside their official missions, the "legal" cover is much 
easier to use in this respect. The Attache who attends a few official 
functions and occasionally ·carries a note to the local foreign ministry 
can spend ninety percent of his time on intelligence work. There are . 
few nonofficial covers that can provide this much opportunity. for 
clandestine work. 

Every intelligence officer must know something about cameras. 
He may have to take pictures of a new warship or aircraft or defense 
installation, or even a person of interest. If he runs a successful 
op'!ration, he will obtain highly classified ''borrowed" documents 
which must be photographed and returned before they are discov
ered to be missing. Lengthy reports will . have to be put on microfilm 
for ease of transmission to Moscow. The developing and printing of 
his own film is an obvious requirement; and the ability to use micro
dot-the reduction of an entire message to the size of one type
writer "period"-may also become a requirement. A camera .and 
photography store provides ideal cover--customers coming and 
going to shield age9ts or couriers, and a logical excuse for.. using 
cameras and developing film. 

In many areas of the world, the "illegar· must also become ~n 
electronics expert in order to operate effectively. W~en he -kaves .. ... · 
the Soviet Union to migrate to his place of assignment, his physical 
possessions must be the most innocent possible: clothes, toilet 
articles, and· very little else; certainly nothing to attract attention. 
TJ.l~~~fore',. : .~':~!=Ything he will need for his clandestine ~~~lligence· 
work must be acquired when he reaches his des~ination, has estab
lished his "citizenship," and can do whatever the natives d~. ~ven 

· thougb much of his material may go back . to Moscow by mail or via 
a courier _carrying microfilm,' if the officer is assigned to a key area · 
of the world, he will also be required to have a radio transmitter and 

. receiver. T,he purchase of a transmitter in many countries raises 
questions. Licenses are required, and buying a transmitter powerful 
enough to reach Moscow might arouse curiosity. The "illegal". mu~t 
be weli enough qualified in electronics to buy the parts and bmld his 
own transmitter. Hence an electronics business might provide a 
feasible cover. 
: The cover to be used will be decided up~n in Moscow; which also . 
provides the necessary money to buy a business .or stock. a new shop.· 
There ·are· an almost limitless number of possibilities. available : 

· export-:import businesses (excellent because the~ afford a. legiti~ate 
reason to meet foreigners and travellers), travel agencies (ditto), · 
stamp and coin shops ( dittp), specialty shops. Konon T. Molody 
operat<:d as an "illegal" in Epgland under the name of G.ordon 
Lonsdale for a period of six years, from March 1955 until late 
1960. His ostensible means of livelihood was selling jukeboxes and 
bubbkeum machines. Two of his principal subordinates were Morris 



.. 

and Lola Cohen, who used the na.mes Peter and Helen Kroger. 
"Peter Kroger" ran a bookstore on the Strand, in London, and was 
eventually elected to the ~ntiquarian Booksellers Association. He 
did a great deal of business by mail, including a considerable . 
amount abroad. The Krogcrs bought a bungalow at Ruislip, near 
London, and furnished it with the complete paraphernalia required 
for an espionage operation, as was discovered when they were finally 
apprehended. 

KGB Colonel Rudolf Ab~l started building his cover for eventual 
assignment in the United States as an "illegal" by entering a displaced 

·persons camp in Austria and identifying him~elf as a refugee from 
the Baltic area named Andrew Kayotis. He obtained permission to 
emigrate to Canada in 1947, and from there moved on to the :west 
coast of the United States. By 1950, he had established himself in 
the New York City area.and set up an artist's . studio in a loft at 
252 Fulton Street in Brooklyn. His paintings and sketches were 
sufficiently good to be credible, and his studio provided an excellent ... 
base for operations. 

Selection of Personnel. KGB personnel assigned to posts abroad 
have been carefully selected after the successful completion of assign
ments within the USSR in which their performance has been flaw
less. They will have been through several training ·courses. ·in 
competition with other State Security personnel and under careful 
ooservation by both instructors and security officers. Those going to 
"illegal" assignments also receive tutorial training and are watched 
even more closely. Aside from their. qualities as intelligence officers, 
loyalty to the party must be complete. Ideological indoctrination is ·. 
thorough. Security investigations are made down to the last detail. 

Mistakes are made. Lieutenant Colonel Reino Hayhancn, whose 
alcholic intake was exceeded · only by a liquor store, betrayed . his · 
senior officer, Colonel Rudolf Abel, to United States authorities. 
Alexander Kaznacheev had acquired a genuine friendship for the 
Burmese, was repulsed by Russian operations against them, .and ·left. . . 
the service to seek asylum "in another country. But such occurances 
are rare considering the number of personnel in the KGB. 

' . The training of KGB personnel is comprehensive, and may take · 
many years before the officer is considered qualified for assignment 
abroad. The training of a "legal" will be differe.nt and separate from 
that of an "illegal," ,the la~ter's "tutoring" being done under the most 
secure conditions and on an individual basis. ~ · : 

· The "legal," assuming that he has passed through the equivalent of 
secondary school, either vocational or in the liberal arts, may be 
sent to the International Re!ations Institute for college-level educa
tion: There he will receive intensive language training to acquire 
competence in the ianguage of the country of assigmnent. He will 
also take numerous courses in the specialized schools of the KGB, 
a year or two being devoted to learning intelligence techniques such 
as the recruitment and handling of agents. Considerable time will 
be spent on the area of · assignment and the operating· conditions to 
be faced: What are the people like? How best to approach them? 
What can be done to recruit them as agents? How to · .find "safe 
houses"? Where to meet and where not to meet agents? How good is . 

. t~e local security service? . · 

Th~ "illegai," unlike his counterpart who will be. going abroad 
unde~ offici~ . ~~>Ver, has no classroom .work, or-to put. it .. more 
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graphically-no classmates who might recognize him at an unfor
tunate moment. His schooling takes place under clandestine condi
tions in Moscow or its suburbs. He meets his tutor or tutors in "safe 
houses" or apartments, and is instructed on how to lead a life under 
deep cover in the country of his assignment. In essence, he is taught 
how to become and act like a native of that country. Only by doing 
jusi that will he be successful as a clandestine intelligence ·operator. 
Jll~ very nature of the training conditions him for the life he will lead. 

Recruitment of Agents. Whether "legal" or "iilegal,". one of the 
mO:St specialized subjects the KGB officer-in-training . will be con
cerned with is how to recruit an agent. This is the most important 
of the KGB assignments; for without agents, neither ·intelligence nor 
security operations can be accomplished effectively. To collect intel
ligence, there mus~ be an agent who has access to the inform_ation 
needed; to provide effective security coverage, there must be an 
agent or agents who can closely observe the indiviclual or group 
under obser¥ation. · 

Agent r t.:•:ru.itment is an art, not a science, and the. KGB schools . 
in Moscow provide doctrine and guidance rather than specific instruc-

. tions. The precise orders will come later, when the officer is in the 
· field and assigned agents who have already been recruited, or 
required to seek out potential agents. 

Over the years, the Russians have varied their methods for recruit
ing agents, but one point of consistency has· always been apparent
as with the espionage activities of all nations. There are always indi- · 
viduals willing to betray their country· for money or power, and 
there are always people with .personal weaknesses who are susceptible 
to blackrpail. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, these. 
were the prototypes of Russian spies. 

With the Bolshevik Revolution, the Russians . acquired a ·new 
· reservoir of potential agents: the Communists of the world. Com

munist parties of all nations ·became information-ga\hcring organiza
tions in the service of Moscow. All "loyal" party members were 
required to provide i~formation as requested. Specifically quaiified 
individuals were recruited to work directly with the Soviet intelligence 
services.' The Communist parties provided valuable, ·and in some 
instances otherwise unobtainable, information to Russia during the 

1920s and 1930s when the Soviet Union's diplomatic relations wit~ 
other countries were. tenuous. · 

As the true nature of the Communist Party became apparent, and 
as more and more Russian espionage operations were exposed, the 
Soviet intelligence agencies realized that they would no longer be able 
to obtain much vital information using known or identifiable Com
munists as agents. The revela.tion of the extent of Russian espionage 
during and following World War II-in the United States, . Great 
Britain, Canada, Australia, against NATO, and elsewhere-resulted 
in strengthened securi~y measures in many nations, and made the 
collection of intelligence by known Cop1munists much more difficult. 

In those nations where the Communist Party is legal, and where 
. a party member can be employed in a sensitive government bureau, 
· the party organization still provides ready-made intelligence nets for 
,Moscow. Bot where the party is illegal, new sources have · to be 
found. With the broadening of Soviet diplomatic representation to· 
~ost nations of the world, Russian diplomats are more and more 
acti~e iri seeking individuals not openly identified with _com!"unism 
but sympathetic to the system or inclined toward Moscow's policies. 

.: 

· 'Iltese ·silent sympathizers bec_ome grist for ~e intelligence mill .. Not 
· _, · - · · · · ·oapt.!•~ttr?•! 
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all of them, of course, are willi1_1g to work for the Soviet intelligence 
services; but those who are become agents of the highest caliber, ideo
logically convinced and dedicated to the cause. 

An individual viewed by the Russians as favorably inclined to the 
Soviet Union is approached with the greatest care. The initiaf meet
ings. are innocent and soCiable, and may take ;~ l ace over an extended 
period of time. The initial contacts may not even be made by an 
intelligence officer, but by a "clean" Russian who has been directed 
to determine the views of the potential a·gent. If the attitude seems 
favorable, a KGB representative may ·move in to make the 
recruitment. 

To these must be added the Moscow "recruits": those naive and 
susceptible individuals who have fallen prey to the Rtissian int~l-:
ligence services while on duty in Moscow, One would -not be far , 
wrong in saying that a favorite pastime of the Russians is to recruit 
agents in foreign missions. No foreigner assigned to Moscow, from 
diJ,>lomat to c'iefK~ is immune from approach; and no et:lticement, 
fr~m sex, t?}error, is neglected in the effort. · .. ·· · ... 

The most frequently u·sed recruitment technique in Moscow is sex. 
The male diplomat (or clerk) will be assisted in quickly making the 
acquaintance of a lovely Russian girl, who is all too available and who 
will later produce pictures of their most intimate moments or else 
will have an enraged "husband,. arrive, all to be followed up by the 
KGB with their "work with us and we won't. tell" approach. The 
embassy secretary will find an attractive Ru.ssian male who will try 
"love" . as the first approach, but failing that will not hesitate to use 

· coercion. There are rriany adaptations and variations in the scenarios. 
In many instances, the Moscow "recruit" is used only sparingly 
while in the Soviet Union, bu~ saved for use on reassignment to his 
or her foreign office or to another sensitive post. 

. 
John W. C .. Vassall was assigned to .the British .Embassy in Moscow 

ih March 1954. Not long after his arrival , he was invited ·to a party 
by one of the locals employed in the Embassy as an interpreter and 
administrative officer. Eight years later at his trial, yassall said that 
at the party he was plied with liquor, involved in a homosexual act, · 
and photographed. The KGB showed him the photographs and said 
that they would make an international incident out of ·the affair 
unless he worked for them. Vassall agreed. His first assignment was 
to abstract documents from the office of the Naval Attache in "the 
British Embassy. He returned to London· in June ·1956, and . was 
assigned to the Naval Intelligence Division for a year. He next 
worked two and a half years for _a Member of Parliament, then three 
years in the Fleet Section of the Ministry of Defense (including one 
year when his Soviet contact ordered him to be ina.ctive.because of 
the exposure of other Russian spies in Britain). He was ·paid about 

. $3000 a year by the Russians. 

Stig Wennerstrom, a career officer in the Swedish Air Force, was 
"cultivated" puring his early career by attaches of the Russian 
Embassy_ in Stockholm, whom he frequently accompanied on trips 
aroun~ Sweden .. In 1948, he was recruited in Moscow and assigned 

· to cover the American Embassy in Stockholm. This, no doubt, led 
to Wennerstrom's assignment to Washington on April l, 1952, when~ 
cor five ·. years his contact was . the Air Attache in the Russian 
C-1...""',.,..., • • 1'111...-- 'L- . .. ... . -~ -----·-·..! !- ~·- - " - '- _1 -- ! - T .. - .. ,..,.... ... • . 
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done to the defense of that nation-and Wennerstrom was described 
by the Swedish press as the most hated inan in the country. 

Scope of Operations 

All Russian intelligence operations are directed from Moscow; 
and, in practice, all are controlled by the KGB from Two Dzerzhinsky 
Square. In every large country, there are at least two networks, and 
probably many more. One net is operated from the "legal" base of 
the Russian Embassy or Consulate, and is under the direction of the 
KGB Resident. The other net is "illegal." The two nets or operations 

. are separate and report to different units in Moscow. 

In important target area~-the United States, China, NATO, 
Sweden, or West Oermany, for example-there may be several 
"legal" and "illegal" nets or operations, some involving many per
sons and others only one. Whether "legal" or "illegal," the officer in 
charge is given specific targets, and assigned agents when the latter· 
are available. There is little distinction in targets or agents between · 
the "legal" and "illegal" net: availability and opportunity · are the 
criteria. 

A Resident operating "legal" agents or networks out of a Russian 
Embassy has other KGB personnel on the staff of the mission ~ork
ing with him. These are oiher attaches, first or second secretaries, 
chauffeurs,· code clerks, or typists. Each of these may be . handling 
agents, acting as couriers, servicing letter drops {where messages are 
left in the hollow of a tree or leg of a park bench), or doing the 
multiplicity of jobs required in any intelligence operation. All arc 
looking for recruits. In most initances, the agents are nationals of 
the country in which the Russian Embassy is located. Some are 
recruited by the Resident and his men from the Embassy. Others are 
recruited in Moscow or elsewhere by the Soviet intelligence services, 
and assigned by. Moscow. 

Under the Tsars. Russian intelligence operations traditionally have 
been directed at those nations considered ·potential ,threats...:..-even 
allies that might at some time in the future disavow their mutual 
interests. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the agents 
of ihe Tsars were especially active in Western Europe, in the capitals 
of France, Britain, the Austro-Hungarian f:mpire, and Prussia {later 
Germany). 

In Paris the Okhrana oper~ted out of the· Russian Embassy on 
Rue · Gren;lle. Thls Paris headquarters ran operations throughout 
Europe, in the Near East, and in North A.me~ica .. In May ·1884, _an 
·Austrian High Court reviewed evidence whtch tmphcated the Russtan 
Military Attache in a trial involving espionage. In·1904, an O~hrana 
agent obtained the cipher .used by the !apane~e Embassy m th: 
Hague. Another Okhrana agent. reported m _detail to St. ~etersburo 
·qn the Fifth Congress of the Soctal Democratic P~rty ~~ld.m ~ondon 
in May 1907. Sweden was a major target area m Scandmavta, a~d 
Turkey to the south of Russia. Tsarist agents compet~d fierce!~ wtth 
the British throuohout the Middle East and South Asta, and wtth the 
Chinese across the contested borders of northern Asia. The scale and 
'intensity of the effort was 'in direc~ propor~~on to the ~hreat,. ~re
sumed or otherwise, to Mother Russta, and Wtth the. Tsa_r s a_mbttlons 

for expansion: 

· . Following the Revolution, the Bolsheviks ~aced a hostile world, 
one which in their mind necessitated the development of a_ ~ast 
espi~nage network. The Third Infer~ational provided t_he ~ngtnal 
framework for this effort under Lemn and Trotsky; but wtth the 
passing of these leaders from...,the .scene, Stalin phased the effort from 
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the Comintern to the Communist Party . and the government of the 
Soviet Union. With the approach of World War II, the security and 
intelligence services of Russia were operating with skill and efficiency 
in most areas of concern to Moscow at that time. 

During World War ll. The coverage of Germany and Japan n:tay 
serve as illustrations of Soviet espionage activities during the war. 

With the rise to pow~r of Adolf Hitler in Germany, the Soviet 
Union was put on notice that it was a target for eventual Nazi. aggres
sion. Hitler's speeches echoed and reechoed his hatred of Bols~evism 
and contempt for the Slav. He. specifically referred to the lands to the 
east as areas for eventual expansion of the Third Reich. 

Although an accommodation was reached between Germany and · 
the Soviet Union in August 1939, there is no . question that in the 
mind .of Hitler this was a temporary expedient; and perhaps Stalin 
also viewed it simply as a method to buy time. With the German. 
attack on Poland on September 1, 1939, and the British and French 
decl~ations of war !Jn .Germany, the Russians moved rapidly to 

block, where possible, further German expansion to the east. Russian 
troops moved into eastern Poland, in accordance with a secret pro
vision of the· agreement with Germany; and the Baltic states of 
Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia were seized. The . province . of 
Bessarabia was taken from Rumania; and an expensive war was 
fought with Finland to secure terri.tory to _protect Leningrad. It was 
an expepsive war for the Russians in more ways than one. The 
v~liant defense of the Finns gave the world an erroneous impression 
of Red Army weakness. Hitler bec.ame even more certain that his 
armies could crush the Communists in a few short weeks. The West
tern view of the Red Army gave rise to such mistaken estimates as 
the United States War Department forecast that the· Russians wquld 
not last three weeks. 

But if the Germans and Americans had inadequate intellig~nce 
on the military capabilities· of the Soviet Union, Stalin's espionage 
in Germany provided as close to complete _coverage of. Hitler's activi-

. ties as could reasonably be expected. The Russians had established . 
networks of agents at the highest levels of th~ German government, 
including key positions in the Army, Air Force, and Foreign OffJ.Ce. 
The German Communist Party had been driven underground by the 
Nazis and many of its personnel killed or put in concentration camps; 
but there was an adequate supply of anti-Nazis, including military 
personnel who h~d served in Russia in the 1920s as advisors to the 
Red Army. 

German counterespionage gave the Russian intelligence effort the 
code designation Die Rote Kapelle ("the Red Orchestra"), which 
was both an over.>implification, because it was a whole series of op
erations run from different bases throughout Europe; and a compli- -·
merit, because it was indeed a sizable assembly of virtuosos. The 
Resident Director for West European operations was initially in 
Berlin, then Brussels, then Paris; but key agents were also directed 

· ·from Switzerland and elsewhere. With · the fall of France in June 
1940, Germany became the sole target. on tht:"continent for the Rus
sians. The quality of the information produced on German war plans 
w~ uniformly good. In May 19.41, the Swiss operation advised 
.Moscow of the dat~ Hitler planned to attack Russia, and gave 
spec~c details as to the strength .. of the Army groups to be used 
anci the ~bjective of each attacking force. . . . 
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From the other side of the Soviet Union, almost identical informa
tion was being received from a network in Japan developed by 
Richard Sorge. Sorge was a ·German Communist assigned to Tokyo 
by the Russian military intelligence service. In a five-year period, 
he had succeeded in personally penetrating the German Embassy 
and in. buiiding a net of agents that covered the top levels of the 
Japanese government so well that decisions taken at Imperial Con
ferences with the Emperor were almost immedia~ely available. 

Sorge's setup was classic in several respects. He obtained from 
the German Embassy all the latest information from Berlin, includ
ing .information that the Germans would not give to the Japanese; 
and· he received from his agents in Tokyo detailed reports on Jap
anese strength, and plans that the Tokyo government did no~ give 
to the · Germans. Sorge, too, obtained the precise date that Hitler 
planned ·to attack Russia. He also was able to determine a few 
weeks later that the Japanese did not plan to attack Russia in Asia, 
'but did int('nd to open military operations in Southeast Asia against 

.: Britain, th~ -Netherlands, and the United States. Tokyo did not ad
vise Berlin of this, no more than the Germans had told the Japanese 
of their intentions \Vith respect to Russia. 

Richard Sorge was an iutelligence operator of many talents. He 
was sufficiently bold to risk Nazi discovery of his Communist back
ground when he sought credentials as a journalist to represent the 
Frankfurter Z eitung in Tokyo. He gambled. on the German Embassy 
not checking too closely on his credentials when he volunteered his 
services as an analyst to that mission. He made himself invaluable 
to the staff of the Embassy as a news analyst and expert on Japan!!se 
affairs; and from this base, he was able to develop his role as a 
senior consultant entitled ~o all information available, without benefit 
of a security clearance from Berlin. 

Sorge obtained from the · Ambassador . and the "Military Attache 
the information they had on German war pians. From couriers and 
other visitors from Berlin, he gathered additional information prior 
to the German attack on Russia. He was able to radio Moscow not 
only the planned date of the attack, originally set for May 15, 1941, 
out also the new date when Hitler postponed 'it to June 22. 

Important as this information was, perhaps equally vital froin the 
RussiaQ point of view was Sorge's detailed report of the decisions 
taken at the Japanese Imperial Conference of July 2, 1941. 'It was 
on this date that the Emperor gave initial approval to the . plan io 
attack Pearl Harbor and for military operations to the south. Based 
on this report from Sorge and his information that the Japanese 
were not building up their forces in Manchuria, the War Council 
in Moscow decided to move Russian troops from the Far East. 
These units were used in the counte"roffensive of December 1941 that 
drove the Germans back from the Russian capital. 

While Stalin may have ignored Sorge's reports on the date of the 
German attack on Russia, as he did all . of the several sources giv
ing him the same information, his s.uccessors recognized the value 
of. the Tokyo operation. Richard Sorge, who was executed by the 
Japanese, has now been immortalized by his likeness appearing on· 
a Russian postage stamp. 

The activities of the Rus.sian intelligence services during Wo~ld 
War II were not confined ex~lusively to the enemies of. the Soviet 
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Union. Extensive collection activities in the United States, ·which 
· had been carried on with great intensity in the 1930s, did not cease 

when both nations found themselves at war with a common enemy. 
If anything, the R~ssians were able to expand their American cov
erage with the admission to the United .States of large numbers of 
Soviet citizens ·attached to their Purchasing Mission. One defector 
claimed that the Russian intelligence services ~ad twenty networks 
in the United States during the first year of \'.·;.·rld War II. Another 
source reported that there were 75 officials in the United States 
government illegally p~oviding classified in:ormation to the Russians. 

Operations were directed from the Soviet Embassy in Washington· 
and their consulates in New York and San Francisco. The American . 
government departments concerned with the war .effort were majo~ 
targets; and the atom bomb program, · then highly classified . and 
covered under the innocent title of the Manhattan Proj~ct~ was a 
special interest. (Similar operations against the same target-nuclear . 
weapons development-· were carried on by the Russians in Canada · 
and Great Brirai"n-:) What Moscow received from its wartime es
pionage in the United States can only be estimated on the· basis of 

the known extent of the effort, which may still be incomplete. Cer
tainly the information available from the physicists engaged in the 
Manhattan Project must have pro~ided valuable intelligence on the 
direction and progress of the American effort, .and left no doubt in 
Stalin's mind that the Soviet Union needed nuclear weapons to com
pete ·with the United States. It is difficult to c_onceive how the analysts 
in Moscow could have coped with the mass of information collected · 
on ·military' and industrial production in the United States; nor could 
.it. be used at that time for anything but as a base for pressuring 
Washington to provide more and more assistance to the Soviet Union. 

R~cent Operations 

Against the United States. Following World War ll", Russian in
telligence activities in the United States continued on a vast scale 
but under different conditions. The American government and peO-

. pie came to the gradual realization that the Soviet Union had no 
intention of cooperating in the development of a stable world order 
on anything but Communist conditions. This was emphasized by the ' 
exposure of the extent of Russian espionage against' its "ally." The 
soc'!lled atom spy cases of the Rosenbergs, Klaus· Fuchs, Allan Nunn. 
May, and many others came a·s a shock to those who had loqked 
on the Russians as friends. By the early 1950s, the United States · 
government was purging itself of Commun.ists and destroying atlcast · 
one base for Russian operations- the known .sympathizers. 

With the development of extensive security procedures jn the 
·.• ! United States government, and in industries working on ciassified 

projects. Russian intelligence lost its reservoir of ~ominunist Party 
Jhembers and sympathiz~rs who could report on their government 
agency or factory. A new source of agent material had to be found, 

· individuals who h~d no taint of Communist activities or sympathies 
that would attract the attention of American security and disqualify 
them from serving in any position with access .to the kind of sensitive . 
information th~ Russians wanted most. · · 

. . . 

'.flle easiest targets for recruitment were Americans with a prob-
le!D, ~artic1;1Iarly those in the military service. The history of n:cent 
Russian espionage against the United States could be condensed into 
two words: sex and money. In.Mpscow, in Germany, in the United 
,. .. _.a. - -
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proach Americans, the same techniques were used with continuing 
success. Three cases, out of many, will suffice to illustrate. 

Robert Glenn Thompson, an Air Force enlisted man, was re
cruited by the Russians in 1957 while on duty in Berlin. Thompson 
was bitter because of a denial of transfer, a demotion, and so on. 
Russian intelligence used him in Berlin to advise on other potential 
recruits. Before his return to the United States, he received some 
training in the Soviet Union. Another Russian agent contacted him 
when he was transferred to Malstrom Air Force Base, Great Falls, 
Montana. He was indicted in January 1965 and pleaded guilty. 

Jack Dunlap, a sergeant, was recruited by the Russians while on 
duty· with _the United States Embassy in ·Moscow. Dunlap had ex
pensive tastes: fast cars, power boats, and wom~n. Russian· money 
helped him to satisfy these tastes. When he returned to the United 
States, Dunlap was assigned to the highly sensitive National Security 
Agency in the Washington area, where he served the Russians by 
producing dassified documents for which they paid $60,000. When· 
American counterespionage operators started to focus on him, 
Dunlap committed suicide. 

William Henry Whalen, a lieutenant colonel on duty with the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington, was paid $1,000 a month by 
Russian intelligence officers attached to the Soviet Embassy in Wash
ington. These are but three examples of an intensive and persistent 
effort that is highly dange~ous to the national security of. the United 
States. 

While this country is the most important target of Russian in
telligence operations, their activities in other parts of the world
against NATO, the West European powers, in Latin America, Asia, 
and Africa-are on only a. slightly less intensive scale, dependent 
on the opportunities available for agent recruitment. 

Against Great Britai~. In Great Britain, one of the most successful 
Russian operations resulted in the recruitment of three men, probably 
when they were students at Cambridge, who ultimately _re~c!Jed .high 
levels in the British government. H. A. R. Philby, an intelligence 
officer who at one time was concerned with Russian operations for 
the· British secret service, and on another assignment acted as liaison 
to the CIA and FBI in Washington, worked for Russian intelligence 

during his entire career. When it became apparent that the tull de
tails of his treason were about to be exposed, he retrefl_te~ to 
Moscow. His latest contribution to the Russians is a ba<* ~ntttl~d 
My Secret War, prepared under the direction of the KGB ·and pur
porting to be Phil by's "story" but actu~ll_Y a. rath~r futile psychol~g
ical effort against the American and Bnttsh mtelltgen~e a~d secunty 
services. . 

1 Two of Philby's contemporaries, Donald Maclean and Guy B~r
gess, both British foreign service office:s and both also Russtan 
agents, had retired to Moscow befor~ htm. Maclt~an had been re
gar.ded as "ambassadorial material" by his superiors, a.nd had se:v.e~ 
in the British Embassy in Washington where one of hts responstblh
.ties was liaison to the US Atomic En'!rgy Commission. Guy Burgess 
was regarded by some as brilliant, even though his ·ho~qsexuality
he boasted of his conquests-and his drinking were pubhc knowledge. 

~These three agents in the British government were ideological 
recruits. They considered themselves against the "establishmen~." 
They: were knowledgeable and presumably intellig:nt ~en, but cnt
ical of the British system to ~he· extent of betraymg tt. They wer~ 
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aware of the reality of Soviet Russia with its purges, repressions, and 
inhumanity in the name of communism. But incredible as it may 
seem, they believed it held some hope for . the future. Obviously the 
reasons for their treason were far more 'complex than this simple 
explanation would suggest; but traitors they were. Their services to 
the Russian system have been rewarded by retirement in Moscow. 

·The other NATO powers have also been the object of intensive 
R~ssiart intelligence efforts. France, where the Communist rarty IS 
legal and party members are employed throughcn~t the government, 
has been a base for Soviet espionage activities .. West Germany is 
~also a major- target, not only as a NATO member, but ·also because 
!·of the inherent Russian fear of Germany~ · 

Against NATO. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization became 
a majpr target for Russian espionage immediately upon its organiza
tion. Utilizing the standard Soviet technique of attempting to saturate 
~n i;nportant target, the KGB recruited agents both in the NATO 
structure and in related government departments and ministries of 

member nations. The degree of success is indicated by the following 
illustrative examples. · 

In September · 1963, George Paques, Deputy Press Secretary of 
NATO, was arrested by the French police . and charged with es
pionage for the Soviet Union. Paques had the highest NATO security 
clearance and could see any document in the organization. He had 
an apparently impeccable background: a reputation as an .anti.:. 
Communist and as a conservati~e. Paqties previously had .served in 
eleven different ministries of the French government, including the 
national defense headquarters where he was in a position to be 
aware of most defense· plans. In July 1964, Paques was sentenced 
by the French State Security Court to life imprisonment. He ad
vised the Court he had worked for the Russians since · 1944; but 
claimed that he was a nationalist and pacifist, and had hoped that 
by working for the . Russians he could save France from dest~uction 
in a third world war. 

·In November 1953, a Czech Communist named Rudolf Roessler, 
whos.e code nam~ was "Lucy" and who operated primarily out· of 
Switzerland, where he had been one of the Soviet Union's mosf · 
successful operators in World War II, was charged in Swiss Federal 
Court with obtaining more than a hundred secret NATO documents 
for the Czechs, Y'ho ·obviously turned the material over to_ the Rus~ 

sians . . In August 1969, Francis Roussilhe," who had worked ~ith 
NATO.since 1952 and was employed in the Brussels headquarters 
as a transiator, was arrested by the Belgian l)olice while carrying 
classified documents. He . was charged with copying large numbers 
of secret documents and receiving substantial payment. Previously, 
in September 1968, Nahit Imre, the Turkish financial controller at -· 
the NATO headquarters in Brussels, had been caught in the act of · 
photographing secret documents in his office. He was arrested and 
removed by Turkish authorities to Ankara. 

. . 
Against West Germany. Considerable inform~~i.on on the NATO 

alliance was also obtained by Russian collection activities against 
the individual member countries. Following World War ii in. West 
Germany, the Russian intelligence services had reestablished contact . 
"with many of the agents who had worked for them against the Nazis, 
· an.d also recruited some of the agents who had 'worked for Hitler's 
intelligence services. The efforts of Russian intelligenc-e were supple-~ 
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mented by the East German, Czech, and Polish inteiiigence services. 
The objective was complete coverage of all activity in West Germany; 
whether on the part of the Bonn government or the Western 
alliance. 

The Russian effort concentrated heavily on the . Federal Office 
for the. Protection of the Constit~tion (the West German security 
service) and the Federal Intelligence Agency. In J958, three em
ployees of the Federal Intelligence Agency were tried by the High 
Court in Karlsruhe on charges of treason, treasonable relations 
with a .foreign power, grave breaches of security, and accepting 
bribes. They had worked for the Russians since 195.1, passed over 
about fifteen thousand documents and exposed . 95 West German 
agents. Hans Felfe, 45, who received a fourteen-year sentence, was 
a senior officer in the counterespionage section of the· West German 
service, and was in a position to warn the Russians each time one 
of their agents came under suspicion. His assistant Hans Clemens, 
61, received a ten-year sentence; and a third man, Erwin Tiebel, 61,. 
who was used as a courier, received a three-year sentence. Felfe 
claimed that his motive was hatred of the United States because of 
the socalled Morgenthau Plan, which called for the dismnntling of 
German industry at the close of World War II. Clemens attributed. 
his activities to a desire for .revenge against the United States ·be
cause of his treatment in a prisoner-of-war camp, and because of the 
American bombing of his home town, Dresden. 

In Eastern Europe, the Russian intelligence service is ubiquitous. · 
The East German, Czech, Polish,. Hungarian, Rumanian, · and Bul
garian intelligence and security services are under close observation, 
and, in effect, the tight control of the Russians. Russian intelligence 
officers are assigned as "liaison" to ·each of these services, and Mos
cow receives copies of all reports produced and· takes over any 
operations of particular concern-all in the interest of Socialist 
solidarity, Iio doubt. 

The East German, Czech, and Polish intelligence services direct 
considerable effort at targets in. West Germany-the Bonn govern
ment and all NATO forces and installations. The East German 
security service uses what could be described as satur~tion techniques 
wiih hun.dreds of agents, mostly very low level, trying to cover all 
activities in the West. · 

The Hungarians and Bulgarians have special as~ignments : fro~ 
the Russians for targets in Yugoslavia, but undoubtedly operate with 
c_onsiderable caution because of the formidable opposition. In recent 
years, the Rumanian services have pursued an increasingly indepen
dent course in accord with national policy. In other parts of the 
world, the Russians use the East European intelligence services to 
supplement their own efforts. 

Against Yugoslavia. · Yugoslavia was the scene of one of the 
greatest defeats suffered by the Russian intelligence ·services in re
cent years. During World War II, the Russians provided only limited 
assistance to Tito and his partisans, obviously underrating the-Yuoo-

•slav ability to occupy substantial numbers of German troops .:ho 
otherwise would have been fighting Russians: Stalin was also con
cerned that Tito might alienate the British and Americans by too 
open . an indication of his intention to organize a Communist state. 
In addition, the Russian dictator was not particularly sympathetic 
to Yugoslav national aspirations which might cause difficulties with 
the Western allies, and he was reportedly furious when Tito at-
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Tito, on the other hand, gave every indication of loyalty to imd 
cooperation witli the Soviet Union. It became apparent, howeve~, 
that the Yuooslavs had no intention of accepting Russian economiC 
and political domination and becoming a satellite. With the establish
ment 'of the Communist Information Bureau (C,ominform) in 1947, 
composed of the So~iet Union, the East Europi~an parties including 
Yugoslavia, and those of France and Italy, the clandestine war be-

' tween Stalin and Tito moved into an intensive phase. 

Stalin airected that Cominform headquarters be located in Bel
grade; the Xugoslav capital. Sent to direct the Comi~form was Pa~el 
Yudin described as the best philosopher in the Sovtet State Secunty 
Servic~ and as the best NKVD man among the philosophers. Yudin · 
quickly indicated his method of operation. He requisitioned _one of 
the largest office buil.dings in downtown .Belgrade; coopted. th.e 
presses of Borba, the Yugoslav party newspap;,r; and ci_early . md:: 
cated that a great deal of his work would be for Russtans only. 
A direct teletype line to Moscow was installed, and .a sp~cial.Russian 
Air Force plane placed at his disposal. · 

Yudin, together with the Russian ambassador formally accredited 
to Belgrade, Lavrentyev, plus the Red Army military advisors . and 
their subordinates, promptly accele.rated their efforts to recruit agents 
in the Yugoslav party and government and to stir up opposition. to 

· Tito. The objective was clear. If Tito could not be brought to heel 
by dir~ct negotiations with Moscow, he· would be attacked from · 
within by dissidents and overthrov.:n. 

The· effort was an· abysmal failure for the Russians. TI1ey com
pletely miscalculated the strength of Tito's support in Yugoslavia, 
where he was revered as a war hero and as unchallenged leader of 
the country. They overestimated their own ability to recruit key 
officials in the Yugoslav party and government, and were able to 
obtain only a few agents of any consequence. Nor were the Russians 
~ppreciative of the quality and skill of the Yugoslav security serVice; · 
the UDB, which thwarted .their efforts at every turn.· 

By. the end of 1948, the Russian intelligence services had been 
defeated in Yugoslavia and Stalin was forced to use political and 
economic measures against Tito. Yugoslavia was expelled from the 
Cominform. Aid and trade agreements with Russia ·and the Ea$t 
European sattelites were canceiled. Violent · attacks in the media 
denounced the Yugoslav leader. Tito turned to the West for. assis
tance and consolidated his independent · position. To this day, the 
UDB ren,iains the only Communist security service .in . Europe whose 
.number one target is the Russians. . . 

Tito was explicit in his comment about the Russian effort: 1 

.,. ! : "During the past fifteen years, an important role has been ac
quired by the inteiJigence serVice-the >IKVD. Instead of a wea
pon to fight counterrevolution, it has grown into a force in itself; 
instead of being ah instrument of the revolution,' it has become a 
power above Soviet society. The entire activity of the country, the 
party, .the whole foreign policy-all rests upon the intelligence 
service; its reports are given p,iority, it reaJly rules the country." 

Ag~inst Communist Clzina. The Soviet Union's neighbor and 
fel~ow Socialist power in Asia is rapidly emerging. as the first priority 
ahd most difficult objective . of Russian. intelligence operations. It did . . . . .. 

1 VladiriUt Dedijcr, Tito (New York: Simon and Scb1Uicr,.l9'3l. n . 2~~ 
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not take the Sino-Soviet rift to precipitate the struggl~ between the 
Chinese and Russian intellig~nce services. Sinkiang Province has 
been a battleground between the two nations for decades. The fre
quently advertised border incidents along the frontier between Rus
sia and China, which run into the hundreds each year, are a reflec
tion of the intelligence effort along the entire border. With ·china's 
developing nuclear strength, Russian intelligence is accelerating its 
efforts and using every possible source to develop hard information 
on the Chinese behemoth. 

In the Middle East. In this region, Russian intelligence activities 
are espeCially intensive in Egypt, Syria, and Iraq. With the thousands 
of Russian military and technical personnel in Egypt are numerous 
representatives of ·the intelligence services, as there are . in smaller 
numbers in Syria and Iraq. It can be assumed that Russian intel
ligence coverage of the A_rab world is of high quality.. · 

. With Russia the principal source of arms for the Arabs, there 
were few inrJ I)itions on KGB activities in the area until after· the 
abortive coup attempt against the government of General Gaafar 
L. Numeiry of the Sudan in July 1971, which resulted .in a strong 
reaction against the Communists. In Egypt, the principal ben'eficiary 
,of Soviet aid, the President denounced the Communists and arrested 
two leaders. Previously Ali Sabry, known in Cairo as "the Kremlin's 
man in the Cabinet," and o~her leaders of ·the socalled MaY 13 
(1971) plot had been arrested. In the Yemen, where Russian dip
lomats constitute the largest foreign mission in Sana, seven Yemeni 
officers were detained by security officials after leaving. the Soviet 
Embassy. 

In Africa. Massive Soviet aid to Algeria is also the vehicle for 
extensive intelligence activitie.s in that nation, where there are thou
sanqs of Russian technicians. Algeria ranks with Egypt, the Sudan, 
Somalia, Ghana, Guinea, and the Congo (Kinshasa) a~ the principal 
recipients of · Russian assistance ·on the African . continent. 'Not all of 
these efforts have been successful, and the Arabs and Africans have 
been quick to react to any evidence of Russian intelligence activities 
or subversion even prior to the Sud~n coup of 1971 • 

· On June 30, 1960, the Congo obtained its independence frotn 
Belgium. The Russians established a large mission at Leopoldviile ' .. 

(now. Kinshasa), and prov~ded immediate support to Patrice Lu-
mumba in his attempt to establish a strong unitary state in lieu· 'of 
a federal system. Russian aircraft ferried troops to Kasai Province 
to support Lumumba's effort. Two days after Lumumba's arrest in 
September 1960, the Russians were expelled from the country. 

During the regime of Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana, the influence 
__ . of the Russian intelligence services reached considerable proportions. 

· More than a thousand Russian advisors, in all fields of ac'tivity from 
.fishing to housing to the cocoa crop, provided an ample base for the 
recruitment of agents. Arms were provided for .four battalions of 
presidential guards under the guid~nce of abo~t a dozen KGB ad
visors. With the popular revolt of February 24, 1966, which deposed 
·Nkrumah, a great deal of the Russian intelligence base was destroyed. 

Guinea turned to Russia and the East European countl-ies states 
:for assistance in 1958 after French aid was suspended. Within a 
short period of time, a deluge of aid and advisors arrived from -the 
Soviet Union and the other Communist nations. To many Western 
observers, it was on1y a matter of time before Guinea would be 
r'nmninnict-~~ntrnllnrt T- l\.T-...... _t..'-.- t n£ t n __ _ • ..J - .._ ,.. • ..,. 
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mittec of the Guinean teachers' union. Investigation · of this con
spiracy provided leads directly to the Russian Embassy. Daniel 
Solod, the Soviet Ambassador, was expelled. The Guineans involved 
·were charged with high treason and received heavy sentences. 

Developments in the Sudan in · 1971 followed a similar pattern. 
The Russians had provided extensive assistance to the Sudanese 
government in a civil war between the Moslem north arid the Anya 
Nya, a black guerrilla ·movement fighting for the independen~e of 
soutltem Sudan since 1963 .. Soviet advisors assisted in . counterin
surgency operations, while Russian technicians· helped to build port 
facilities and surface-to-air missile sites. In· July . 1971; General 
Numeiry, who had seized power in May 1969, was temporarily de
posed and some 28 of his followers executed. Numeiry, supported 
by the Sudanese · Army, soon regained power and immediately de
clared that the coup was Communist-inspired, supported and directed 
by. the Bulgarian and Soviet embassies in Khartou'm. Russian ad
visors in the Sudan were ordered to stay in their quarters. The · 
·second-nmking man in the Soviet Embassay, Orlov, was expelled, .,. __ . 
as was the Bulgarian Ambassador; while the Sudanese recalled their 
ambassadors from Moscow and Sofia. General Numeiry o_rdered the 
military plotters executed; and also tried and hanged Joseph Garange, 
the Communist Minister for South Sudan, and Abdel Khalek Mah
joub, the Secretary of the Communist Party. Hundreds of other 
Communists were arrested .. 

Elsewhere in Africa, Russian support was visible for the People's· 
Movement for the Liberation of Angola; a~d for Frelimo, the equiv
alent mov~ment in Mozambique, both battling the Portuguese 
authorities in sporadic civil war. 

In Latin America. Russian intelliger1ce operations in Latit;t Amer
ica began in the .1920s through the m·echanism of the Comintern. 
With diplomatic representation limited, . the Russians were forced 
to rely heavily on local Communists. Prior to Warl~ War II, the 
Soviet Union had diplomati·c reiations with. only three natidns in 
South America. With a rapid expansion of diplomatic contacfs in· 
recent years, the · Russian intelligence services have many . more 
bases for operations. The number of Russian intelligence personnel 
throughout the area . totals several scores of agents. · 

Between 1960 and 1970, the Soviet Union· more than tripled the 
number of personnel officially assigned to its diplomatic missions 
m Latin America, and increased its intelligence activities by the same 
proportion. Whereas previously .there had been Russian embassies 
.only in Mexico, Colombia, and Uruguay, new missions were opened 
in Cuba, Venezuela, Argentina, Chile, Bolivia( Peru, ·Ecuador, Costa 
Rica, and Guyana. l 

The Reckoning 

The extent of Russian espionage must not be underestimated. It 
is not merely a facet of "international communism," although it can 
be that if it fits in with Moscow's pattern of priorities. Russian es
piomige is fundamentally a key element in that nation's determination 
to be the . strongest . power on earth and to control or dominate 
wherever possible. ·Taken as a whole, the Russian intelligen.ce system 
is the largest in history, and occupies a grea.ter proportion of that 
nation's assets than has ever before been true of any society. 

While this study has concentrated exclusively on Russian espionage 
activities, it should be borne. in mind that espionage or ·clandestine 
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collection is but one form of intelligence collection. In the Soviet 
system, moreover, espionage is only one of many clandestine activ
ities. The KGB-the State Security Committee-plays a key, if not 
exclusive, role . in other intelligence-related operations, including 
political recruitment; covert psychological warfare to undermine con
fidence in other governments, institutions, and persons; sabotage; 
Jiquidatio~s of enemies of the Soviet system; provocation; de·ception; 
forgery; disinformation; and so forth. Following the Leninist precept 
that the end-the total victory of communism (read Russia)-justifies 
the use of any rneans, it can be safely assumed that the KGB will 
utilize· whatever means are necessary to carry out the objectives of 
the Politburo. · 

In the strictly intelligence collection area, espionage-as already 
. stated-is only one . element. In addition to "legal" and "illeg_al" 
·espionage networks, the Russians have established organizations to 
collect information by every conceivable means, utilizing whatever 
techniques are necessary. Space satellites are repeatedly and reg
ularly sent on missions to photograph every inch of the United States 
and other key -:ueas of the world. Electronic transmissions of other 
rtations are monitored and where possible analyzed. Mail is inter
cepted and read. Foreign government facilities both in Russia and 
throughout the world are honeycombed with microphones and other 
surveillance devices. Newspapers, p.eriodieals, learned journals, and 
books published in other nations are shipped back to· Moscow by 
the ton. Publications of other .governments are purchased for study. 
Russian travelers report in detail. Foreign Communist parties are 
ordered to send Moscow voluminous surveys · on matters of intelli
gence interest. There is no end to the demand for more information. 

The volume of intelligence that reaches Moscow must tax storage 
facilities, let alone ·analytical capabilities. Properly analyzed and un
derstood, this material could. provide. the Russians with a compre
hensive. knowledge of the wo~ld. But trapped as _Communists by 
their rigid adherence to the invalid assumptions of Marxism-Lenin
ism, the vast intelligence operations · serve even. more to feed tradi-
tional Russian paranoia about everything foreign. · 

·. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE " . 
' 

The search for accurate information on Russian espionage is a 
difficult one. Espionage and publicity are as incompatible as fire and 
water: publicity kills an espionage operation just as completely as 
water puts out fire. Governments do not usually acknowledge spies 
or spying. Only rarely do the files of intelligence: organizations become 
public-and then generally when the organization no longer exists. 

. . 
.. ! ' Most historians regard spying as contemptible, and th~ impact of 

secret intelligence services on world affairs as mmimal in most 
. instances. Political scientists may devote a sentence or a paragraph in 
an entire book, rarely more, to the intelligence services of a nation. 
The paucity of readily available information is obviously one 

· explanation fo_r this. 

The problem is further complicated by the combination of internal 
· security functions and external intelligence _operations in one organi

zatio.n. ·For example, the last of the Tsarist organizations in this field, 
the Okhrana, was responsible for the suppression of all anti-regime 
activity in Russia, but it also ran espionage operations against other 
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nations. The present-day State Security Committee (KGB) of the 
Soviet Union also is responsible for both functions. One consequence 
of this, from an historical point of view, is that the activities of both 
the Okhrana . and the KGB in protecting the Russian government
suppressing the opposition--overshadow their not inconsequential 
intelligence work. . 

For the Tsarist period, there is frequent mention of the Secret 
· · Chancery and the political police in many books, but little on activi

ties outside Russia. Sidney Monas covers The Third Section: Police 
· and Society in Russia Under Nicholas I (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
. versity Press, 1962)-again, as the title indicates, with emphasis on. 
internal security. Maurice La Porte in Histoire De !--'Okhrana: La 
Police Secrete Des Tsars, 1800-1917 (Paris: Payot, 1935), devotes 
one chapter of twelve to the · foreign ... service. A more subjective 
approach is given by A. T. Vassilyev, a former member of the Tsarist 
police, in The Ochrana:· The Russian Secret Police (Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 1930). · · 

The principal sources of h1formation on espionage by Russia during 
the Soviet period are the frequent exposures of intelligence· operations 

in all parts of the world, and the not infrequent defection of Com
munist state security personnel and agents. The former provide 

. precise evidence of the existence of espionage and clandestine opera
tions especially when the investigations andfor court proceedings are 
made public, as in the Gouzenko case in Canada, Petrov in Australia, 
Vassall in England, and the Rosenbergs in the United States. Defectors 
frequently write detailed memoirs, some of ·which are valuable, but 
others of which are more a quick source of income for the author 
plus self-protection and justification.' · 

Two scholars have produced commendable works on the subject . . 
David J. Dallin in Soviet Espionage (New Haven: Yale Un.iversity 
Press, 1955) present's a fine job of res.earch and a pehetrating analysis. 
He covers the period from 1917 to the early 1950s. John Erickson 
covers military intelligence in The Soviet High Command . .(L_or:tdon: .... .. 

. St. Martin'~ Press, 1962). . . 
Amqng the many books by those who served, several are worthy 

of mention. Ogpu: The Russian Secret Terror (New York: Brenta~o, 
1931) by George Agabe~ov is detailed but contains some questionc. 
able material. Pattern for World Revolution by Ypsilon (pseudonym 
for J. Humbert-Broz. and Karl Yolk) (Chicago: Ziff-I)avis, 1947) 

·is worth scanning. Alexander Foote, Handbook for Spies (l:~mdqn: 
·Museum Press, 1949) describes his recruitment ·and work for Rus_. 
sian intellig~nce in Switzerland in Wo.-Id War II. Vf. G. Krivitsky, 

. In Stalin's Secret Service (New York: Harper, 1939) represents the 
views of one of the highest-ranldng defectors. In the same category is 
Alexander Orlov, ·Handbook of lnt.elligence and Guerrilla Warfare 

,. : (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1963). 

My forthcoming book, Russian Foreign Policy and Espimiage: 
Imperialism Under the ·Tsar .and Commissar (New York: Macmillan, 
1_972) hopefully will provi.de a comprehensive ~tudy of the subject. 

-< • 
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The capabilities for conducting effective intelligence gathering and paramilitary 

operations have long been · essential tools in the conduct of national policy. 
Unfortunately, however, certain misconceptions regarding the manner and circum
stances .in which they can be employed arose in this country after World War II and 
Jed directly to setbacks like the Bay of Pigs. Rather than shunning the possibility· of 
using covert operations in the future to gain policy objectives, experiences like the 
Bay of Pigs merely underline the fact that policymakers must be educated as to what 
is possible, and the responsibility for this lies with the career intelligence community. 

PARM~ILITAi~Y CASE §1l.JDY 

THE BAY OF PIGS 

A_ lecture delivered 

hy 

Professor Lyman B. Kirkpatrick, Jr. 

(_ ' A \. CJ 3' K' .r k f.> ..._ +- v• c. ~ -- ) __.. L. ~ ""' "" .,.... 0 • 
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r~ctly or emotionally involved with its 
implementation? Do the poticymakers _ . 
have a realistic understanding of the (:;,~, 5 · 
operation? . u ... d c 

These are some of the basic questions vc ·...-~c . 
which must be asked prior to the 
mounting of any clandestine or covert 
operation. 

Before turning to the case study 
itself, a brief review of recent Cuban 

; history is appropriate. Fidel Castro 
landed in eastern Cuba in 1956 with 
what turned out to be 12 men. He · 
gathered forces in the Sierra Maestra in 

. 1956 and 1957. Even more important, 
however, was the growth of anti-Batista 
gr?ups in the cities of Cuba among the 
m1ddle _class, the professionals and the 

. elite. It was the erosion of Bati;ta's vital 
i political support in the cities which led 
:directly to his downfall. The guerrillas 
in the countryside served merely as a 

I think that the usual caveat is the public media, but no proof or verifi- catalyst in this process. And eventually, 
necessary before I get into the subject at cation is permissible if the operation is on 1 January 1959, Castro stepped into 
hand. What I am about to say today are to be properly considered covert. the vacuum left by the fleeing Batista. 
my personal views; they do not repre- At this point in our discussion I A fact which many people do not 
sent the official CIA view nor the believe it will prove helpful to simply seem to recall was that despite our 
official U.S . . Gonrnment view. This is list some of the questions that must ~ misgivings about Fidel Castro, and the 
an after-action report on an episode in asked before a covert operation is U.S. Government did have them, we 
our history which engendered perhaps properly undertaken. recognized his government fairly 
the most intense emotions and public o Can it be done covertly? ·ean the promptly. The first cabinet of the Cas-
reaction we have seen since World War role of the sponsoring government be tro regime \vas probably one of the 
II. sufficiently concealed at each step so as finest in Cuban history. It is ..worthy to 

President Kennedy in the aftermath to avoid disclosure and thus either note, however, that very few of the. new 
of the Bay of Pigs made the comment failure or a diplomatic setback for the Cabinet members stayed very long. 
that "Victory has a hundred fathers; sponsor? And if the cover of the opera- In addition to recognizing Castro the 
defeat is a.-1 o_rphan." I would simply say tion is destroyed at any stage, are United States continued its subsid~ of 
that as Inspector General of the CIA at alternative measures or withdrawal pos- Cuba's sugar crop which at that time 
the time, I was probably in charge of sible? amounted to approximately $100 mil-
the orphanage. _o Are the assets available to do the lion. The three major U.S. oil companies 

There is a very specific definition of · job required? Are the indigenous per- doing business in Cuba advanced him 
covert .operations. In the broad litera- sonnel available who are secure and in $29 million because his treasury was 
ture of intelligence, covert operations the proper place to do the work re· bare when he took over. Batista and his 
are about as old as espionage, which has quire(!? If not, are there those available cohorts had seen to that. Castro was not 
been· called the world's second oldest who can be put into place? invited 'to the United States on an 
profession. To be properly considered o Are all of the assets of the spon- official trip, but he carne here unoffi
covert; an operation rhust be designed in soring government being used? Cari the cially to attend a meeting of the Amen
such a way that it can easily be dis- operation be controlled? Will the in- can Society of Newspaper Editors in 
avowed by the originating government. digenous forces being used respond to Washington, and he did have an inter
The hand of the sponsor must not be direction or are they likely to go off on view with the then Vice President of the 
visible. 

Covert operations, on the· other 
hand, must not be confused with irregu
lar warfare. An example of irregular 
warfare that has received rece·nt world
wide attention is the operation in Laos. 
Everybody on both sides knows who is 
doing what to whom; the aid and assis
tance· is obvious~ That is irregular · war
fare. A covert operation, however, to be 
totally covert must be so clandestine, so 
well hidden, that its true sources may 
never be specifically proven. Gu~sses, al
legations, speculations may be made in 

their own? Will they accept cancellation United States, Richard M. Nixon. Then, 
of the operation at any time? one by one, the men around Castro 

a If it succeeds or fails, will they began dropping off. He speedily ex
maintain silence? The maxim "Silence is propriated U.S. property worth $968 
golden" has never been fully accepted in million. Even his closest barbados-the 
this country, but it is still worth asking. bearded ones-that had been· with him 
Also, can it be handled securely within in the hills started to tum against him as 
the sponsoring government? he appointed more and more Commu-

o Finally, and this is perhaps the nists, and by the middle of 1960 it 
most important question the United became obvious that the United Sta(es 
States must ask, is the risk worth the was not going to be able to do business · 
potential gain? Has there been a true with FideL This, I might say, was a ~ery ~ 
evaluation of the chance of success or · great shock to Americans. Cuba was a 
fai]ure by • an objective group not di- country that we regarded .as · our pro

tege. We had helped liberate it from 
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they were all there. It was most dirficult postoperation blame that · was placed on tion fail. One of the aspects of the 
iur the State Department; the CIA, the them was put on them by others run- postoperation inspection was specifi
Attorney GenP.ral, and others involved ning for cover. It was a CIA operation. cally directea to the question o( 
to persuade the Cubans to work to- Frequent meetings with the President whether any of the U.S. personnel. told 
gether in a cohesive organization simply from January through March and peri- the Cubans that U.S. military forces 
because many of them did not want to odic progress reports were used to keep would back . them up. That, I would 
work together due to prior political the President informed. As the evidence submit to you, is almost an impossible 
associations. of apparent Russian assistance to Cuba question to answer. If you are training a 

The system of recruiting was done as continued to grovi, pressure was put on group of men to go into battle, you 
·clandestinely as possible. The recruits the President io mount the operation. aren't saying, "Okay fellows, go ahead, 
· were then taken to the deactivated Opa Let me also note that there was a very but if you don't make it, it's rough." As 
Locka Naval Air Station and were flovm considerable Cuban lobby operable. The an instructor you would give your 
out "covertly" to Guatemala where a Cuban exiles had considerable money. trainees every bit of encouragement, 
wealthy landowner had made a sizable Many of them were apparently wise and if you say something like, "We're 
portion of his mountainous finca avail- enough to have kept the bulk of their behind you all th·e way," does tha.t 
able for training. A training base had wealth in the United States prior to mean that you are committing U.S. 
been hacked out of the wilderness. The 19o9. They were acquainted with military forces? The best available evi-

. President of Guatemala, Ydigoras, was Americans and the American political dence indicated that no U.S . . national 
aware of what was going on and co- system, and a steady stream of them who was involved in training, assisting, 
operated fully. President Somoza of descended on Washington to urge or direction of the Cubans ever prom~ 
Nicaragua provided the airfield for the greater U.S. action in support of the bed U.S. military assistance, but obvi
B-26's. exile movement up to and including a ously they were not discouraging the 

. In retrospect, it might have been full-scale invasion of Cuba by the Cubans. On the other hand, the Cubans 
Wiser to have trained everybody in the United States. to a man as well as the Cuban Revolu

. United States where they could have During this period a serious conflict tionary CouncH, expected ~at should 
been isolated somewhere in the vast arose within the exile training camp as a th b · d .,_,t us M · 0 ld e nga e 1c11 er, . . annes w u 
reaches of a Fort .Bragg or a Fort result of some of the Batistianos being t f G t · b 't 
Be · · · Am · . · . pour ou o uan anamo, au orne um s 

nmng. Latm enca 1s not an easy. brought into the bricrad" These former ld be d. d d 't ld be . · . . . . ~ ~- . : wou roppe , an 1 wou over 
· place to do such trammg because m members of Bausta's army were profes- bo l'k h 

· th · · f G _, · a ut 1 e t at .. 
countnes e s1ze o uatemdla or sional military men whose talents were · 
Nicaragua· nearly everybody knows what judged to be useful to the operation. A . As to President Kennedy's in ten
is going on. As early as 30 October 1960 mutiny occurred, however, which tions, however, there can be no ques
an article appeared in_ the_ Guatemalan quickly became known to the rest of tion. The President frequently reiterated -
paper La Hora which described a mili- the world. Twelve Cubans were arrested his statement that no U.S. personnel. 
tary base in_ the mountains designed to and incarcerated,· and the entire affair would be involved, that he wanted no 
train men for an invasion of Cuba. This was written up in the press. Americans on the beach, ·that there 
was when the cover started to unravel. With a brigade of 1,453 trained would not be any commitment of U.S. 
Paul Kennedy of The New York Times, Cubans in being, the Joint Chiefs of forces behind the Cubans, that this \Vas 
a very astute journalist whose circuit ran Staff assessed both the Trinidad plan to be an exile operation . 

. from Mexico City to Panama, was not and the Bay of Pigs plan as being The allegation has been made that 
far behind La Hora in producing a story .. 'bl Th US 'li 1 "the operators" deceived the President. 1eas1 e. e . . rru tary personne 
on the base-who was there, what they who reviewed the brigade described TI:at. is no: correct. "The operators" 
were doing, and what they were going them as well trained and capable of pnnc1pa1Jy mvolved were Allen w_. Dul· 
to do. The discussions in M.iarni were doing their job. Here we run into what. le~, Gen. Charles P. Cabell, and Richard 
such that in his bOok Schlesinger quotes will perhaps throughout history be the · ~1ssel~. They are all men of honor and 
three separate newsmen who upon re- most controversial part of the opera- ~ntegnty .. They wer~ all very . much 
turning from .Miami were able to de- tion: 1 label it what the Cubans thought, mvolved m the ?perat10n. ~ey were all 
scribe exactly what was going on with- what 'the Americans thought, and what reasonably convmced that 1t would sue
out being specific as to where the Castro thought. ceed or ·had a good chance of success. 

· landing was going to be made or when it There are no available figures on Mr. ~ulles has been quoted b~ both 
was going to be made, but that there Castro's intelligence operation in the Schlesmger and Sorenson as telhq.g the 
was going to be a landing; that it was United States. However, given the great Presid~nt that he thought that this 
going to be against Cuba, and tha~ it number of Cubans in this country, he operation had a better chan:e of success 
involved a great number of the exiles. d bt dl h d f . 1 1 te . than the Guatemala operauon. Perhaps 

The operation was exclusively under ufn ou . e fly af a rur Y col mp e m- he clld not tell the President the Guate-
. . . ormat10n ow rom not on y our press 

the direc_IJon of the Central Intelligence and radio but from his own sources of mala operation only succeeded by the 
Agenc~. The Joint Chief~ of Staff v:ere informati~n as well. Castro ~as highly narrowest of margins. This was to be a 
a_sked if they wo_ul_d_ proVIde evaluations nervous in the spring of 1 %l, to say the very close matter and entirely different 
f1rst of the feas1b1lity _of the pia~ ~nd least. He was aware that an operation from the operation against Arbenz, who 
secondly of the qual1ty o~ trammg. was being mounted. He was not aware had but a very limited force to support 
They also, of course, provided upon of its size or whether U.S. forces would him as opposed to Castro whose 
r?qu~st both supplies tha~ w_ere n:c_es- be involved. He feared the latter greatly, 200,000-man armym· and militia were 

_ sary and manpower to ass1st m trrunmg without question. rapidly increasing both quality and 
and adminis_tration. But the Joint Chiefs The anti-Castro Cubans in exile, on strength. • 
<?f Staff were not responsible for the the other hand were convinced that the 

_plan. It was not their plan,· and the United States .:Vould not let the opeta- · 
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wlvzn you have to end the support and 
!ose the indigenous forces-as well as 
your integrity-perhaps never to be re
gained. 

be briefed on it, and was turned down. 
Arthur Schlesinger says that he too 
wrote a memorandum that was oppos.ed 
to the operation after he had learned 
a~ut it. But these documents were not 
gJ.Ven much weight. 

In looking back over both the 
planning and execution of the Bay of 
Pigs landing, several imp or tan t lessons 
can be derived-the most vital of which The question of whether the same 
arises from the operators' failure to organization collecting intelligence 
secure accurate intelligence. Inaccurate should be permitted to conduct covert 
~telli?ence was .the basis for the Bay of . operations has provoked continuing 
Pigs disaster. There is no other place to debate in the intelligence community 
put the blame for that than on the over the years. It was a question which 
agency mounting the operation. There was addressed when the National Se
was a totally erroneous estimate of the curity Act of.l947 was being considered 
quality of Castro's fighting forces, a lack before Congress. It is a question which 
of realism in evaluating the potential has frequently come up, and it is cer
~esistance, and therefore as a corollary, tainly one that is worthy of note. 
a . lack of realism in estimating the Within an organization such as CIA, it is 
number of forces required to do the job. possible to compartmentalize it so that 
There was a lack of knowledge about the intelligence evaluators are separated 
Castro's control in Cuba, even though from the collectors, but in this instance 

th 
this was not done. ' 

e British and French intelligence re-
ports were available on the subject. And then, finally, the covertn.ess or 

Organizationally, .a large part of CIA lack of visibility of the operation must 
was excluded frqm -the operation. The be examined. It lo'st all of its veils, all 
present Director of the Central Intelli- five, before it was ever mounted. By the 
gence Agency, Richard Helms, who was time the landing took place, it was well 
then Chief of ·Operations for CIA, was· known an operation was being 
not involved in the operation. It was mounted. It was well known who was 
handled in a separate compartment, and involved. It was well known that it was: 

. a ve'f'; great portion of the expertise in totally and completely s·upported by the 
the agency was excluded. In like man- United States. And at some point along 
ner, the bulk of the military expertise of the line somebody, somewhere around 

the P ta 1 
the President should have said, "Mr. 

en gon was exc uded because · 
·lmowledge of the operation was handled President, this is going to create one hell 
on such a close basis within the Joint of a lot of noise. It is going to be very 
Staff. obvious that we're behind it. · If it 

Now when I say that the bulk of the succeeds, great; if it fails, we are in for 
CIA was excluded, I mean that the deep trouble." Obviously most people 
operators running the operation were thought it was going to succeed. In fact, . 
assessing and evaluating the intelligence, most of those talking to the President 
not the intelligence directorate, where it thought it was going to succeed. 
should· have been done. Much of the Also, trying to mount an operation 
intelligence came from the Cuban re- of this magnitude from the United 
sistance, which was not always an objec- States is about as covert as walking nude 
tive ·intelligence source, and, as later in across Times Square without attra,cting 
the missile crisis, their reports had to be attention. (Although, I must say that 
scanned and evaluated based upon other the latter is becoming more of a possi
information. · bility every day.) In retrospect, the use 

The \Vhite House adVisers have noted of the U.S. bases would nave been more 
. in their books that nobody in the White feasible because we did have the capa

House was really being critical about the bility for controlling access to a ·sizable 
operatio:g. They assumed that the Presi- geographical area. We could have iso
dent was accepting the advice of quali- lated the brigade; even the training of 
fied experts, and therefore they were the B-26 pilots could have been done in 
un~iilling to submit themselves to being the United States; and perhaps, only 
the opposition to the operation. To my perhaps, it could have ·been done with-
lmowledge only two documents were out having been disclosed. 
written in the Federal Government Policymakers must be educated as to 
opposing the operation, one by Chester what is possible. I think they will be in 
Bowles, the then Under Secretary of the future. The shock to President 
State, who had inadvertentiy heard Kennedy was great and he blamed the 
about the .operation and opposed it. CIA, but he blamed the military just as 
Roger Hilsman, then Assistant to the much. The latter was misplaced. Never
Secretary for Research and Intelligence, theless, it is very important that policy
also' heard about the operation,· asked to makers be educated as to what covert 

operations can do or cannot do and not 
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vices and served in Europe with that organiza
tion and as a military intelligence officer on 
the staff of Gen. Omar Bradley's 12th U.S. 
fumy Group where he was the ·G·2 briefing 
officer. He · left the military service with the 
rank of major, and for his service received the 
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, French · and 
Belgian Croix de Guerre, and the European 
Theater Ribbon with five battle stars. 

After the war he returned to the U.S. 
• News as an editor of World Report Magazine. 

In 194 7 he went to work for the Central 
Intelligence Agency where he served in a 
variety of positions, including Division Chief 
Assistant to the Director, Assistant Director' 
Inspector General, and from 1962 to 196S · 
was Executive Director-Comptroller. In Sep
tember 1965 he resigned from CIA to accept 
an appointment on the faculty of Brown 
University in Providence, R.I., as Professor of 
Political Science and University Professor. 
Professor Kirkpatrick was the occupant of the 
Chester W. Nimitz Chair of National Security 
and. Foreign Affairs at the Naval War College 
durmg the 1 971· 72 acader:Uc year and has 
since returned to the faculty of Broym Uni
versity. 

In 1960 he rece~ed the National Civil 
Service League annual award as one of the 10 
outstanding career employees of the Federal 
Government. In 1964 he received the Presi
dent's Award for Distinguished Service the 
highest award that can be given a cr,;ili~ in 
the Federal Service. 
. He is the · au thor of The Real CIA, pub

lished by Macmillan ·in January 1968, and 
Captains without Eyes, published by Mac
millan in- ,1969, numerous articles, and has 
contributed to the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
Yearbook. ' · 

. .....--

·look on them as some type of easy 
device whereby one can simply reach 
out and press a button and bang, a 
resistance group comes up and suddenly 
an enemy is destroyed. The obligation 
for destroying this myth lies with the 
career personnel. 

There was nothing more ~ecret about 
the Bay of Pigs than about nuclear 
weapons. Yet it was handled as though 
it was so sensitive that people who were 
tr:usted with the highest secrets of•the 
government could not be trusted with 

. it. . ~ 

The- staff work must be complete. 
. ~eriodic assessments must be made, and 
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ACCerit Oil IntelligEmce 
By Lyman B. Kirkpatrick Jr. The presumption is that the C.I.A. is 

engaged in a continual process of de-
posing governments unpopular with 

PROVIDENCE, R. I.-For the many LlJe United States. This is hardly true 
who have served their nation in the today. Evidence is accumulating that 
Central Intelligence Agency, and have United States policy is maturing to 
faithfully observed their oath to up- accept other fonns of government 
hold and defend the Constitution of even though they might not confonn 
the United States both during and to our criteria. While it has been ac
after their Government service the knowledged that the United States did 

' ·Watergate affair is not only r~pug- succeed in changing a government in 
nant but disappointing and saddening. Guatemala, and failed in a similar ef-

The bill or particulars is damning. fort at the Bay of Pigs, there is a · 
Two former staff officers and four growing conviction that such efforts 
other ex-employes of the C.I.A. were are counterproductive in the long run 
among those involved in the Wateroate and. serve more to defeat than enhance 
break-in. The agency, upon a rcq~est United States policy. 
from the White House, helped in an . An_ implied assumption to the ques~ 

v- operation against Daniel Ellsberg. The tlon 1s that the C.I.A. decides what 
State Department, also ofl a request governments to overthrow. This is not, 
from the White House, provided classi- and never has been, the case. 

'--- fied cables to E. Howard Hunt Jr., con- The C.I.A.'s ·covert operations are 
victed Watergate conspirator, who undertaken only after approval by 
used them as hackground in an effo:t "higher authority." What is true is 
to smear President Kennedy. The per- that C.I.A. operatives in t11e field and 
sis tent innuendos that the Watergate officers in Washington ha\·e influenced 
was actually a C.I.A. operation has policy, and on occasion have acted 
rekindled fears that the "department independently abroad. The first in
of dirty tricks" was used to subvert stance reflects poorly on the policy 
domestic institutions. le\·el at State, Defense and the White 

r-- In fairness to C.I.A. and other de- House, and is obviously not the case 
\_ partments involved, the role of the today. When C.I.A. men in the field 

( 

· White House staff should not be un- h,a':'e acted too ind~.I.Jcndently, the 
derestimated. It is not the custom of Umtcd States ambassadors sent them 
the bureaucracy to question a call home. 
from the executive offices. It is as- The question assumes that the C.I.A: 
sumcd that the President's people is training a breed of experts in sub. 
know what they are doing. While they Yersion who will seek employment 
may not inform the President of all in the same field upon leaving the 
details, it is usually believed they are a_gency: an assumption seemingly con;, 
operating under approved policy f1rmed by the Watergate affair. 
guidelines. . A_c~ua~ly only a small and rapidly 
. Traditionally, .Americans have \\·or- d1_m1mshmg fraction of the C.I.A. per
ried about a Federal bureaucracy sonnel are enga.gcd in political warfare 
cloaked in secrecy acting with im- ": dying remnant of cold war opera: 
punity to enforce the wishes of an all- t10ns. Most C.I.A. personnel are in 

• powerful executive. To many, the C.I.A. ~ntcllige?cc work: collecting, analyi
had become the epitorne of this evil mg, cstm;ating, supportino· nnd it is 
following the Bay of Pigs and ac- their unheralded efforts"" that are 
counts of operations involving the Na- sullied and obscured. 
tiona! Student Association and other Th" sord'd mess f tl \V t t 
Un.te. S'"t b d f d t' Th ... • o le a.erga e 1 a '" es- ase .. oun a tons. u_s re-emphasizes the necessity for tight 
to some the C.I.A. Js solely the Prest- controls O\""r and · t t d · · 
d t

' 1 · ~ persts en an cnti-
en s persona act1on arm. cal reVl·e·v of all 'ntell' t' · · c rd nt · h . · J, 1gence ac !\1t1es 

on 1 ~ e m ! .e C.I;A. 15 not en- by the appropriate committees of the 
hanced '0\hen mo_t of \•.hat one reads Con.,.ress IIl my op1· 0 ·0 n th· c . 

b 
· · b d p 'd ·a1 "' · t , e ono-ress a out Jt JS a . rest entl and Con- has done a oood ·ob f h k' o - · · 1 t t 0 h . ., J o c .ec mg on 

gre,stonlal s a emen~s a out t e _agen- C.I.A. activities. But if the impression 
cy usua y are confined to crypttc ex- has been created til t tl c I A · · ., f fd • a 1e ... IS 
pressl?t·t~s oh co:l l e~ce or rc~orts O• solely the action arm of the cxecuti·•c. 
commt ee eanngs m executtve ses- th <·n the legi·latt e t sion :- . ~ tr mus assure us 

· . th1s 1s not so. Jn fairness to the na-
. Perhaps l~ all _could l~e sum~ed ~p tion, the President and the Central In
m t~e .~uestwn: ~f the ~;J.A. tram~ 1ts tclligcnce Agency, the public must be 
ope.ati\·CS to O\·erlhro .v the go\ ern- conr1·ctcnt t! 1 ~ t th c 1 .• . th 

t f tl · · . . " e .... , . sen es e 
~en.s o o 1e~ nat10ns .. IS 1t not pos- nation and serves it well. 
stble that these same people might 
attempt 1.0 o\'erthrow the Government --------------
of the United States when they dis- Ly~l~n B. ~irhpatrich Jr., pr?f~ssor. of 
agree \vith its policies? · . poltltca!_ sctence_ at Brown Umvcrstty, 

was a. /uglt-ranbng C.I.A. official from 
-1947' to 1965. _\_ ._ 

CtltM.~~ 
~:;; ~~ R.. K p!to-(~t· c. RJ L y ~~ .ft/'J. _B , 

E I ~&1'2 3/ 0 A-W i. e_ \ 

c:_. ( A- I : 0 C.( H u r-J t) r\-o UJ .PtR..D 
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Lyman . Ki:rkpah:i~k talks ab;our e -rr- ,~ . . 
f' .. ·1 \ .. • r. 6 

the JJ..A i 
.I 

''In irs 27.years of existence, 
-H'le CIA has been ,accused 
of almOst everything in the 
book. Some of it is true, 
bul: most of what th·e CIA 
does is unseen" 

I 

R
umors of a United States. role in ''destabilizin~t .: t 

Marxist President Salvador Allende's govern- ·' · : ~ -
. inent in Chile wer~ becoming louder and . · , 
clearer when Lyman Kirkpatrick, a former CIA official, ·- ·1 

now a Brown professor of political science, was sched-
uled to speak to incoming freslunen on "The Role 
of the CIA in American Life." One viould have as
sumed that; while the September "issue forum" was 
certainly going to be timely, the meeting. would not be 
entirely pleasant for Professor Kirkpatrick, who was to 
devote a portion of his time to student questions. 

Despite whatever mistrust or downright aversion 
those assembled may have had for the intelligence>- _
gathering system, their response to Kirkpatrick him- · 
self- a man who had played a role in the CIA's for
mation and had worked for it during three decades-. 
was one of genuine and spontaneous admiration. Tpe 

. students listened intently to his opening remarks- a . 
grab bag of history, philosophy, and opinion- and 
laughed at his anecdotal glimpse into the comical side 
of cold:.war espionage. The·n they responded gingerly 
to the instruction, "Don't be afraid to ask blunt or · 
'dirty' questions." When all was over, they gave him 
ringing and prolonged applause. Certainly, many had 
not agreed with _his assessments; but no ·one had ques
tioned his sincerity or his integrity. 

When Lyman Kirkpatrick .speaks, whether to 
groups such as this or in private, he says he trie-s 
neither to "defend nor to whitewash" the CIA. Whi!e 
he maintains that intelligence is a necessary part of 
government- a contention some may question- he 
is not blind to the agency's fa~Jings or toJts inherent 
dangers. . · · 

He told his freshman-week audience, among 
other tr.ings, th~ following: 

"I don't agree with interference in the internal af-
bir:; of another countrY." · 

"Classific~tion is ~ne of the cancers of govern..: 
ment. It's used to hide things that shouldn't be hid- _ 
den." 

"The T\.•ntag\1n Papers gave no aid or comfort -to 
enemi6. If .:mything, reading them tied up .:t good por.:. 
tio:1 of the Russian personneL" 

' 
\ 
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"In its tw~nty-seven ye.:~rs of existence, the CIA 
has be~n accus~~d of <~lmost everything in I he boo!<. 
Some of it was true, bttt most of what the CIA does 
is unseen. I think President Kennedy wns correct in 
saying [of th~ CIA], 'Your failures are magnified; your 
successes unseen.' " 

Kirkpatrick is an eloquent speaker, in a rather 
flo·wing. inform.:tl way. \'\'hole sentences that naturally 
divide themselves into paragraphs come pouring out 
"':ith ease. One is not surprised to find a journalistic 
bent in his background. "wiy legitimate career," he 
called it in jest with the freshmen . . That cc:1reer con
sisted mainly of an association \vith the late David 
Lawrence, edi~or and pubEshel" of U.S. News ancl World · 
Report. Kirkpatrkk worked for him both before and· 
after World Wcrr: il, starting in the direct mail and ad
vertising department of the old U.S. News magazine 

. and moving on to cover labor news and, later;. con
gressional news. \Vhen the war ended, Lawrence of- _ 
fered Kirkpatrick-an editorship of his new rnagazine, · 
World Report, which the retuming wartime intelligence 
·officer held for a year before leaving to join his former 
military boss L>1 a new venture_:_ the formation of 
America's first peacetime intelligence-gatheringope·ra~ · 
tion. · . . ... ·- · .: · · · . 

· That \vas in 1947. The embxyonic spy system was · 
ca,lled the Central InteHigence Group then. It later be
carne the Central InteUigence Agency, a powerwh!ch 
fe•:' Americans are ignorant of now, although ignor
ance of its scope and substance is becomi.rtg a public 
and congn~ss!onal confession. Kirkpatrick served the · 
agency from 1947 to 1965, holding such positions as in· 
spector-general and executive director·tomptroller. He ·· 
joined t.'le Brown faculty in 1965, where he drew on his 
experience in this ~~pect of American foreign policy to 
create four unusual artd highly popularcours~. The · 
courses are "Cold 'vVar Oper<:~tions," a review of Rus
s~an forc:gr. policy and the techriques used bJ. the 
Kussians during the Cold Wur, which has had as many 
as ?75 undergr.tduates ·a semester; "Problems in Na- ·· 
tiona! s~curity," a graduate seminar examining major 
securitv issues in the context of historical event:; such . 
as the Bay of Pigs invasion and the war in the ~Iidd!e 
East; "American Military Affairs," •vhich usually at
tracts from forty-five- to sixty st\:de:1ts- fc·r the twenty 
places <:vai.lab:e and use5 such thingc; as thf:' Pentagon 
Papers ~5 b'.:lckgrou!ld for discusshm; <:~nd "Arnt>rican 
Security Folic:; ." <1 spring lecture CN1r5e de:: ling ,-;-! th 
Amer.c.1's roll- in tit~ C<,!d War. 

"Wh-2n I left the agency, I severed aU connec
tions," Prufess;.-.r Kirkpatri..::k sc:ys. "Wh<l~ I sd:> is my 
m·;n per"6;~,1! opinion, ond I don~t mi;-,d b~!n3 quoted 
i!nytim~ on anything." Aside from b~ing quoted f.1irly 
often in S~UCC\~5 rartging .from th~ Brown Daily Hemtd to 

~- ·-· . 

th.:- Nf.':e )·ork ~Fmt!S, he hi'l~. \·; ritter. I hr.;.: t..-~~~~~~ ,,,., ·ia
h:l!igene<.~ op~r;:tions: Tit~ Real CIA, G-;ptaili~ Wiifr£J:;f 
E!,:..:~;. <l,,d his l<~k~;t, publishl'LJJ.,~t yc<tr, The lf.S.llilr ·f- . 
li~c:itt"e Community. -

In person,hc: is modest, extremely polite, and ;:h!~ 
__ to put people at c~se. He is very accessible, both to 
·students and to the public, ;ln(l he generally doesn't 
hedge' his comments. Perhaps one oflhe best nssess· 
ments of Kirkpatrick's credibility comes from Vander
bilt University political scienti5l J-Jenry·Howe Ransom, _ 
author of The I11telligence Establisl11nenl: "Although we 
have some policy and judgmental dis<~greements on 
the topic, Professor Kirkpatrick is probably the most 
knowledgeable person writing on.the AmedcC~n inlcl!i- . . 
·gence agencies today.'~ · _ · 

·With this as ~ackground, the BAM presents the: 
following excerpts from conversations with Brown's .. 
resident expert on a subject of growing national con
cern. Perhaps. a due to Professor Kirkpatrick's own 
personnl slant can be gained. from one of his most 
prized mementoes. It is a photograph taken in 1965 
when he received the award for Distinguished Federal 
Ciyilian Servio~ and sent to him by President Johnson 
with the inscription, ''To a distinguished public ser- _ 
vant." . . . -. 

·"That, to me, is the key," says Kirkptrkk. "Gov- · 
emment officials are public servants, and I believe in .- · 
the necessity of public service by all people. Thr~t's - .. 
probably \vhat I emphasize most in my da~ses. H you .. . 
don't like your government, get out and change it. It'~ 
yours." · • : · . , ' · . . . ~ ; . ; . 

..,; .· 

. b~ an article in the Ne\'v York Times, Srymou·r Hersh 
quotes a fanner high-level offidal in the CIA as lzaving safd: 
history wm sTraw that covert action by the agency was "nli!J
eral idea, pc:rhaps even an idealistic concept." Do you qg..-ee? 

I don't think I'd ever characterize anybody in th~ . 
CIA as having an intent that was liberal or conserva
tive deliberately. Instincts perhaps, yes ... But t}:1e · 
CL;\'s action in the covert field is determined more by 
cLrcumstance~. than by liberalism or conservatism~ J 
thin~ I could sa.y that a good portion of the CIA people ·. 
in the·op~rdtior.ls field would be .described as liber<ils. 
They'r_e for freedom for humanity, for all the things to 

· ·which people aspire. But to say that this ha$ goveme:--1 . 
CIA operations is also to ignore the fuct that in rnost 
instances CIA isn't really the detennining factor i[l tlk 
covert operation. It's much more the State Department 
that detcrinint:>s these things. And it's the desires of 
the State Department that govem whether they \viii b~ 
carried out or not . .. 

':',,:.." <n'l'r:::;e CIA oper."'llor- bo~h in the-p;,st and 
in tht~plesent- is a p:rod.uct of Am ... ·ri..::an educcllion. l_ 
\vould J~·:-;cribe most products of American education 
as bdrtg liberals by nJture. Most products. There is a 
cn:1s~n:ative element, of courst•. \Vh.1t CIA h~s. rc- • .· 
crui~t~d for (11nd still dllcS) is to fif'ld the b~;.;t univ~rsit\' 
graJll.ates, g~ner.~ily with a_dvanced degrees. They ;{re 

'· · j 
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wpuld say that as we moved under new directorship 
Uohn rvlcCone b~c.1me director of the C£A in l\:ovem- . 
ber 1961), the issue was perhaps raised to a diffe.rent 
level, but n~) longer did it seem necessary to mount 
operations every,vhere it seemed possible that a gov
ernment might come under communist control. The 
Bay of Pigs, of course, was prob.:1bly the disaster th<1t 
led to a lot of this. 

What about Chile? 
. I had thought, truly, that by the ti.ni.e the Vietnam 

,var had ended, we were really off this int~nse cold
war type of intervention_ In fact, I was quoted anum
ber of times in the last couple of years as saying I didn't 
think the CIA was doing anything in Chile, because it 
seemed to me to be very unwise to be doing anything. 

·Looking at the Chilean situation, Allende was 
elected by the establish~ government process of 
Chile. It wasn't a coup; he didn't take over, even 

. though he had a minority of the vote. The Chilean 
congress legitimately and legally elected him president 
of Chile. We had supported the liberal-left govern
ment of Eduardo Frei .. He could not succeed himself, 
and Allende was more attractive to more of the people 
than anyone else. It seemed to me that the \vise thing 

· to do was to leave it alone: · 
Vv'hat has happened now is so counterproductive. 

The world is. never going to believe that Allende fell 
because the Chilean. people were agalnst him. They are 
going to believe that a pittance of CIA money over
threw him, which I think is sheer nonsense. My atti
tude and view of Chile is that Allende was trying an 
interesting experiment; he was having more difficulty 
with his own people than with the opposition, and [he] 
seemed to rne foredoomed to failure from that alone. It 
was only a question of time. The Chilean armed forces 
had always been a 'vexy democratic armed force; at 
least they always considered themselves under civilian 
controL I didn't expect them to intervene until they felt 
tl1e situation was out of hand, which I think is' when 
they did inten.·ene. But now you've got a military gov- . 
emment- and that's not usually liberaL 

Do ycu feel that covert or clandestine aperations are 
necessary al all, espt-r.--ially in an age of detente? 

Let's cx~mine what covert operations really are 
·and what thi.!y're meant to be. Any foreign policy of 
~ny n~ticq· :-hould b:::- b:J:;~d upon what ~i-Ht n.:1 :ion 
conceives t(J b2 its b~st interests in the w~~rld and what 

. it's trying to ach.ie\'e in the world. Havjng la:d that out, 
perhaps thi! ne.'\t step is to detem1ine the instnL.'Tien
talities for achiedng the objectives -diplom.:~cy, 
economic nt~ans, militarv assistance, informativn, 
p~rsuasion, and so forth~ Some\vhere along the bot-

. . . 

tom line of instrumentalities -,vould lie covert political 
operations. /\nd I would say that right below th.•l • 
\·:ould lit.- military aclion . . 

11zm nre you saying tlzis sort of I !zing is extreme? 
I am saying that you would not engage in covert 

political warfare unless it was of extreme importance to 
your nation or to the friends that you thought it irf:por
tant to help. But then, once you contribute to anyone's 
political campaign, you are involved . . . 

In the world today, where nationalism is the 
strongest force by far, and where every nation, regC~rd-

. less of its size and strength, wants to govern its o-':'.:n 
destiny, it seems to me that a great deal of restraint 
and patience has to be exercised by the United States 
govemment. We- have now received a reputation in 
most of the world as being an interventionist govern-.. 
ment- whether it be in Greece, or Chile, or wher
ever-and I believe that this is a reputation we s1-\ould 
get away from. The covert operation is not easy to . 
mount. If you say the wrong thing to the wrong per
son ... you may see it in headlines the next day. So, 
I think that political warfare is something that we 
should have the capacity to engage in if necessary, but 

I 

something I would not like to see brought to bear . ' ·' 
under circumstances where it might be revealed, un
less it is definitely related to national security. · · 

Let m.e add, of course, that I don't think we can 
talk about thls totally in limbo becaus_e part of this l· 
problem was created by a congressional leak. This, in i 
my mind, is ~eprehensible, because it simply me;ms 
that some people, somewhere in Congress ..• de
cided they didn't like what was going on, so th .. ey_let it 
out to the press. They have hurt national i.Qterests by 

! 
• I 

1 

.. ' this, regardless of their motivation. It seems tom~ that · · 1 

if they were responsible statesmen, or worked for · . . . , 
responsible statesmen,_ they woul~ be trying t~ get the . . , 
government to stop this sort of thing by workmg · · ; · 
within government channels. I don't think we can e\•e- ; - _I 

expect to have a successful intelligence~gathering serv -l ; 
ice, or to engage in political warfare successfully, or i- \ 
even to conduct a successful foreign policy, if the wa: .: I 
our government is going to operate is by someb-'"ldy 
always revealing what it's doing. People say, "Well, ·.- ; 
open diplomc:cy, openly arrived at"; that's nonsense. . 
There's never been such a thing; never will be jn his
tory. 

Do you think d-zat there is a public paranoia nho:tf th~ 
CIA? 

Of course there is; it's stimulated by this sort of 
thing. And the Chilean affair w~s, in my opinion,. , i .. -
rather weakly defended by the ildministr<:tion. J do not :. 
consider it a. reason for us to engage in covert political _ - · 
warfare just because the Russians engage in it. That's a : 
wrong re.1son. I do think thJ t if 5 a weapon we should : 
ha\·e in cxi~. t-::nce in c<~;;e w~ h.we to .use it, but I think · 
the deliberation to use it shou!d be at the same level'of. 

. . 
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se6ousness as the deliberCJtion to use armed forces. It 
h<1s tht:;? S<1me impcKt in world affairs. · 

Are the powers given tlze executive brandr iu this area 
too broad? 

Since the Watergate affair, now the Chilean affair, 
the reaction has been \'ery similar to previous epi
sodes. At the time of the Bay of Pigs, there was a great 
uproar, with congressional hearings and full pages in 
the New York Times. At the time the U2 was shot down 
in 1960, the same thing. Congress has talked a lot 
about a joint committee. This has gone on for years._ 
Weicker and Baker didn't introduce anything new [ref
erence is to a biU sponsored by Republican Senators 
Howard Baker of Tennessee and Lowell Weicker of 

·Connecticut for the supervision and regulation of the 
CIA]. Mike Mansfield did the same t"PJng in 1955. I 
think it would be very difficult to legislate without so 
qualifying the actions of the president as to make 
things almost ineffective. I think that what really 
should be worked out for the good of the nation is an 
agreement between the president and the Congress to 
consult. We wouldn't have had this flap if the congres
sional leadership had stepped up and said, "This is 

· something we've dealt with~" · 

If you could correct what you consider to be the big
gest misconception on the part of the public about the in
telligence-gathering operations of the United States, what 
would it be? · 

I think the biggest misconception is concern over 
the CIA operating in the United States. It has, of 
cours-e, things that it does in the United States as a 
basis for things it does abroad, the National- Students 
Association being an example from the past. What the 
CIA subsiclized that organization to achieve was the 
ability to send students abroad to youth and student 
meetings, so that there would be a non-communist 
point of view represented. The subsidy started in the 
fifties- the intense a'nti-communist period ... By the 

. time that Ramparts made its revelation (1967), the age of 
the subsidy was pretty well over, but li..'<e anything 
that is subsidized, NSA wasn't urging that its subsidy 
b:? cut off. It was cut off. how·ever, like a lot of other 
.things that were subsidized for the same reason- to 
pose an anti-communist viewpoint which was not · 
hard right but more a liberal interpretation. Com
munists just don't pay any attention to the hard right. 
They are much• more concerned about things that are 

· proposing a ~imilar type of progressive program.· 

DIJ commwristswarry nzore, thm, about socialists than 
tht?tf do about collseroatives? 

- That's exactly right. Socialism has <~ppeals that 
take pecip!e away from them. I think this is very clear 
in the t'Jkn(l~ re"ime in Chile- not just the socbtists, . . 0 . . . . . 

but frin -.. es of the Chri":iti,1n Democrats were more lib-. a . 
eral th,m the Conimunist Party. And in Italy. for 

example, e\·er since the Bolshevik revolution, the Itill
ian communists have been trying to work out some 
\\'<I)' to be accepted by the socialists in Italy ... If. you 
put up some sort of extreme conservative against a 
communist the vote is fragmented on either extreme. Tf · 
you put up someone with liber<~l tendencies, as hap
pens in almost every French election, they're placed i:1 
the dilemma of having equal appeal. Today, when 
most communist parties have renounced open revolu
tion, this situation poses a real threat to them. · 

You have said that Russia is our main threat in the · 
world. Where does China fit in? 

Russia is the only conceivable military threat. 
Frankly, as I see China building its defense forces and 
gradually becoming more powerful, it's all built on 
Russia. They're concerned about Russia. I can't 1mag- -
ine an armed conflict with China because I don't think 
they want to cross the PaCific to attac~ us, or vice 
versa. 
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·There seems to be a rash of books out lately by former : l 

CIA agents and officials which h.ave a critical, disillusioned _ l 
tone. What is your feeling about_the agency, with the bmefit . j 
of six years of reflection? · _ . 

The CIA is a necessary organization, and I rather . -· : '! 
_shudder to think what might have happened if we - · _ !i 
hadn't had it, especially during the intense period of · - : l.t. 

Russian-American hostility following World War ll. ·: - . 
11
. 

·we were close to the brin.l( of war over Berlin, very !-
dose to war over Cuba in 1962, a.'ld near the brink of . _ 
war over the tv1iddle East in 1973. ; . I think the CIA 
has a proper place in government, and I frankly think. 
it has done some very good things. It has to be tightly 
controlled. There's no doubt about the potential dan-
ger of misuse of an intelligence gathering agency. We :·' 
saw it in Watergate. · - · --- ~ ·. l 

- . -- - ··r 
!I What about Watergate? 

. I was appalled by the domestic "plumbers unit." 
It was literally a political police unit against _the oppo

. nents of the regime. It smacked to me of Nazi Ger- · 
many and of Russia, and of e\'erything I've been con
ditioned to dislL'<e. I \'v'as appaUed by the attempt on 

· _ the part of the President's assistants to try to use CIA 
to cover up the Watergate mess. This to me indicates 
such an abhorrent lack of knowledge about what our 
government, our people, and our nation_stand for that 
I have absolutely no respect and no consideration for 
those people. · 

The CIA, by its veq chn;!cter, is a highly disci
plinc-.i organization- very highly disciplbed. The 
reason for that is very clear. If you do not control 
things Vt'l}' tigh tly in Washington, both financially and 
operation<11ly, then you're almost il t the mercy of your 
own people if thl.!y decide they want to do something .• 
It is required th<tt no CIA man, no matter wht:;?rc he is, 
,,·ill try to get in touch with, or cultivate, _or try tore- · 
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the C!fA 
conlii:ut>d 

cruit anybody unless Washington approves it: Ther~ is 
also discipline in the whole business of handling clas
sified information. You learn from the sturt- if you 
want to stay employed- th.:::tt yoll keep your papers 
turned over, that you put cla5sified paper-s in a safe at 
night and lock it ... · You become very disciplined. It 
i~n't very plea5ant; lots of people writhe \incler these
crecy, and I ilgree \vith them. It isn't very pleasant to 
go home and be unable"to talk about whilt you've done 
during the day. You acquire a reputation for doing 
something sinister, even though it may be nothing 
more sinister than looking at the grain production in 
the Ukraine ... A part of this kind of disdpline has · 
meant that it has been imbued in Cit\ people that they 

·do not engage in politi~s domestically .. 

What was the atmosphere at t!re agency during the 
McCarthy years? · · · 

. When the McC~rthy"\.mdergroimd.was active, . 
there was a hideous atmosphere in Washington gener-

. ally. They would call wives and say, "Your husband is 
fooling around. with another woman," or-perhaps try 
to blackmail an employee \vith a fainily chinking prob
lem. "\Ve won't tell anyone if you will work for us''
.this sort of thing. 1 saw it all because I was then insp.e<
tor general of the CIA, .and people would come in and 
ask me what to do ... Allen Dulles- I will sav this for 
him- was very strong against McCaiihy coni pared to 
his brother. Allen would not allmv McCarthy people 
near the erA; while John Foster Dull~s made little or 
no effort to protect the State Department. That really 
destroyed the morale of the Foreign Servke. 

Coming back to the present, do YO'..J think that Jhg CIA 
·has become so large it"is burecmcmtic? 

I don't think so, because by n'!ture they're- riot 
. bureaucrats. In .fact, by nature they're hostile to bu
reaucracy. The intelli3encc system ... grei.v very b:rge 
9uring the Vietnam War, and it is rio•,· going through a 
period of c1.:1tbacks. Probably about a 30 p~::rcent cut
back h<1s ta.."'<en place in the last sevez\11 years, \vhich 
means that a large number 9f peopie. have been let go .. 
If done correctly, this cou1d b~ very helpful. It~s like 
pruning a tree or a c;rapevine; if it'~ done wet!, you end 
up with a gr-eat de,:; I n1on' in piuductior. th.:m you had 
originally. I happen to feel that government ec-m ~e 
small anyway, much ~mttller than it is. 

C ld I ! ' • . •, • ' t' • ou, yo!tt·.a~·or:-di? mort:·."' ::·nar Y''!l COil::tc.er CIJ tW ,,!.: 

· strengths of the Clf\? · 
I think the greatest, which iJ •.-;~!1 documented 

in the Pent<J0aon.P<m~rs, is i~:; <!bility to \';l1rl~ \\ ith . . 
oth('r ink•l1igenct'-S".1thering a~t!ndes t~ nn)'.:id0 \ ·~rv 
accurate estim~te.:; -~f what might d~veloF' A glar:(e. 

throtlgh the Pent<~~·.nn P<~pers woulrl. indicate th;;t !CIA 1 
estimates Wt?rC \'l'.IJ clo:;c to lhe truth. "llli:> CC'liil;rily L"> 
·a major accomp!i::.hrnent. If the policy-rr:.-,ker$ hr~d 
paid c' t.tt.:ntion to the$C asses~>rnenls, the odd~ on Vie~
n<:nc ir<Jvinr, progressed <~long the P" th H. did would 
have been less. They kept telling the policy-rn<1kers that 
I\:orth Vietnam WCIS not going to collapse and was not 
going to be forced to surrender by bombing, which 
would only make them fight hCJrder, or by escalation, 
which they would match. · 

They've [the CIA) had sorne great successes )n ·in
dividuCil operations. The U2,_ J think, W<lS cerminly one 

· of the greiltcst innovations in the history of intelli-
. gence. 'ntis was a unique aircraft for its time; it could 
fly higher at'ld take better piCtures than anybody ever 
dreamed of, and it could go into areas where nobody 
else cottld get. Until it was shot dov.·n, the U2litcr:~lly· 
chang~d our entire knowledge of the Soviet Un!on 
from ·an industrial and military point of vie\\r ••. .. The 
Berlin Tumiel was another innovative collection of · 
very impor~antintelJigence inforrnation. J:..;sos \':a·~ ;:n 
examp!e of a S1.!cccssful covert operation. But the thing 
I would emphasize is that most intelligence comes 
from open information. Eighty to 88 percent of our
intelligence information is g?.thered through electronic 
means. 

.. . Should the avert and cauert sides of tlze CIA be- s~pa
rated? 

. ·.i 

The Bay of Pigs is a perfect illustration of ~vhere: ·. -~ 
that fails. That operation was a little component sort of · 
attached onto CIA; it had CIA people and. mJ!itary 
people in it, but they weren't 1.1 king adve1nt<~ge of . 
CIA's analytie<tl side. The operators were feliU:g them-· .. 1. 

selves what the intelligence was and then acting on it. 
This is vcq dangerous. .. . 

What do you consider the C:ardinnl mistakes oj CIA? 
. Being too willing to act. That's probably the. most 

important mistake. Of course, it's easy to sit here in· · 
. · Providence and c~ili~ize the- CIA. Wh~ did th~y give .·: · I 

Ho·.\·ard Hunt the \v1gs and other eqmpment~ Of . 
·· cotirse, they didn't know what it was. going to he u:;erl 1 
_for, but that \vas a mistake in itself. It's easy to criticize.. l 
. But being too willing to act, and perhaps being ilction ·I 
oriented :. :have led to rnistc:rkes. Chile is a good f 

ex.:~:-.:ple. Of course, again, I am talking from a: gund, · i 
' . :.aft.• distance. ·; 

Let'-s talk nbott! nccountabiliiy. I infer from some sfate
menf5 in yi~ttr Tt~I~~s! book that you ft'el !he fir::.f }'!•tee n:c 
s.~:£•::1(.. !,·,·,;:for ~~;J~·~·uards a·~tlil!::t- mi:~!lS:? i:; nt fr1e pzor!e. · · 
w!:o ;,:;m the r1;,en<..y. 1:> tlti:;' I me, nu:t wl111l o~;H.>rS;1Jt~gtwrd5 
do Lt't larue? 

\\'h~t I <~1"11 !;<!ying, basic<llly, is th,,t intelligence is 
so i:nmplex a;1d ~o big; that the director of CIA h,1-:; to h~ 
som~:.:· ~ ~c· wbt>, li\t: (~olhy [prcs~-:nt CIA Dii·!.:ctdr \\'l!-~ . 
li<tm Ct1!by], is tmirnp~?.:lchabl~. ·rhe o;:hu people \vho ~ 



,. '·• ' .,. 
work there ha·.-~ to be the s.1me ... I would <Kld to that 
th,lt withi~ CIA we have emulated the structure 6{ 
government as a whole and have s~t up a system of 
checks and balances. \Ve set up the post of inspector 
general, \¥ith broad, sweeping powers ,.,ithin the 
agency and answerable to no one but the director him
self. That is a job I held for eight years. It was a tough 
job, and unpleasant, because I was constantly criticiz
ing my peers- cleaning out the closets. We also set 
up systems to audit our O\\"n funds and control our op
erations. In effect, ., ... e reviewed everything we did . 

. In Congress,_ there are four subcommittees on CIA 
-one each on the armed services and appropriations 
committees of each branch. In recent years, three 
people from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
have sat with the appropriations and aimed services 
subcommittees to talk about CIA. Their staff people, 
selected by the chainnan, are expected to look at what 
CIA is doing. It becomes am utual responsibility- for 
the CIA to keep the subcommittees informed, and for 
the congressmen to loqk at anything that concerns 
them. I have to say it's worked on a mixed basis ... 
George Mahon (chairman of the Bouse Appropria
tions Committee) does a very thorough job and is very 
conscientious. Jerry Ford, by the way, sat on that sub
committee ... 

. The armed services subcommittees have to pass 
·any auti1orizations for CIA expenditures. They can 
look at all of CIA's operations in whatever detail they 
want to. One year I spent five full days up there talk
ing about the budget and what we were doing ... I 
tf.ink this could be more thorough, more detailed, and 
I think the congressmen on these subcommittees 
should not be on any other committees. They should 
have time to devote to it. Perhaps a day a week. They 
should l;>ecome true experts. 

Thegreatestaccolinting,ofcourse, is made through 
the Office of Manag~ment and Budget. They usu:ill.y 
have about five people \vho are fully cleared to ex
amine everything the CIA does . . . The accountability 
sy~tem is there. In my mind, it's just a matter of,darify- . 
ing it a.nd straightening out some of the details. 

Then how do you explain tlze concern aver the opposite 
- tlzat Congrc:ss doesn't know what CIA is doing? 

There is no way around it, Congress is the scru
tinizLrtg body~ Much more of the controversy around 
CIA emanates from Congress than from anywhere 

· else, ia my opinion. Now Senators Weicker and Baker 
arc not on an•r CIA subcommittee, so thev don't know 
\\·hat's voina .on. ~either does Father D~an (\Ias-v 0 . 

s:tchuse~ts RepreS;:!ntclti\·e Rob~rt Drinan). He .:md 
I had a con~ro\·ersv in the letters column of th~ Times 
after I \note an op-ed piece on CIA. He is not aware 
of \d1<1t's going on, so he gets up .and m<~kes sweep
in" st:Jknk'ilts: "Congres:> doesn't know what CIA 
is doin, ... " Well ·th.1t's in error. But onh' thirty or thir-v , . ~ .. 
t\·-five of them knmv. I think there is a problem there, - . 

' 
.. \ 

The White House _plumbers 
nsniacked of Nazi Germany~' 

and that Congress should straighten it out and stop 
fighting over the prostrate body of CIA. · 

L • 

As a college professor, what navr? you found the student 
attitude toward intelligence to be? It varies, I'm sure, but 00 
you find a lively discussion in your classes? . 

Yes. Studerttsareveryinterestedin it. Even through 
the whole Vietnam War, they were interested. Some 
of them, I'm sure, are repulsed bv.it, feel it is evil and 
shouldn't exist, and that it is un-American. My atti
tude towards that is this: I, too, wish we didn't have 
to have it, but until \\·e live in a world \vhere there · 
is no hostility and an open exchange of info~ation, 
the United S!a tes gowrnment_ vvould be n::gligent 
not to have intelligence, S.R. 
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It is easy to jump to the coriclusion·1 Americans wh~~. names ?.re dicus5ed by i ( orig under 1. 03 . 
th.at. this meant th~t only th: FBI con:-1 foreign ~o~r_nun_1st parties a:e no~ all : 
due ted operations m the Umted States, necessanly mtelhgence operatives, mas-; 
and only the CIA operated abroad. Intel- ~uch a~ f~r~ign Communists fr~uent!y ; 
ligence arid security matters do not stop 1 discuss mdmduals who are promment m: 
at national boundaries, however, so a! causes with which they agree. The war ! 
number of agreements and uriderstand-

1

. in Vietnam was a case in poinl . j 
ings ·between the FBI and the CIA were . What a.n~ investigative body ~ust do ! 
developed over the years as actual.oper-1 J? ascerta1_mng_ whether the CIA VIOlated : 
ations indicated areas of mutual mter- · its charter is to discover exactly whatl 
esl . · · was done, and relate it to counterespion-j CIA A listing of some of these common . age requirements. The panel undert:tk-~ 

,, 

i{eepl_ng 
. . 

the 
. . ·_,. .. .. domestic interests illustrates the com- ing this task might do well to exarmne _ 

.. ,, .· . plexity of internal . security '?atters. the magnitude of the Soviet intelligence! 
. . ;--·c . • 'r Both the CIA and the FBI are pnme tar- ·effort in the United States in order to 

· .• ;.. · gets for attempted pe.netration by for- place its investigation in proper .'·· ."· ·. seCure .. eign _ intellig~nce serv1ces. The protec- ·perspective. . · . . <• 
tion of their personnel and the assurance · An examination of the ex1stmg bod1es 

.... ·~ : . ·~:;~;;- . that no "new recruits mar_alread~ have charged with overseeing the u.s. int:l-
. ·:.:,,;.>~ · ,-• . ~)\_ ·' ·:;;' ' been subverted :bY a, fore1gn servtce are Jigence community is in order. These m-, 

, · ·~: · . -" ~~;:;:~.-·:~ ~ · of prime concern to both;: The FBI, not elude the President's Foreign Intellig-
1
1. 

. wanting to assume the· heavy burden of ence Advisory Board, established .. by. 
By LYIHAN B. KIRK.PATRICK full !ield investigations for. all CIA per- · President Eisenhower and continued by' 

· . . · sonnel, agr~ed when _the ~gei)C~ was .~s-J his successors; the Office of Manage-
" . , tablished that CIA could mvesbgate its rnent and Budget, and the congressional 

. . .. .::i · own personnel and tho~e P.erson~ or or- committees. · .. ' : . · · · ·1 
. . . . Providence R.t ganizations with which-_ It dtd busm~ss. A · · The board has focU.sed on 'some of the 

· ·: ·'·:. . · . , · : ·. qualificatio~ was thahf the CI.~ disc_o~- · most vital issues in the intelligence com-1 
One of the natton s counteresp~onage ered any eVIdence of. Commumst _ac~lVl- munity; to name a few: the role of the l 

rganizations, the Central Intelligence ties or foreign intelligence assoc1at10ns n·rector of Central Jntelligence-wheth-1 
.gency, is under a~tack. In the vein of on t~e part of a~ individua~, then the FBl e: he should be beth head of CIA and ai-! 
/ater&at:. the CIA 1s al~eged ~o have en-: im~ediately ~ould .be ~dv1sed and could ! so coordinate the work of the other intel-) 
aged. m tllega I_ domestic spymg. opera-; take over the mvesttgahon. . Iigence agencies; the use of the U-2 and1 
.ons m the _Un~t~d States. D?ss1ers oni A second ~rea of ~~reement c~n- other co.llection efforts; covert opera-! .. 
)me 10,000 md!Vld?als are s_a1d to have: cemed coll:chon of . pos1~1ve foreign_ m- tions, including what happened at the: 
een assembled, It 1s. also satd that CIA• telligence mformat10n m · the Umted Ba of Pigs, and counterespionage and ' 
ude unlawful entnes and conducted , States. During World War II a dozen or · y t · telll'gence . .1 

·1 '11 1 • ht . f coun enn . ~ . . • , 
1a1 surve1 ance.. . . .: more federal ag7nc1es soug m_ orma- ... Also working directly 10r the Prest-. 

The law establlshmg the CIA sta~es. : tion from recent Immigrants, busmesses . dent is the Office of Management and 
.•. the Agency shall have no pollee,; with extensive foreign interests a_nd oth- Budgel This organizatan reviews in de-' 
Jbponena, Ia~ enforc:ment po~er.s, or: ~rs. In 1947 it was a~reed that th1s serv- tail each year the entire CIA ~ud?et us~ 
1ternal·secunty functions ; • . • Ot~er! 1ce would be centralized under th_e CIA, ing two Iull-time staff men w1th 10ur or; 
rovisions of the. same ·act. provide:: and contact offices were opened m rna- five senior officials participatincr in the' 
That the Director o! Central · lntel~ig-·i jor centers in the United States. Any ~ol~ ; final scrutiny. It can .and does 0 recom-: 
nee ~ha!l be respons1ble . f~r protectmgl unteers with information about po~tbJe i mend elimination · of projects, and is: 
1telhgel~C'e so~rces and methods from i hostile intelligence agents ?r. alle?:_g il- 1 charged with checking on effectiveness. 
nauthomed d1sc!osure~ that.th~ -~gen-1 ·}Eigal ac,tivi.ti~ by Amencan . c~tl;e)!.s 1 and propriety. The OMB review is the! 
perform, for the b~nef1t of the ~~1stl· .l were t01:-~~~ect_e1 to th.:~B!·· ·. :·i .most thorough external review under-: 
intelligence agencieS, such ,addlhon-~ . In 19;, 1 the d!rectors .0[ tne c.:~ and. . j taken.. : . . - .. - . . .. .. . . : 
;ervices of common concern as the· the FBI, Gen. Walter Bedell Smhn and.::·· · -The co~greS:.iona1 COJ?mlttees ca_n 
:ional Security Council determines! J. Edgar Hoover, reache~ an ~greement: l demand action and usually get results~ 

be more efficiently accomplished I on C?ordination of counterespionage op~ l they want to be tough. But i~ should~ 
trally," and that it "perform such! erahons. ... . . . ! remembered that these bod1es are ex: 
~r functions and duties related to in-! · The most prolm? sources that Idenh- 1 actly what their chairmen want them!~ 
igence affecting the national security! · ~y An:erican~ w?rkin~ for or col;abcrat- be. The constant refrain that nobody m, 
the National Security Council may! mg w1th hostile 1_nte!l~gence serv1ces _are Congress knows the amount of the_ C!Ai 
n time to time direct." These claus·! defectors, those mdlVlduals w_ho for Ide· budget or where it is buried in the over.~ 
especially the last. are the basis for I ological or other reasons dec1de_ to seek all budget is simply not true (unless the; 
;idential authority in directing the : asylum and tell the CIA every_thmg they ; subcommittees have not bothered to ex~-
vities of CIA. ' know. Each of these · not mfrequent I amine the budget). The congressional· 
t might be well ·for the public to ex-~ defectors pro~ides _dozens of traces 1 subcommittees on CIA (one each ~n Ap-; 
ne exactly what is involved in inter- w~ich must be mvestJg~ted. . . ·. ; propriations and Armed Services m· the: 
security, especially the ~rob len: of; . It is following up cl~es ongmatm_g · House and Senate) not only can kno_w 'all! 
:ng with the ever-increasmg ass1gn- · abroad that leads to the mternal secun- , of the details o~ the CIA (and the mtel:-: 1 
Lts of Russian government employ- ty problem. The CIA has been rather ; ligence community) budget, but all oq 
to this country, a sizable number of ' successful at penetrating foreign C?m~ : the activities and operations. ·-· . · 
mare engaged in intelligence activi- i munist parties and Marxist groups _JUSt : 

. I as the FBI has been with the Amencan i 
'he provision in the National Securi- ! , Communist Party. -These . penetratio?s i 
,ct of 1947 wisely .denying CIA law , produce a sizable number of leaos.! 
>rcement powers or internal security: · .contimied: 



( _, 

. r ·.one question that must be answered I In broad terms the committees must 
is: How much time do the committees ·- be told enough about the work of the in· 

· wish to devote to CIA and intelligence? tellfg~nce . community ·so they may r~ 
The Armed Services Committees have sponstbly. assure ~h~ American people 
the entire Defense Department to over... that the system"!s-working properly. Th~ 

( 
see, a . subject with political appeal Congressional Co.mmittees r.ever should. 
-bases, contracts, jobs, . constituents. be misinformed or uninformed. .. , .. 
Appropriatio?s ~ust ~on .the federalj · More specifically, in the areas of es. 

·budget of wh1ch Intelligence 1s less than '! pionage, counterespionage and covert 
2 per cent. . · · political operations the committees . 

. There appears to be little. merit to ad· j should know what is going on and where: 1 

ding another committee just to oversee ; but should not ask for details of opera- • 
intelligence activities with each senator tions or identity of agents. In counteres-.: :· 
and congressman already sitting on one · pionage, the never-ending struggle· to 'l 
or two standing committees as well as . protect our own secrets, the overseers:: 
special committees. Nor would there should be told in general which agency is ;, 
seem to be any use in establishing a · "".catartryesi.ng out the o. perations. in the u~,.i,:. e~ ; 
Joint Committee on Intelligence if the ;) · , · 
Armed Services and Appropriations · .· In the area of covert political oper~; 
Committees continued to exercise juris· . tions, the suggestion made by Presideift't: 
diction over the intelligence agencies. Ford that the "40 Committee", his body~ 
This would only add to the competition 1 for revi:~i~g in a~vance proposals:_'fQt" 
and rivalry between committees. A \ such actlVltles, ~dvtse the congressional
Joint Committee would be advisable on· committees ·. of contemplated . actioif , 
Iy with exclusive jurisdiction and mem· j seems to make good sense . . This ·would j 
be~ and staff with time available to do· j give the c?ngr~ssmen . . an op_portti~icy: 
the JOb. . • . • . . . . . -on a confl.denhal basts to raise ob1eco- · 
. Another question is: To what" degree ! tions _with the Presi~ent before rthe~ · 
sh?uld t?e C~mmittees examine the d~ i mou!ltmg of an op:rahon t~ey dee~e-~:~~ 
tails of mtelllgence operations? It is not , unw1se. Howeyer, If such mformation-.• 
easy to persuade foreign nationals (and l were to become a vehicle for poli~ca~u·l1 
they are the only ones who are clandes· ! ?pponents of t~e President's foreign pot:: .. 
tine agents) to engage in highly danger- : Icy to attack 1t, the part~ership wou!ct:'~ j 
ous work in which their lives may be at l · end. ·. · · . . ·-:· ~~ 
stake. If such_ people believed their ; • One thmg should .be obv1ous: The wtll~"'l 
names would be publicized they would ! I~gness. of the ~restd_ent to allow frank-- ~ 

( 
never work f')r the United States. · ·· · dtscuss10n of mtelhgence operafi6ns"j'l 

· with congressi.imal committees in exectJ- : 
tive session ,..;m be in direct proportion:'· 
to the responsible handling of that infor- • 
mation by legislators. Neither hrancli'or·:j 
the government is in a good position ,tod 
."cast s~o~es'.' on the .subject of leakage~ _;i 
.of classtfled mformabon. Nor can we ex.oi·.i! 
pect leaks to be eliminated by anythfnf 
except responsible performance in both " 
branches of government. But foreign in;.:: 
telligence assets are too perishable•a'rtd . 

' . irretrievable to be destroyed in the pur-:~ 
su_it of partisan politics. Most impor,ta"titil ~ 
at this moment in our history is fol'-the.:~ 
Congress to assure itself and the Amerl- " 
can people th,at the intelligence and s~-.i 
curityC~-gencies are working properly:' __ ~;q 

Mr. Kirkpatrick is a professor of politi~ l 
cal science at · Brown University. · He 1 

served as inspector general of the CIA ! 
from 1953 to 1962 and as executive 1 

director-comptroller of the agency ! 
from 1962 to 1965. He has written sev. i 
eral books and articles concerning U.S.,. 
intelligence a~tivities. . . . . 
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Kirkpatrick on the CIA (II) 
"Some people are trying to make headlines or money" 

At a time when public indignation 
~over the involvement of the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency in the over
throw of Chile's elected government 
had barely begun to subsid~, the BAM 
published excerpts in'November from a 
series of interviews with Lyman Kirk
patrick, former inspector general of the 
CIA and now a professor of political sci
ence at Brown. In those interviews, Pro
fessor Kirkpatrick responded to a ques
tion on public reaction to the agency by 
saying that the biggest misconception 
on the part of the American public was 
"concern over the CIA operating in the 
United States." He also said that he was 
"appalled" by the effort made to impli
cate the agency in the Watergate 
cover-up and added that "it has been 
imbued in CIA people that they do not 
engage in politics domestically." 

Since the publication of that article, 
another public furor. has emerged with 
the CIA at its center. This time, the 
issue is not clandestine activities outside 
the United States, but the possibility of 
a domestic spy force in Washington that 
has accumulated intelligence informa
tion on as many as 10,000 American citi-

. zens. 
With the continuation of a long de

bate over CIA activities having been set 
in motion by recent disclosures in the . 
New York Times, reported by Seymour 
Hersh; al\d with the establishment of a 
special "blue nobon" commission by 
Preside:nt Ford to look into CIA activ
ities, the BAM returned to Professor 
Kirkpatrick's quiet office near the Van 
Wickie Gates for a continuation of his 
personal anaiysis of the nation's foreign 
intelligence-pthering agency. His 
comments on the current controversy 
follow. 

Since December 22, when it reported 
evidence of "a massive illegal domestic intel
ligence operation during the Nixon years," 
the New York Times has printed almost 
daily stories on alleged improprieties in the 
operation of the Central Intelligence Agency. 
What has been your reaction to these stories? 

I think that probably the New York 
Times, and maybe Seymour Hersh him
self, feel that if they don't keep on the 
story, it's going to die. An investigation 
will take place; the story will be over. 
My impression has been that occasion
ally Hersh has been reaching out for 
stories that didn't really have very much 
in them. They run the same paragraphs 
over and over again in Hersh's stories; 
and it's strange to me, because some of 
the material they've dug up is rather 
petty and not terribly pertinent. I don't 
understand if this is something that the 
editors have asked him (Hersh) to do, or 
whether he doesn't want to let it drop. 

The Times, in an editorial January 
13, expressed concern - and they were 
quite right in this- that over the years 
there have been flaps about the CIA . . . 
and Congress has talked about doing 
something and never really did any-

. thing. This time, they're hoping that 
Congress will set up a committee that 
will be more aggressive in its oversight 
responsibilities. I agree with them from 
that point of view. But I think, on the 
other hand, that some of the material 
they are printing is misleading and stirs 
up the public. When you consider that 
probably a sizeable proportion of people 
don't read newspaper articles, just look 
at the headlines and don't know the is
sues involved, then I don't think this is 
serving the national interest terribly 
well. . 

What are some of the things you would 
characterize as misleading? 

The article January 13 which got 

front-page treatment in the Times. I 
forget the exaCt wording of the head
-line, but it was something to the effect 
that the CIA budget was illegal, accord
ing to a law study. When you read the 
story, you realize that this is based on 
an article in the Yale Law Review 
(which was written) by a third-year law 
student (Elliot Maxwell '68) and which 
has no basis in the law whatever. 
Frankly, I disagree with his argumenta
tion of the law because I don't think he 
looked very carefully at the CIA Act of 
1949, which is quite specific in saying 
that the CIA does not have to abid e by 
the regular reporting procedures o n (its) 
budget. Funds can be transfex:red te ;md 
from departments without regard to 
standing federal laws. On the other 
hand, I would go along, in one respect, 
with Elliot Maxwell, who was a student 
of mine and whom I know quite well . (I 
agree with him) that there is no great 
need to hide the CIA budget. If you 
published it, I think people would be 
rather astonished at how small it is ... 

[The Times] also had a piece about 
some former character in CIA who 
talked 'about mail surveillance that took 
place when he was at the agency ump
teen years ago. This ag11in, to t11y rnin~;, 
is not a major issue that the (investiga
tive) committee people are going to 
worry about. Practically every major na
tion in the world engages in some type 
of mail surveillance for internal security. 
If they didn't, they'd be out of their 
minds. They wouldn't be protecting 
themselves. 

Then there's a fellow IJamed Agee, 
who is ex-CIA, or describes himself 
as an ex-CIA type, who is testifying be
fore the Russell Commission, named for 
the late Bertrand Russell and made, up 
of people who apparently have a par-.. 
ticularly strong bias against the CIA. He 
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CIA 
continued 

is talking about a number of things he 
did in Latin America. All of this, as far 
as I'm concerned, is sort of regurgitation 
from people either trying to make head
lines or make money. 

What about the main charge in the cur
rent controversy -domestic spying? 

This is a serious matter; and I hope 
that the Rockefeller Commission and 
the congressional committees get to the 
bottom of it, satisfy themselves, and 
either announce that there are remedial 
measures that should be taken or 
that they feel there is somebody in 
the CIA who has been guilty of criminal 
wrongdoing. (I hope they) settle it so 
that the public is confident there isn't 
a CIA man behind every .tree . . . 

How large is the" CIA staff working in 
this country? 

CIA's total domestic complement is 
included in only three offices. These are 
the only offices that have any work at all 
in this country. They are the security 
office, involved totally in checking CIA 
applicants for employment and people 
who have contracts with CIA or are 
doing jobs for CIA; the Domestic Con
tact Services office, which I was director 
of from 1948-50, and which simply goes 
around and picks up foreign informa
tion that's available in this country (a 
large U.S. corporation with interests all 
over the world gets a great volume 
of perfectly open information that's val
uable to researchers on economies and 
things like that .. . ); and the third 
office, which is tl:te one that became in
volved in all this controversy, is one 
called the Domestic Operations Divi-

- sion. This was set up in 1962 to develop 
cover for operations abroad, that is, 
ways of covering clandestine operations 
and agents. Its work is very limited in
deed, and it's a very small office. Part of 
the allegation was that (the Domestic 
Operations Division) engaged in check
ing out ~merican political opposition. 
Another allegation is that this checking 
was conducted by the counter-espio
nage urlit of the CIA; that it involved 
some 10,000 dossiers that were accumu
lated on American citizens; that (the 
agents) engaged in breaking and en
tering illegally; and that they engaged 
in ma.il coverage and wiretaps. This is a 
much more serious allegation. 
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Could you explain what is meant by 
counterespionage, and clarify the juris
dictional difference between the FBI and the 
CIA? 

This is something many people in 
this country don't know. When the CIA 
came into existence, it was agreed that 
the agency would operate outside the 
United States and that the FBI would 
operate inside the United States ... I 
think it was a wise decision. It was wise 
because it creates as clear a line of de
lineation- the geographic limits of the 
United States- as you can in (these) 
rather complex matters. 

But counterespionage, like any in
telligence operation, doesn't stop at 
borders. People cross borders, and op
erations are directed from outside coun
tries into countries. So it was necessary 
for the FBI and the CIA to sit down and 
work out a rational, sensible way that 
they could operate together. This 
started in 1951, when General Walter 
Bedell Smith, a very dominant and able 
man, was director. I thought that he 
and John McCone (named director in 
1962) were the two best directors of CIA 
because they were excellent executives 
and were very thorough at doing what 
Washington calls "their homework," in 
other words, knowing what they 
should know . . . Smith, very shortly 
after he was named director, told me to 
ask J. Edgar Hoover, the director of the 
FBI, to come over to CIA for lunch and a 
talk about the problems between the 
two agencies. It was sort of like an ar
mistice meeting in some respects, be
cause there had been a lot of difficulty 
between the two agencies, a lot of feud
ing and controversy. Hoover came with 
one of his associate directors and one of 
his assistant directors. Smith took. the 
Sall)e to lunch with him, and I hap
pened to be the assistant director who 
was present. The two directors didn't 
mince words . . . Smith started off with, 
"Edgar, what seems to be the difficulty 
with us?" And Hoover came right back 
with, "Well, General, one of the 
difficulties is that there are a lot of FBI 
alumni over here who are sniping at the 
FBI and proselytizing FBI personnel; 
and I won't tolerate it." Smith said 
quickly, "Well, I won't tolerate it either, 
so we'll dispose of that problem." And 
then they settled down and reached an 

. agreement whereby there would be lit
erally daily liaison (between the two 
agencies) on the assistant director level. 
We at that level would insure that the 
operations liaison back and forth went 
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smoothly, and that anything o.f a seri
ous consequence would be shot up im
mediately to the directors themselves, 
so that they could settle it.. It set us on a 
path that was reasonably amicable and 
was healthy for the nation ... 

The problem arises in the coun
terespionage field because CIA is 
worldwide, and (because) counter
espionage means operations against, or 
neutralizing the effect of, all foreign in
telligence services. This is primarily the 
communist intelligence services, par
ticularly the Russians. You get into 
counterespionage by identifying who 
their personnel are and then trying to 
see whether you can recruit their per
sonnel. If you can't recruit,. you try to 
get them to defect, get them to come 
over to our side. Every time you suc
ceed in a defection, it's really a gold 
mine in counterespionage information. 
When their people come over, they'll 

·start telling us, "Well, we know Mos
cow has a source in this department." 
And then they describe what the source 
produces. They never, or seldom, know 
the name (of the source). This supplies 
literally hundreds of leads in depart
ments, agencies, and elsewhere. 

Here in America? 
Yes. To use a case in point, in the 

1950s there was a sergeant ;t the Na
tional Security Agency who'd been re
cruited in Moscow when he worked in a 
motor pool there. One of these Russian 
defectors described the source that they 
had in the National Security Agency, 
which led to a tremendous investigation 
that eventually enabled us to find this 
sergeant, who was in Russian pay and 
was turning over hundreds of top secret 
documents. So, as I say, your defectors 
turn qver hundreds of leads- thou
sands in some cases. 

Also, CIA operations abroad have 
been successful in penetrating foreign 
communist parties and Marxist groups. 
The communists are great word mer
chants. Their meetings are verbose; 
they're very prolific in their writings; 
their paper mills are incredible ... And 
so, a lot of names are tossed around. 
These produce leads that have to be fol
lowed. Now, during the Vietnam war, 
when it was a major objective of the 
communists to stop or destroy the U.S. 
war effort in Southeast Asia, probably 
every anti-war demonstrator who be
came a public name in the United S£at~s 
was. talked about somewhere in foreign, 
communist circles. This kind of thing 
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starts tracing, to see whether this is just 
a name they are talking about, or 
whether it could possibly be an agent, 
or someone receiving money, or what
ever. When this kind of information 
comes to Washington- and all infor
mation in counterespionage comes into 
central files in Washington- the FBI 
and the CIA will consult together to see 
who follows the leads. Occasionally, it's 
more than both organizations can do. 
Occasionally, the FBI says, "We'll take it 
over; you drop out," or, "You go ahead 
and do it; we'll drop out." So this is 
where (some of the present controversy 
may) stem from. When they talk about 
10,000 dossiers or names, it doesn't 
really impress me; because when you 
consider the magnitude of the anti-war 
effort in this country, that really isn' t a 
great number of names. 

So the distinction is in whether the in
vestigation of Americans is prompted by in
formation received through the normal 
channels of counterespionage or is ordered 
spedfically by someone in government? 

Yes. 

What are the usual means of checking 
people out? Is wiretapping ever permissible? 

No. Wiretapping is not legal in the 
United States unless you receive a court 
order. The law is quite specific on that. 
The new law in 1964 (says) that you 
must receive, in advance, a court order 
from a judge, that this order has to be 
renewed every thirty days, and that be
fore any proceedings are undertaken on 
the basis of information collected 
through wiretap, the individual under 
surveillance has to'be told. It's a very 
specific law, and operations of that na
ture without a court ordeF would be il-

, legal. I don't know how the courts 
would rule if you were tapping the Rus
sian Embassy. That is quite a different 
matter, in my opinion. I think our intel
ligence operations should not·be ham
pered in any operations against foreign 
missions in this country ... 

You mentioned the possibility of legal 
action against CIA personnel. CIA Director 
William E. Colby has said that criminal 
wrongdoing within the agency should be 
punished. I was wondering what a CIA em
ployee, acting under orders, could be held 
legally responsible for? 

It depends on the circumstances, 
on what basis he did what he did: If he 
had an order ffom the director, then the 

director is accountable. If he had an 
order from the President, then the Pres
ident is accountable. (The employee's) 
recourse is the same in this situation as 
the military officer's recourse; if he is 
given an order he considers illegal, he 
can refuse to obey it. The real question 
here is, what is illegal? Also, of course, 
the key question is, where was the ac
tion initiated and why? Was it following 
through a lead from abroad, or was it 
reacting to a political order in the United 
States? 

According to Hersh's sources, the units 
responsible for domestic spying were kept 
sltielded from other units within CIA. From 
your comments on checks and balances 
within the agency in the BAM's November 
interview, I was wondering if you felt this 
sort of thing would be possible? 

Yes, it would, there's no question 
about it. (I have) an anecdote about 
Joseph P. Kennedy, John Kennedy's 
father, who was a member of Eisen
hower's Foreign Intelligence Advisory 
Board, appointed in 1956. (Kennedy) had 
had a great deal of government experi-
. ence; he had been ambassador to Great 
Britain, he had been chairman of the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, he 
had been chairman of the Maritime Com
mission, and he was, of course, a very 
wealthy man in his own right from bus
iness. I remember him sitting in my 
office one day, swinging his leg over the 
side of the chair, and saying, "Kirkpat
rick, this intelligence board is for the 
birds; you fellows can hide anything 
you want to hide while we're around. 
Just push it out of sight and tell us what 
you want to tell us. Then we go away, 
and you go back and do what you want 
to do." Well, there's a lot of truth in. 
that, if somebody wants to willfully 
hide things. In my eight years and eight 
months as inspector general of the CIA, · 
we tried to talk to everybody in every 
unit; we tried to look at every dollar 
they spent, and so on, to make sure that 
there was no way of hiding. But there 
are ways, if the investigation isn't 
thorough or complete. And there are 
ways if the President or the director 
says, "We'll do this on a completely 
compartmented basis, so that nobody 
else knows that it's happening." Then, 
if nobody talks, it can be done. Of _ 
course, in our society, everybody 
talks ... 

Do you think anything will come out of 
a study by a commission such as the one ap-

pointed by President Ford with Nelson 
Rockefeller as its head? · 

Oh yes. I think there will definitely 
be some recommendations. How these 
recommendations will affect the future, 
I really couldn't say. They will try and 
tighten up the system, whereby CIA is 
looked at by outside bodies and there 
are reports provided that will lead to 
congressional and public confidence in 
the agency. 

(The present controyersy) is pretty 
disgraceful, in my opinion. Here is an 
agency we've had for twenty-eight 
years now, and one (which has) done 
some remarkably able things. Of 
course, it's made mistakes; if it hadn't 
made mistakes,_ I'd worry about it, too. 
Probably wasn't trying. And yet, it's 
constantly under attack and con
stantly suspected . I blame both the 
Congress of the United States and the 
President for not defending it when 
it should be defended. I think the Con-
gress right now is displaying its lack of 
organization and its lack of ability to 
focus . Imagine, four different commit
tees are holding hearings on this . 
Maybe they should get four different di
rectors to satisfy everyone. Congress is 
really the culprit. They have quibbled 
about and fought internally about how 
to police the CIA for twenty years, but 
they've never come to a conclusion . . 

' 

CIA Director Colby admitted be/ore the 
Senate Appropriations Intelligence subcom.: 
mittee on January 15 that the CIA had re
sorted to wiretaps and other such means for 
some security surveillances conducted in the 
U.S. on American dtizens. Would you 
comment on that? 

The full text of Colby's statement, 
which was printed in the New York 
Times and a few other papers, is quite 
thorougl1: .I think it put things in the 
proper context What is disturbing 
about the reporting on the CIA these 
days, however, is illustrated in the 
Times article about Colby's testimony. In 
it, Hersh couldn't help putting in a few 
of the same paragraphs used over and 
over again which expound his views of 
the CiA. In Colby's statement, it is 
made clear that the wiretaps and break-

. ins were conducted on CIA personnel · 
themselves. My question to Mr. Hersh 
would be, "What would you do if you 
felt the intelligence-gathering system of 
your country was being infiltrated by 
the intelligence-gathering system of • 
another country? W01.tld you take it 
to cou.rt?" 
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A senatorial question 
about the Bay of Pigs 
This letter was written to Professor Kirkpatrick, 
and is used with the author's pennissi(J/1. 

I read with great interest your comments 
about the CIA in the Brown Alumni Monthly . 

In this regard, I was surprised that you 
used the Bay of Pigs as an illustra tion of why 
the overt and covert sides of the CIA should 
not be separated. 

I would have thought just the opposite. 
Here, I think back to the luncheon I had 

with [Allen] Dulles, you, and various top of
ficials in early 1961 when I set forth my own 
impression that an attempt to overturn Cas
tro would not succeed because those who 
opposed Castro had either bee; killed, fled, 
or imprisoned and that the majority of those 
remaining supported the regime. 

I am sure that my powers ot perception 
were less, and certainly no greater, than 
those of the CIA representatives in Cuba. 
And, yet, when the Bay of Pigs came, I was 
left with the conclusion that because the top 
command \Van ted to carry out the operation, 
the assessments of the intelligence gathering 
side of the CIA were downgraded or set to 
one side. · 

Actually, I have often used the Bay of 
Pigs as an example of why the intelligence 
collection and operational sides of the CIA 
should be separated . 

In any case, I was much stimulated and 
impressed by your article and thought it 
generally excellent. 

CLAIBORNE PELL 72H 
The United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 

Professor Kirkpatrick replies: 
I remember well the luncheon in 1961 

, and your concerns about Cuba; a view sev
eral of us shared . However, I fear that 
separating intelligence collection from opera
tions would increase rather than diminish 
the likelihood of future failures. But I beiieve 
there may be some misunderstanding as to 
where assessments of intelligence are made. 
This is the re~ponsibility of the DDI (Deputy 
Directorate for Intelligence) and not that of 
the DDP (now Deputy Directorate for Opera
tions), which is responsible both for intelli
gence collection and covert operations. 

Under normal conditions- indeed al
most always, except when the director (or 
the President) orders a different procedure as 
in the Bay of Pigs- all intelligence, whether 
collected by the Directorate for Operations in 
CIA, by the foreign service, or by military in
telligence, is analyzed by the Directorate for 
Intelligence, which makes a·ssessments of a 
given situation or estimates of the future . All 

that the Directorate for Operations, or any 
other collector, does with intelligence reports 
is to give an evaluation of the collector's be
lief in the accuracy of the intelligence, based 
on the agent's qualifications and ability to get 
the information . 

What happened in the Bay of Pigs was 
that the director authorized a unit outside 
the general structure of the CIA. This unit 
analyzed all the raw intelligence coming 
from Cuba and planned the operation on 
that basis. 1\:o one from that unit ever asked 
the DDI to produce an analysis of the inter
nal situation in Cuba, or whether such an 
operation as was planned could succeed. In 
fact the DDI was not consulted in any way. 
Thus the most competent element in CIA, 
and probably in the government, was ex
cluded . Separating intelligence collection 
and covert operations has another serious 
problem. Covert operations must be based 
on a solid clandestine intelligence base . If 
these are in separc1te agencies, as were 
British SIS and SOE in World War II, then 
problems and even disasters are inevitable. 
We had the same in CIA in the early fifties 
when intelligence collection and covert oper
ations were in separate offices, and it was 
chaotic. 

LYMA.'I/ KIRKPATRICK 

11Shocked by his cynicism" 
Editor: I found the article by Lyman 

Kirkpatrick (BAM , November) peculiarly 
shocking. 

He tells a freshman-week audience, "I 
don't agree with interference in the internal 
affairs of another country." Then he wanders 
through Guatemala, the Bay of Pigs, Greece, 
Laos, Chile, etc. , without a word of disap
proval, except a regret that not all of them 
were clever or successful. 

Covert attempts by the U.S. govern
ment to overthrow governments of other na
tions he calls "political warfare." Arid he 
says, "I think that political warfare is some
thing that we should have the capacity to en
gage in if necessary, but somethlng I would 
not like to see brought to bear under circum
stances where it might be revealed, unless it 
is definitely related to national security." 

I take this to mean (since anythlng at all 
can be said to be "definitely related to na
tional security") that the United States may 
do anythlng it pleases to another country, 
but should have a care not to get caught at it, 
if possible. I can put no other translation on 
his double-talk, and am shocked by its 
cynicism. 

Where then does he get off telling us 
that "I was appalled by the domestic 

_\ 

'plumber's unit.' It was literally a political 
police unit against the opponents of the re
gime. It smacked to me of Nazi Germany and 
of Russia ... " 

WILLIAM E. O"COI\::-.JOR '42 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 

"Good reason" for not 
choosing engineering 

Editor: In response to Chairman 
Clifton's efforts to increase Brown's en
gineering enrollment (Under the Elms, BAM, 
November), I must say that there is good 
reason why today's better students are not 
choosing an engineering career. They need 
only read the newspapers to learn of wide
spread layoffs and unemployment, espe
cially among engineers over forty years old, , 
to realize that it is difficult to make engineer
ing a lifetime career. 

There are now more engineers than en
gineering positions. While recent graduates 
are being welcomed at the front door, the 
older engineers are being evicted out the 
back. The perceptive high school senior 
doesn ' t want this career insecurity. 

This engineering surplus is caused by 
present economic conditions, federal gov
ernment policy, the repeated wolf try of . 
"engineering shortage," and the desire of 
the engineering departments to graduate 
more students. A solution, which I advocate, 
is that there should always be a moderate 
shortage of engineers, so that all engineers 
can find satisfying and challenging work. 
This can only be accomplished by a coordi
nated effort of government, university, in
dustry, and professional societies. Even 
though it is against the short-term interests. 
of the university and industry, who both 
profit by more students, with a resulting 
surplus of engineers, I trunk the alternative 
will be wors.e in the long run. What we are 
now experiencing is that engineering, which 
can be such a satisfying profession, is no 
longer very desirable; consequently, better 
students are wisely selecting other careers. 

I therefore urge Professor Clifton to wait 
a few more years in his ~fforts to increase en
rollments until he can be sure that his new 
graduates can look forward to a permanent 
career in engineering. 

HARRY M. CRONSON '59 
Lexington, Mass. 
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IHE Pl\ESIDSi~T E.AS SE5!1 .. 

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT i 

~L.~ bt~ll1' FROM: Charlie Schultze 
/ 

Subject: Third Monthly Meetin~with Economic Advisers and 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman (Quadriad) 

The agenda for the third monthly meeting of the Quadriad 
might center on the following three areas: 

The outlook for inflation. 

Recent trends in interest rates and monetary growth. 

The outlook for economic activity in the second half 
of the year. 

The following material will provide some background for this 
discussion. 

l. Inflation Outlook 

We expect the rate of inflation to decelerate significantly 
in the second half of the year. While the CPI rose at an annual 
rate of over 10 percent in the first 4 months of the year, the 
rate should fall to below 6 percent in the second half. Favorable 
developments in food prices are the primary reason. Wholesale 
prices of farm products fell about 2-1/2 percent in May after 
having risen about 12 percent in the previous five months. 
Good spring rains and large planting figures are helping to 
keep grain prices down and the winter wheat crop is close to 
last year's record. 

Another favorable price development recently has been the 
trend of sensitive industrial materials prices. The Federal 
Reserve Board's index of these prices rose about 12 percent 
from early November 1976 through early April, but since then 
has fallen about 6 percent. Declines have been concentrated 
in scrap metals, cotton, hides, and tallow. 

Electrostatic Cow Miele 
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You may want to discuss the implications of these price 
developments for monetary policy. In particular, can the Federal 
Reserve Board now afford to be more accommodative in suppl in 

2. Interest Rates and Monetary Growth 

Prior to the last Quadriad meeting, the Federal Reserve 
had taken actions to restrict the growth of money in response to 
sharp increases in the money supply in April. The Federal 
Reserve's actions took the form of pushing up the Federal funds 
rate (the rate on overnight loans between banks) from 4-5/8 percent 
in early April to 5-3/8 percent a month later. As a result, short
term market interest rates increased. In order to preserve the 
spread between these rates and the rates on business loans, 
most large commercial banks had just announced an increase in 
their price rate from 6-1/4 to 6-1/2 percent. Several days later, 
the prime rate rose another notch to 6-3/4 percent. 

More recently, one large bank (Morgan Guaranty Trust) reversed 
this additional increase by reverting to the previous 6-1/2 
percent rate. It is not yet clear whether other major banks will 
follow suit. Loan demand at larger banks has been relatively weak 
compared to the demand at smaller regional banks -- as is typical 
at the start of a resurgence of business loan activity. 

Over the past month, the narrowly-defined money supply (Ml) 
which consists of currency and checking deposits -- has remained 

unchanged. Short-term market interest rates have come down a 
little but are still about one-half percentage point above their 
levels in early April. Long-term rates did not respond much to 
the Federal Reserve's tightening measures, and they are now 
generally at or a little below their levels in early April. 

In discussing these movements in interest rates, you may 
want to ask about monetary policy in light of the fact that money 
growth has slowed down s1nce the Federal Reserve t1ghten1ng. 
If money growth continues sluggish so that the money supply moves 
back within the Fed target range, can we expect some loosening 
of the re1ns by the Fed and a reduct1on 1n 1nterest rates? 

3. The Economic Outlook for the Second Half of the Year 

We expect real economic growth to be in the 6-1/2 percent 
range this quarter, but to slow to about 5 to 5-1/2 percent in the 
second half. Residential construction, inventory investment and 
personal consumption are all expected to grow at a slower rate. 
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State and local government purchases should grow more quickly, 
however, as the stimulus program begins to take effect. Some 
catchup from the Federal expenditure shortfall is also expected. 

We now forecast that business fixed investment will grow 
strongly in the second half and this should help to keep the 
growth of real GNP above 5 percent. However, there is considerable 
uncertainty here. The Commerce Department survey of plant and 
equipment expenditures indicates a slower growth. In discussing 
the outlook for business investment, you may want to ask about 
business confidence, the recent behavior of the stock market, 
and its impact on investment. 



TO: 

FROM: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

THE VICE PRESIDENT 
STU EIZENSTAT 
HAMILTON JORDAN 
JACK WATSON 
BERT LANCE 

RICK HUTCHESON 

SUBJECT: Charles Schultze's Memo 6/20/77 
re Third Monthly Meeting with 
Economic Advisers and Federal 
Reserve Board Chairman (Quadriad) 

The President has the original memo. A 
copy is attached for your information. 



THE CHAIRMAN OF THE 

COUNCIL OF ECONOM!C ADVISERS 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Charlie Schul tie C_l- ~ 

June 20, 1977 

Subject: Third Monthly Meeting with Economic Advisers and 
Federal Reserve Board Chairman {Quadriad) 

The agenda for the third monthly meeting of the Quadriad 
might center on the following three areas: 

The outlook for inflation. 

Recent trends in interest rates and monetary growth. 

The outlook for economic activity in the second half 
of the year. 

The following material will provide some background for this 
discussion. 

1. Inflation Outlook 

We expect the rate of inflation to decelerate significantly 
in the second half of the year. While the CPI rose at an annual 
rate of over 10 percent in the first 4 months of the year, the 
rate should 'fall to below 6 percent in the second half. Favorable 
developments in food prices are the primary reason. Wholesale 
prices of farm products fell about 2-1/2 percent in May after 
having risen about 12 percent in the previous five months. 
Good spring rains and large planting figures are helping to 
keep grain prices down and the winter wheat crop is close to 
last year's record. 

Another favorable price development recently has been the 
trend of sensitive industrial materials prices. The Federal 
Reserve Board's index of these prices rose about 12 percent 
from early November 1976 through early April, but since then 
has fallen about 6 percent. Declines have been concentrated 
in scrap metals, cotton, hides, and tallow. 
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You may want to discuss the implications of these price 
d evelopme nts for monetary pol1cy. In ~art1cular, can the Federal 
Reserve Bo a rd now a fford to be more accommodative in supplying money 
and cred1t to finance the expansion? 

2. Interest Rates and Monetary Growth 

Prior to the last Quadriad meeting, the Federal Reserve 
had taken actions to restrict the growth of money in response to 
sharp increases in the money supply in April. The Federal 
Reserve's actions took the form of pushing up the Federal funds 
rate (the rate on overnight loans between banks) from 4-5/8 percent 
in early April to 5-3/8 percent a month later. As a result, short
term market interest rates increased. In order to preserve the 
spread between these rates and the rates on business loans, 
most large commercial banks had just announced an increase in 
their price rate from 6-1/4 to 6-l/2 percent. Several days later, 
the prime rate rose another notch to 6-3/4 percent . 

More recently, one large bank (Morgan Guaranty Trust) reversed 
this additional increase by reverting to the previous 6-l/2 
percent rate. It is not yet clear whether other major banks will 
follow suit. Loan demand at larger banks has been relatively weak 
c ompared to the demand at smaller regional banks -- as is typical 
at the start of a resurgence of business loan activity. 

Over the past month, the narrowly-defined money supply (Ml) 
which consists of currency and checking deposits -- has remained 

unchanged. Short-term market interest rates have come down a 
little but are still about one-half percentage point above their 
l evels in early April. Long-term rates did not respond much to 
the Federal Reserve's tightening measures, and they are now 
generally at or a little below their levels in early April. 

In discussing these movements in interest rates, you may 
want to ask about monetary policy in light of the fact that money 
growth has slowed down since the Fede ral Reserve tightening. 

· If money growth continues sluggish so that the money supply moves 
back within the Fed target range, can we expect some loosening 
of the re1ns by the Fed and a reduction in 1nterest rates? 

3 . The Economic Outlook for the Second Half of the Year 

We expedt real economic growth to be in the 6-l/ 2 percent 
range this quarter, but to slow to about 5 to 5-l/ 2 percent in the 
second half. Residential construction, inventory investment and 
personal consumption are all expected to grow at a slower rate. 
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State and local government purchases should grow more quickly, 
however, as the stimulus program begins to take effect. Some 
catchup from the Federal expenditure shortfall is also expected. 

We now forecast that business fixed investment will grow 
strongly in the second half and this should help to keep the 
growth of real GNP above 5 percent. However, there is considerable 
uncertainty here. The Commerce Department survey of plant and 
equipment expenditures indicates a slower growth. In discussing 
the outlook for business investment, you may want to ask about 
business confidence, the recent behavior of the stock market, 
and its impact on investment. 
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Th"E PRESIDENT HAS SEEN • 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 21, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRl\NK MOORE _)7"}17,. 
SUBJECT: Weekly Legislative Report 

dated June 18, 1977 

You raised two questions about items on this week's 
legislative report. Further information is as follows: 

HR 5023, Indian Claims Filing Extension 

The Department of Interior supports extending "until 
December 31, 1981, the statute of limitations for suits 
for money damages brought by the United States on behalf 
of Indians where the cause of action arose prior to 1966. 
The present statute will expire on July 18, 1977." 
Interior reports that at least two amendments will be 
offered (the bill will be on the House floor Thursday), 
to extend the law for one or two years. 

Interior gives these reasons for its position in support 
of the four and one-half year extension: 

1. The four and one-half years are necessary to 
sufficiently allow this Department and Justice 
to identify, research, and prosecute valid claims; 

2. The Department is now examining or processing over 
340 pre-1966 claims. This number omits many claims 
not yet fully identified or researched; 

3. The identification phase alone is time-consuming. 
It involves surveys of trust land; inventories of 
road, railroad and power line rights-of-way across 
such land; inventories of water use; search of 
county tax records and plat books; canvassing in
dividual Indian allottees; and review of contracts 
with Indian tribes; 

4. Once these claims are identified the BIA must 
thoroughly research them in conjunction with the 
Solicitor's office both in Washington and in the 
field; 
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5. The Solicitor's office is then responsible for 
developing each case and assisting the Justice 
Department in such case's prosecution -- each 
case often taking many years and manpower re
sources; 

6. Significantly, this process also includes 
negotiation and settlement of as many claims as 
possible to avoid costly and lengthy litigation; 

7. We do not anticipate that Interior can complete 
the foregoing processes, as well as file or 
settle all valid claims, particularly the larger 
land claims and water rights cases, within a 
shorter period than four and one-half years; 

8. A shorter extension could result in sudden 
last-minute filings of massive cases, and ig
noring smaller valid claims of Indian individuals; 
and 

9. We are currently organizing our efforts so as to 
complete all the foregoing by December 31, 1981. 

HR 7010, Victims of Crime Act of 1977 

Our report to you incorrectly stated that " ... the 
Administration would support enactment of the bill if 
the maximum compensation for each claim is reduced to 
$420,000 ... ''. That was a typographical error. The 
figure should have read $20,000. 

OMB's report stated that: 

"The Administration would support enactment of HR 7010 
if the maximum compensation for each claim is reduced 
to $20,000 and the Federal share of compensation to 
state crime victims not exceed 25 percent of the total 
of each such claim." 
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XHE PRES IDE1lT HAS S:t:E:·T. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON ----Electrostatic Copy Made 
tor Preservation Purposes 

June 20, 1977 

BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST 
Tuesday, June 21, 1977 
8:00 a.m. 
State Dining Room 

From: Frank Moore pu-,, 
This is the second bipartisan leadership breakfast since you 
took office. 

Note: PBS is doing a major documentary on Speaker O'Neill. 
The film crew doing this special will film (with sound) the 
first three minutes of the breakfast. You should pay particular 
attention to the Speaker at that time. 

I. PARTICIPANTS 

See attached list. 

II. TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION 

1. Foreign assistance legislation is the top priority 
in the House this week. On Wednesday, the House will take 
up H.R. 7797, Foreign Assistance Appropriations. It is 
important for you to stress the need for maintaining 
funding levels and to solicit the support of the Republicans 
on this matter. 

2. Energy -- The Senate Energy Committee will begin 
mark-up in the very near future. You may want to discuss 
the problems connected with coal conversion -- problems with 
air standards, lack of transportation and means, misuse 
of present capital investment. 

3. Appropriations -- The Senate will likely consider 
the following appropriations bills: 

Labor/HEW 
ERDA/Public Works (particular emphasis on water projects; 

you should mention, but not dwell on, the Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor. 

Foret~n Assistance Appropriations (Senator Inouye favors 
funding levels lower than the Administration has 
requested. 
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4. Lock and Darn 26 
The Administration supports a compromise position 
which calls for new construction only if accompanied 
by users charges. We oppose new construction without 
the users charges. The Administration favors a study 
of the need for new construction as opposed to 
rehabilitation and we will be pushing that position 
in Conference and in the House. 



PARTICIPANTS 

The President 

The Vice President 

Secretary Vance 
Secretary Blumenthal 

Senator Byrd 
Senator Cranston 
Senator Eastland 
Senator Humphrey 
Senator Inouye 
Senator Baker 
Senator Curtis 
Senator Hansen 
Senator Stevens 
Senator Tower 

Speaker O'Neill 
Congressman Wright 
Congressman Brademas 
Congressman Foley 
Congressman Rostenkowski 
Congressman Chisholm 
Congressman Rhodes 
Congressman Anderson (John) 
Congressman Michel 

Frank Moore 
Stu Eizenstat 
Bill Smith 
Dan Tate 
Bill Cable 



THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

UNCLASSIFIED 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

From: Cyrus Vance 1.:1 

Subject: Foreign Assistance Appropriations/ 
Leadership Breakfast 

The Foreign Assistance appropriation will be debated in 
the House on Wednesday. 

Amounts: I recommend that you urge the leadership to 
support the Committee bill and fight further cuts. The 
reported bill totals $6.7 billion; $0.5 billion has already 
been cut from the IFis and another $0.4 billion from other 
aid programs. Unless the United States is prepared to 
contribute financially to the developing world, our ini
tiatives in human rights and toward new relationships in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America will ring hollow. 

Amendments: We intend to oppose all amendments. You 
might wish to call the following to the attending of the 
leadership: 

1. Congressman Bill Young, following Dole's lead in 
the Senate, will seek to deny IFI funds to Viet-Nam, 
Cambodia, Laos, Uganda, Ethiopia, and Cuba. The bill 
already prohibits direct assistance to most of these 
countries, but members may use this amendment as an 
opportunity to challenge Administration normalization 
efforts. Not only would this amendment damage our 
long-term efforts to woo countries like Viet-Nam from 
the Soviet orbit; it will also disrupt our relationship 
with the banks and all the countries they serve. (FYI: 
We may have to resort to a substitute amendment to 
deflect this one.) 

2. Africa. We anticipate a move to cut the $100 
million from the Southern African Development Fund and 
a portion of the Sahel recovery program. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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3. Korea. Congressman Harkin may move to cut the FMS 
program to Korea, citing human rights concerns. 

4. UNDP. We expect a move to cut the UN Development 
Program, which can contribute to the same countries 
Young's amendment addresses. 

Needless to say, the House will have to shift gears 
substantially after a week of trying to avoid increases in 
domestic programs. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOORE JJ/1 
SUBJECT: MEETING ON LEGISLATIVE PRIORITIES 

9:00A.M., JUNE 21, 1977 

1. Speaker o•Neill and Senator Byrd agree that no written list 
should be issued. There should be verbal discussion to focus 
on a list of what items can be considered before October. 

2. Attached is the list of legislation Stu Eizenstat and I 
prepared last week. 

C! 
-
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

Stu Eizenstat 
Hamilton Jordan 
Jack Watson 

-,- -- ---· _...,... ___ _ 

The attached was returned in the 
President's outbox and is forwarded 
to you for your information and 
appropriate action. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Administration Actions to Protect 
Northwest Indian Salmon Fishing 

Rights 

/ 



MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT 
KATHY FLETCHER 

Administration Actions to Protect 
Northwest Indian Salmon Fishing Rights 

This week, the Administration has begun implementation of 
a difficult but necessary effort to insure that Indian 
treaty fishing rights are protected in accordance with a 
1974 Federal District Court decision (the Boldt decision). 
Because the situation in Washington State is volatile, 
and because a major Administration effort is involved, 
this memorandum will inform you fully in advance of the 
opening of the fishing season. Protection of Indian treaty 
rights involves potential civil disobedience and perhaps 
violence on the part of non-Indian fishermen. This is the 
"hottest" issue in Washington State. 

Background 

• Northwest Indian tribes are entitled to 50% of the 
Washington State salmon catch. 

• The only way to protect this right is to allow addi
tional fishing time for Indians, due to their lesser 
numbers and less sophisticated equipment. 

• Non-Indian fishermen are violently opposed to "spe
cial treatment" for Indian fishermen. 

• Washington State Supreme Court has just ruled that 
the State fisheries agency cannot enforce fisheries 
allocation, in other words, federal action is neces
sary to insure protection of Indian treaty rights. 

• The Administration has a three-agency Task Force 
(Interior, Justice, Commerce) which was established 
in response to a request from the Washington State 
delegation to develop short- and long-range resolu
tion of the situation. 

ElectrostatiC Copy Made 
for Preeervation Purposes 
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• The first fishery to open is the international 
(Canadian-U.S.) Fraser River salmon run season on 
June 26. 

Administration Plan for Fraser River Season 

• After consideration of all options, the Administration 
Task Force has recommended a plan with which State 
Department and Transportation are cooperating fully. 

• The Plan: 

1. Will allow extra fishing days for Indians ("Indian
only" days). This involves an interpretation of our 
treaty with Canada to e~empt u. s. Indians from the 
two day per week limitation imposed by the inter
national treaty Commission. This interpretation does 
not affect our obligation to Canada to keep the total 
Indian and non-Indian catch at 50%, leaving 50% for 
Canada, nor does it affect our treaty obligations for 
conservation of the salmon resource. 

Note: This is a "strained" interpretation of the 
treaty. However, the only other alternative for 
providing additional fishing time for Indians within 
the bounds of the treaty would be to cut back non
Indian fishing time to only one day per week, to 
which non-Indian reaction would be extreme. Canadians 
have indicated they will not object to this treaty 
interpretation, if we meet our overall treaty obliga
tions through adequate enforcement. Canada will not 
join us in a bilateral agreement to exempt u. S. 
Indians, however. Non-Indian fishermen may challenge 
the interpretation. If they are successful, the 
ultimate result would probably be that non-Indians 
would be cut back to one day per week or that other 
fisheries in the State would be adjusted to account 
for the need to increase Indian fish catch. These 
other adjustments would virtually eliminate non-Indian 
fishing in the other areas. Of interest is the fact 
that Canadian Indians are exempt from the treaty 
under a previous bilateral agreement. 

2. Will be enforced through cooperation of Justice 
(U.S. Marshals); Commerce (National Marine Fisheries 
Service agents); Transportation (Coast Guard). 
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Enforcement is critical: a) we need to assure 
Canada we will meet our overall treaty obligations 
(which might be jeopardized by illegal non-Indian 
fishing on "Indian-only" days); and b) maintaining 
order is essential in this volatile situation. 

• Prior to season opening: 

1. Commerce will coordinate extensive public education 
efforts in the State of Washington. They are 
already working closely with the delegation. Empha
sis in the State will be on our expectation that 
everyone will comply. 

2. Interior will issue the necessary regulations govern
ing Indian fishing, including emphasis on mandatory 
Indian fishermen identification cards. 

3. State has communicated our intentions to Canada. 

• Enforcement effort: 

1. Secretary Adams has agreed to an adequate initial 
level of Coast Guard capability in the immediate 
area (Commerce and Justice enforcement personnel 
rely on Coast Guard marine equipment). On the 
first "Indian-only" day, there will be a "low 
profile" of federal enforcement presence. 

2. If massive civil disobedience is encountered on the 
first "Indian-only" day (for example, a non-Indian 
"fish-in''), Coast Guard will supply emergency capa
bility from entire Puget Sound area. 

3. If the situation escalates beyond Coast Guard 
Puget Sound-area capability, your guidance will 
be sought, because drawing additional Coast Guard 
capability would deprive Alaska and other Pacific 
Coast areas of capability to enforce 200-mile 
fishing limit. Obviously, this eventuality would 
be highly visible. 

4. Maximum cooperation will be sought from the State 
to enforce violation of State laws other than strictly 
fishing violations. 

Follow-up 

• The Task Force agencies will keep us fully informed of 
the situation as the season progresses. 
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DOT initially resisted assisting in the enforcement of the 
Indian's rights under the Boldt decision. They have now 
agreed, following a lengthy White House meeting which was 
convened with all affected agencies. 

Secretary Adams has stressed --- and asked me to convey to 
you --- his concern that if there is massive resistance by 
non-Indian fisherman, through a ''fish-in" during the 
Indian-only fishing day, the Coast Guard's reserves are 
limited absent moving ships from other parts of the world, 
which he would want to do only at your direction. We are 
not at this point yet,but you should be advised that the 
need may arise. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

Frank Moore -

The attached was returned in 
t}le President's outbox. It is 
forwarded to you for appropriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Proposed Letters regarding 
International Development Bank 

Appropriations 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Frank Moore and the Treasury 
Department request that you 
send the attached letters 
regarding international develop
ment bank appropriations to 
the Speaker and to Cong. Rhodes. 

TWO SIGNATURES REQUESTED. 

Rick 

ElectrostatiC Copy Made 
tor Pr...-vation Purp088S 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

I understand that the FY 1978 appropriations for the 
international development banks are scheduled to come 
to the House floor early next week. I am writing to 
request your support for passage of the bill with 
funding levels as close as possible to those which I 
originally requested. 

As you know, the Appropriations Committee reduced our 
request for the banks by almost half a billion dollars. 
I believe that any further reductions would seriously 
impair our ability to participate fully and meaningr
fully in ongoing activities of the '"E'aiiks and would 
tnerefore have a major adverse effect on the foreign 
policy of the Unitearstates. 

It is of particularly crucial importance to obtain 
the largest possible appropriation for the International 
Development Association (IDA). We are deee~Y concerned 
with the Committee's recommendation to cut 225 million 
from our request for IDA. Any further reductions in the 
request would be disastrous. 

The entire IDA V agreement, negotiated over a period of 
two years among twenty-three donor countries, will col
~ap0e unless the United States contributes its full----

80 million share to the first installment. The 
agreement was given global attention in the communique 
which I, along with my colleagues from six other nations, 
issued at the conclusion of the Summit meeting in London 
in early April. It is a major element in overall North
South relations, and was endorsed as such at the recent 
Conference on International Economic Cooperation in Paris. 
Any disruption of IDA V would trigger an extremely serious 
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breech in relations between the United States and the 
developing countries, and would adversely affect re
lations between the United States and other donor countries 
as well. 

In addition to the $800 million requested for IDA V, the 
Administration is seeking $375 million for the third 
installment of our contribution ,to the fourth replenish
ment of IDA. All other countrie's have already made their 
full contributions to IDA IV, while the United States has 
contributed only half of its pledge. Any further reduction 
in the appropriation would give rise to serious doubts as 
to whether the United States intends to carry through on 
the contribution which it agreed in 1975 to make to IDA IV. 

I also seek your support to avoid any language which would 
prevent the use of funds appropriated in th'e bill for bank 
lending to Indochina. Specifying that U.S. funds could not 
be used for loans to these countries by the multilateral 
development institutions would in all probability make it 
impossible for these institutions to accept our funds. 
It would, in effect, jeopardize continued U.S. participation 
in the banks. I support the language on this issue recom
mended by the Committee, which is similar to language 
contained in the Foreign Assistance and Related Program 
Appropriations Act for FY 1977. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. 
Speaker of the 

u.s. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 



THE WHITt;: HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

To Congressman John Rhodes 

I understand that the FY 1978 appropriations for the 
international development banks are scheduled to come 
to the House floor early next week. I am writing to 
request your support for passage of the bill with 
funding levels as close as possible to those which I 
originally requested. 

As you know, the Appropriations Committee reduced our 
request for the banks by almost half a billion dollars. 
I believe that any further reductions would seriously 
impair our ability to participate fully and meaning
fully in ongoing activities of the banks and would 
therefore have a major· adverse effect on the foreign 
policy of the United States. 

It is of particularly crucial importance to obtain 
the largest possible appropriation for the International 
Development Association (IDA). We are deeply concerned 
with the Committee's recommendation to cut $225 million 
from our· request for IDA. Any further reductions in the 
request would be disastrous. 

The entire IDA V agreement, negotiated over a period of 
two years among twenty-three donor countries, will col
lapse unless the United States contributes its full 
$800 million share to the first installment. The 
agreement was given global attention in the conwunique 
which I, along with my colleagues from six other nations, 
issued at the conclusion of the Summit meeting in London 
in early April. It is a major element in overall North
South relations, and was endorsed as such at the recent 
Conference on International Economic Cooperation in Paris. 
Any disruption of IDA V would trigger an extremely serious 
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breech in relations between the United States and the 
developing countries, and would adversely affect re
lations between the United States and other donor countries 
as well. 

In addition to the $800 million requested for IDA V, the 
Administration is seeking $375 million for the third 
installment of our contribution to the fourth replenish
ment of IDA. All other countries have already made their 
full contributions to IDA IV, while the United States has 
contributed only half of its pledge. Any further reduction 
in the appropriation would give rise to serious doubts as 
to whether the United States intends to carry through on 
the contribution which it agreed in 1975 to make to IDA IV. 

I also seek your support to avoid any language which would 
prevent the use of funds appropriated ·in the bill for bank 
lending to Indochina. Specifying that u.s. funds could not 
be used for loans to these countries by the multilateral 
development institutions would in all probability make it 
impossible for these institutions to accept our funds. 
It would, in effect, jeopardize continued. U. S. participation 
in the banks. I support the language on this issue recom
mended by the Committee, which is similar to language 
contained in the Foreign Assistance and Related Program 
Appropriations Act for FY 1977. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable John J. Rhodes 
u.s. House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

' 
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THE WH IT E HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

Frank Moore -

The attached letter was signed 
by the President and is forwarded 
to you for handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Letter to Paul Friedlander 

. / 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO FRANK MOORE 

FROM BOB THOMS~ 
RE SENATORS MAGNUSON AND JACKSON - PAUL FRIEDLANDER 

Senators Magnuson and Jackson nominated Paul Friedlander, 
a prominent Seattle civic leader and political figure, 
for one of the three seats available this year on the 
Board for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. He 
was not selected. The Senators request (Jackson 
personally) that the President send a letter to 
Friedlander notifying him of the decision. 

Of course, we do not want to get in the position of 
writing similar letters to every unsuccessful nominee. 
The Senators realize that, but Senator Jackson, in 
particular, has requested that a special, one-time 
exception be granted in this case. Friedlander has 
been an exceptionally prolific fundraiser for both 
Jackson and Magnuson in past campaigns, and is a close 
friend of both Senators. He was carefully considered 
for the CAB board and is deemed qualified. 

I recommend the enclosed letter be sent. Rick Neustadt 
wrote an original draft which I revised. The Senators 
wanted a much stronger letter, but I believe they will 
be satisfied with this. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

To Paul Friedlander 

Please accept my personal thanks for your interest 
in serving on the board for the ·corporation for 
Public Broadcasting. As you know, I am a strong 
supporter of public broadcasting, so I am 
gratified to see persons of stature such as 
yourself make such ·substantial commitments to 
the welfare of public broadcasting. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible to. nominate 
you for one of the three seats available this 
year. As you know, additional. vacancies 
periodically occur, .so ! trust your name will 
be resubmitted for consideration on those 
occasions. 

Sincerely, 

L 
-~~~ 

Paul s. Friedlander 
Friedlander and Sons 
Fifth Avenue at Pike 
Seattle, Washington 98101 

k~; r~:;t-~~~ 
Jc~l>- r ~A'~~ 
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June 21, 1977 

Frank Moore -

The attached letter was signed 
by the President and is forwarded 
to you for handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 

Re: Letter to Paul Friedlander 



THEWHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO FRANK MOORE 

FROM BOB THOMS~ 
RE SENATORS MAGNUSON AND JACKSON - PAUL FRIEDLANDER 

Senators Magnuson and Jackson nominated Paul Friedlander, 
a prominent Seattle civic leader and political figure, 
for one of the three seats available this year on the 
Board for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. He 
was not selected. The Senators request (Jackson 
personally) that the President send a letter to 
Friedlander notifying him of the decision. 

Of course, we do not want to get in the position of 
writing similar letters to every unsuccessful nominee. 
The Senators realize that, but Senator Jackson, in 
particular, has requested that a special, one-time 
exception be granted in this case. Friedlander has 
been an exceptionally prolific fundraiser for both 
Jackson and Magnuson in past campaigns, and is a close 
friend of both Senators. He was carefully considered 
for the CAB board and is deemed qualified. 

I recommend the enclosed letter be sent. Rick Neustadt 
wrote an original draft which I revised. The Senators 
wanted a much stronger letter, but I believe they will 
be satisfied with this. 



----------------------------- ----

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Frank Moore requests 
that the attached 
letter be sent 
to Friedlander. 

Rick 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 20, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO FRANK MOORE 

FROM BOB THOMS~ 
RE SENATORS MAGNUSON AND JACKSON - PAUL FRIEDLANDER 

Senators Magnuson and Jackson nominated Paul Friedlander, 
a prominent Seattle civic leader and political figure, 
for one of the three seats available this year on the 
Board for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. He 
was not selected. The Senators request (Jackson 
personally) that the President send a letter to 
Friedlander notifying him of the decision. 

Of course, we do not want to get in the position of 
writing similar letters to every unsuccessful nominee. 
The Senators realize that, but Senator Jackson, in 
particular, has requested that a special, one-time 
exception be granted in this case. Friedlander has 
been an exceptionally prolific fundraiser for both 
Jackson and Magnuson in past campaigns, and is a close 
friend of both Senators. He was carefully considered 
for the CAB board and is deemed qualified. 

I recommend the enclosed letter be sent. Rick Neustadt 
wrote an original draft which I revised. The Senators 
wanted a much stronger letter, but I believe they will 
be satisfied with this. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1977 

To Paul Friedlander 

Please accept my personal thanks for your interest 
in serving on the board for the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting. As you know, I am a strong 
supporter of publl.c broadcasting, so I am · 
gratified to see persons of stature such as 
yourself make such substantial commitments to 
the welfare of public broadcasting. 

Unfortunately, it was not possible .to. nominate 
you for one of the thiee seats available this 
year. As you know, additional. vacancies 
periodically occur, .so l trust your name will 
be resubmitted for consideration on those 
occasions. 

Sincerely, 

- L 

~~ 
Paul s. Friedlander 
Friedlander and Sons 
Fifth Avenue at Pike 
Seattle, Washi~gton 98101 

~~~~L~ 
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®ffirr nf tftl' 1\ttnntl'\! Oirnl'ral 
DT tts4ingtnn, i. Qt. 2U530 

June 21, 1977 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Reserve Mining Company Litigation 

Attached is a memorandum from the Assistant Attorney 

General for the Land and Natural Resources Division of the 

Department of Justice. The memorandum discusses the history 

of the litigation pertaining to Reserve Mining Company's 

discharge of waste into Lake Superior and sets forth the 

basis for the Department's decision not to oppose the 

company's motion for a stay of the final shutdown order. 

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has already 

refused to uphold an immediate injunction. Given the 

recent completion of a new filtration plant, the Department 

concluded that it would not be able to convince a court 

that an immediate shutdown was warranted. Accordingly, 

it did not oppose the company's motion for a stay of the 

final shutdown order. 

~1\.~ 
Griffin B. Bell 
Attorney General 
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DATE: June 20, 1977 

FR~M : James W. Moorman 
Acting Assistant Attorney General 
Land and Natural Resources Division 

SUBJ T: Reserve Mining Company -- Informational Memorandum 

The President has inquired as to why we did not 
oppose the motion by Reserve Mining Company to stay the 
District Court's order requiring a termination of the dis
charge of taconite tailings into Lake Superior by July 7, 
1977. The President also asked how long Reserve Mining 
has been "defying the law." 

Responding to the latter question first, we note 
that the first administrative action declaring Reserve's 
discharges illegal was by the Conferees on the Pollution 
of Lake Superior on September 30, 1969 under the aegis of the 
Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the Federal Water Pol
lution Control Act. On April 28, 1971, the Administrator of 
the Environmental Protection Agency, which succeeded the 
Department of the Interior in respect to water pollution 
control activities, notified Reserve that it was in violation 
of federally-approved water quality standards. On February 2, 
1972, the United States filed a civil complaint against 
Reserve seeking an injunction against the continued discharge 
of tailings in violation of the "Refuse Act of 1899", 33 U.S.C. 
407 and Section 10 of the old Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, 33 U.S.C. 1160. The United States was joined in this 
action by the States of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan and 
several environmental groups. 

In the early summer of 1973, the Environmental 
Protection Agency discovered that the tailings contained 
asbestos fibers and that the fibers entered the water supply 
of Duluth and other Lake Superior communities. At this point, 
the major issue in the case became one of adverse effect on 
public health rather than upon the ecology of Lake Superior. 
Trial commenced on August 1, 1973 before United States District 
Judge Miles Lord and continued with little interruption until 

l Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
5010· 110 
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April 20, 1974 when the Court issued an injunction effective 
the following day against any further discharges by Reserve. 
The plant was closed for a short time until the Court of 
Appeals stayed Judge Lord's injunction. The United States 
Army Corps of Engineers proceeded at the direction of Judge 
Lord to install filtration of Lake Superior water used for 
drinking purposes to remove asbestos fibers. 

Finally, after several petitions to the Supreme 
Court, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals entered its order 
on March 14, 1975, declaring that a potential health hazard 
was created by the discharges into Lake Superior and that a 
more immediate hazard was created by the emissions of fibers 
into the ambient air from the taconite plant. Rather than 
authorizing the District Court to impose a specific schedule 
for cessation of the air and water discharges, the Eighth 
Circuit remanded the case for entry of an order allowing 
Reserve additional time to install air pollution equipment. 
With respect to the water pollution, Reserve was allowed to 
apply to the State of Minnesota for permits authorizing an 
on-land disposal basin in a totaling closed system. Reserve's 
first proposed plan was rejected by all parties and its second 
plan (the Milepost 7 plan) was also rejected by two agencies 
of the State. These State agency decisions, however, were 
reversed by the Minnesota Supreme Court and the Minnesota 
Pollution Control Agency and the Department of Natural Resources 
were ordered to issue permits to Reserve for the Milepost 7 
plan. 

At the present time, additional applications by 
Reserve are pending before the Corps of Engineers for permits 
pursuant to Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control 
Act, 33 U.S.C. 1344. These permits are needed for the damming 
of certain streams by Reserve at the site of the basin. We 
expect a decision from the Corps in August 1977. There does 
not appear to be any objection from Federal agencies to the 
issuance of these permits. 

Although Reserve has been in violation of the law 
since at least 1969, the United States and the State of 
Minnesota, in view of Reserve's recalcitrance, have pursued 
the matter in court. It is essentially two facts which have 
caused the courts to decline to enter an immediate injunction: 
(1) Reserve employs several thousand workers in Northern 
Minnesota and supplies Armco and Republic Steel Corporation 
with the iron needed to produce a large percentage of their 
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steel; and (2) abatement of the discharge can only be accom
plished by construction of an on-land basin covering 10 square 
miles and costing in the neighborhood of three hundred million 
dollars . 

In response to the President's other question we 
did not oppose the motion for a stay of the final shutdown 
order because the Court of Appeals has already refused to 
uphold an immediate injunction issued by Judge Miles Lord. 
Also, a new filtration plant has been completed and is operating 
to filter the water for Duluth. We understand that only a very 
small fraction of the asbestos fibers remain in the drinking 
water after filtration. The Eighth Circuit made it very clear 
that it would allow Reserve Mining Company a reasonable period 
of time to construct a tailings basin once the necessary permits 
were secured. Thus, there is nothing happening at the present 
time which would convince a court that an immediate shutdown 
is warranted. 




